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Abstract
Gravity gradient fluctuations are an essential observational target for precise measurements of the motion of mass. Currently, the low-frequency fluctuations around
0.1 Hz are targeted for earthquake early warning using terrestrial gravity gradient
fluctuations, and for observing the gravitational waves from intermediate-mass black
holes. Therefore, development of highly sensitive gravity gradiometers is essential
for such scientific observations. A torsion-bar antenna (TOBA) is a ground-based
detector proposed for measuring low-frequency gravity gradient fluctuations. The
low mechanical resonant frequency of TOBA enables gravity gradient observations
of frequencies around 0.1 Hz even on the ground where the detector is bound by the
strong gravitational field. Several prototypes of TOBA and component technologies
have been developed and investigated to understand the characteristics of detector
noises. To realize the scientific observations using TOBA, the instrumental noise
must be suﬃciently reduced, based on the knowledge gained from the prototypes.
The main technical issues are a cryogenic system for thermal noise reduction, a
low-frequency vibration isolation system for seismic noise reduction, and an optical
system for a precise measurement of the rotation of the torsion pendulum. In particular, the cryogenic cooling for the torsion pendulum is high priority as previous
studies in this area have been few and far between. Moreover, earthquake detectability and localizability using TOBA have not been well clarified so far. Therefore,
these topics must be investigated to establish a realistic gravity-based earthquake
early warning system.
In this thesis, a 35 cm-scale TOBA (Phase-III TOBA) is proposed and developed
for the purpose of technical demonstration as well as the earthquake early warning
using TOBA. Both theoretical and experimental aspects have been investigated:
On the theoretical side, the detectability of earthquakes using TOBA, which is
sensitive only to the horizontal gravity gradient, was evaluated for the first time. A
comparison with other types of gravity gradiometers showed that TOBA has a good
detectability for both strike-slip and dip-slip earthquakes even without measuring
the vertical gravity gradient. Additionally, the localizability of the epicenter using an
array of TOBAs was also simulated to investigate a suitable detector arrangement,
the required calibration accuracy of the detectors, and the necessary information of
the source fault parameters.
On the experimental side, the√system of Phase-III TOBA has been designed
to achieve a sensitivity of 10−15 / Hz, which is required for earthquake detection.
In addition to the known noise-suppression methods, the design also includes the
reduction of nonlinear vibration transfer noise, which has recently been discovered,
and a newly proposed highly sensitive angular sensor. The cryogenic system, which is
the most essential part of Phase-III TOBA, was then experimentally demonstrated
by successfully cooling a prototype 35 cm-scale torsion pendulum to 6.1 K; this
establishes the basis of the cryogenic system in Phase-III TOBA.
The abovementioned theoretical and experimental works have opened the path
to development of gravity-based earthquake early warning system using Phase-III
TOBA. This thesis reports the details of these results.

要旨 (in Japanese)
重力勾配の変動は質量の動きを精密に計測できる重要な観測量である。近年特に 0.1Hz 付
近の低周波における地球重力勾配変動を地震速報に利用する研究や、同じく低周波の重力
波観測による中間質量ブラックホール連星合体の研究などが注目されており、それらを観
測しうる高感度な重力勾配計の開発が求められている。ねじれ振り子型重力勾配計 TOBA
（TOrsion-Bar Antenna）はそれらの観測を目的として提案された地上低周波重力勾配計で
ある。共振周波数が低いねじれ振り子を用いることで、重力による束縛の強い地上において
も 0.1Hz 付近の重力勾配変動の観測が可能になるというメリットがある。これまでに複数の
プロトタイプ開発や要素研究によって検出器雑音の特性などが明らかになってきた。地震速
報や重力波観測を実現するためには、得られた知見をもとに検出器雑音を十分に低減する必
要がある。主要な技術的課題としては、熱雑音低減のための低温化技術の開発、地面振動雑
音低減のための低周波防振システムの開発、そして振り子回転の精密計測のための光学系開
発などがある。特に低温化技術についてはねじれ振り子における先行研究が少ないため開発
の必要性が高い。加えて理論面でも、地震観測については TOBA による検出能力や震源位
置決定精度などは明らかになっていない点も多い。TOBA の高感度化および現実的な地震
観測手法の確立のためにはこれらのトピックについて研究が必要である。
本研究では雑音低減の技術実証と地震観測の実現を目指した 35 cm スケールの TOBA
(Phase-III TOBA) を提案し、理論と実験の両面で研究を行った。理論面では、水平重力勾
配のみに感度を持つ TOBA について地震検出能力を初めて評価した。他タイプの検出器と
比較した結果、鉛直重力勾配の観測ができなくとも strike-slip 型の地震については高い検出
能力を持つことや dip-slip 型についても良い検出能力を持つことが明らかになった。さらに
複数台の TOBA を用いた震源位置決定のシミュレーションも行い、十分な精度で位置決定
するために必要な検出器配置やキャリブレーション精度、震源に関する事前情報の精度など
についても初めて調査した。
√
実験面では地震観測に要求される感度 10−15 / Hz を実現するための検出器設計を行っ
た。設計にはこれまで知られていた問題に加え、最近明らかになった非線形振動伝達雑音の
低減や新しく提案された高感度角度センサなども組み込まれている。検出器構成の中でも特
に技術的な重要度が高い低温システムについては実験による実証も行い、35 cm スケールの
ねじれ振り子を 6.1 K まで冷却することに成功し Phase-III TOBA における冷却技術の基本
的な部分を確立した。
これらの理論・実験の結果によって、TOBA による地震検出実現に向けた道を拓いた。
本論文ではこれらの結果の詳細について報告する。
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1

Introduction

Gravity gradient fluctuations are an important observational target for various
purposes including earthquake detection using Newtonian gravity gradient and
astronomical observations through the detection of gravitational waves (GWs).
The measurement of gravity gradient fluctuations provides unique information
regarding the source mass behavior; particularly, the low-frequency fluctuations around 0.1 Hz are an important observation target, which has not been
achieved so far. As both the Newtonian gravity gradient and GWs act as a tidal
force on masses, these can be measured by the same detector configuration.
Gravity-based earthquake early warning (EEW) was recently proposed as a
new EEW method [1]. Observations of gravity fluctuation provide information
on diﬀerent aspects of earthquakes from the ones observed by the current EEW
system using seismic waves. Moreover, the gravity-based EEW is also expected
to have advantage in early detection and magnitude estimation [2]. Gravitational signals have been detected earlier for several earthquakes [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8],
using broadband seismometers and gravimeters. However, for faster detection
and/or detection of smaller earthquakes, the gradient of the gravitational field
must be measured to filter out the eﬀect of ground acceleration. Moreover,
observations around 0.1 Hz are specifically essential, as this frequency corresponds to the timescale of early warning and fault ruptures (∼10 s).
Similarly, GW is another observational target that has been attracting increasing interest in the field of astronomy. Recent detections of GWs from
compact binaries [9, 10, 11] have enabled the exploration of black hole population [12], identification of the origin of short gamma-ray bursts [13], and
the testing of general relativity under the strong gravity [14]. Therefore, improving the observational frequency band from the existing 10 Hz to a lower
frequency is one of the important future steps, as it can allow the observation
of additional phenomena such as coalescences of intermediate-mass black holes
(IMBHs), which in turn can provide information regarding the formation of
supermassive black holes at the center of galaxies [15].
To observe these targets, TOBA (Torsion-Bar Antenna) has been proposed
as a ground-based low-frequency gravity gradiometer [16], which measures the
horizontal rotations of a suspended bar, induced by horizontal gravity gradients. Owing to the low resonant frequency of its torsion pendulum, TOBA
7
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can be sensitive to low-frequency fluctuations. Therefore, the main objective
of TOBA is to observe GWs and to detect earthquakes using 10 m-scale suspended bars; this phase is named Final TOBA. Some prototypes of this system
have been developed, which were used for characterizing several noise sources
[17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. To achieve the abovementioned challenging objective
of Final TOBA, issues in the theoretical and experimental aspects; such as
a more detailed consideration of earthquake detectability and development of
noise reduction technologies, need to be addressed.
Earthquake detectability using gravity gradiometers was discussed in [2],
which was based on some analytical gravity fluctuation models derived
√ in
[23, 24]; according to the study, the required sensitivity is roughly 10−15 / Hz
at 0.1 Hz. This study had also performed simulations of the localization and
magnitude estimation in the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake. For the next step
towards achieving a realistic EEW system, the characteristics of the detectors must be considered: Although the previous researches have considered
vertical gravitational field measurement, some detectors including TOBA are
sensitive only to the horizontal gravity gradient, which has diﬀerent signal amplitudes. Hence, the earthquake detectability using TOBA needs to be clarified
by comparing its performance with the other detector types, for which the required sensitivity for TOBA must be confirmed first. Additionally, studying
the general parameter estimability (e.g., epicenter location, focal mechanism,
or magnitude) would be useful for the design strategy of gravity-based EEW
systems. Furthermore, information regarding the influence of detector configuration on the parameter estimability is essential for setting requirements on
the detector.
The primary requirement for detector development is to establish noise reduction technology. TOBA fundamentally suﬀers from diﬀerent types of noises
such as thermal, quantum, seismic, and Newtonian noise. Among them, reduction of thermal noise using a cryogenic system is one of the largest technical
diﬃculties. There have been few experimental setups using a cryogenic torsion
pendulum for precise measurement. A previous study had designed and used a
small-scale torsion pendulum (40 × 40 × 3 mm) to determine the gravitational
constant G [25]. However, as the size of the pendulum and the required sensitivity are quite diﬀerent from that of TOBA, this technology cannot be applied
to TOBA as it is. Similarly, although a translational cryogenic pendulum has
been used for the ground-based GW detector KAGRA [26], the requirement
is qualitatively diﬀerent because the measurement degree of freedom (DoF)
is diﬀerent. Additionally, the cryogenic system design aﬀects almost all other
systems such as the optical and the mechanical systems, and hence, components must be compatible with the cryogenic temperatures. Therefore, the
development of the cryogenic system is high priority.
To demonstrate noise reduction and earthquake detection, a 35 cm-scale
configuration named Phase-III TOBA has been proposed in this thesis. The

9
√
target sensitivity was set to 10−15 / Hz at 0.1 Hz, which is the required
sensitivity for earthquake detection. Phase-III TOBA is considered to be a
better choice than Final TOBA because of its lower cost and better feasibility.
In terms of technical developments, Phase-III TOBA is an intermediate step
before moving on to Final TOBA: some of the important technologies such as
the cryogenic system are developed in Phase-III TOBA, and the experimental
knowledge regarding its noise properties are to be accumulated.
Two aspects of Phase-III TOBA have been investigated in this thesis: computational work on earthquake detection and experimental work on developing
Phase-III TOBA.
For the computational aspect, several simulations were performed to clarify
the diﬀerence between the earthquake detectability using diﬀerent detectors.
The detectability using TOBA, which is sensitive only to the horizontal gravity gradient, was compared with other detectors to discuss the contribution
of TOBA to EEW even without the vertical gravity gradient measurement.
Then, the target sensitivity of Phase-III TOBA was validated based on this
comparison. The localizability of earthquakes using an array of TOBAs has
also been discussed to consider a detector configuration for the development
of a realistic EEW system. Some of the results were then fed back to the
requirements for the detectors.
For the experimental aspect, the system of Phase-III TOBA is designed,
with particular emphasis on the high-priority cryogenic system design. Additionally, the reduction of the recently discovered vibration noise [22] and
implementation of a highly sensitive angular sensor were also included in the
design. The cryogenic technology was then investigated experimentally using a
simplified configuration of Phase-III TOBA. The performance of the designed
cryogenic system was demonstrated, and the noises of the torsion pendulum
under cryogenic temperatures were studied.
This thesis consists of the following chapters, as shown in Fig. 1.1. First,
the observational targets of this work are introduced in Chapter 2. Next an
overview of TOBA is explained in Chapter 3. Then, the results of our works
are shown in the subsequent chapters; the computational topics are described
in Chapter 4, the design of Phase-III TOBA is explained in Chapter 5, and
the experimental results on the cryogenic system are reported in Chapter 6.
Some topics of the experimental results are discussed in Chapter 7, and the
thesis is concluded in Chapter 8. Appendix A and B explain the details of
the new topics in this thesis, namely the nonlinear vibration transfer in the
torsion pendulums and the new sensitive angular sensor using an optical cavity,
respectively.
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Figure 1.1: Configuration of this thesis.

2

Science of Gravity
Gradient Observation

Scientific targets of gravity gradient observation around 0.1 Hz are introduced
in this chapter. There are two main targets; one is a terrestrial source and
another one is an astrophysical source. A representative terrestrial source is an
earthquake, which redistributes the density of the ground and makes change
in the Newtonian gravitational field. Such signal can be used for earthquake
early warning (EEW) that is faster than seismic P-wave arrival. Another
target, astrophysical sources such as binary black holes emit gravitational wave
(GW). Since both the terrestrial gravity gradient and the gravitational waves
act as tidal force on masses, they can theoretically be detected with a same
configuration of gravity gradiometer.
In this chapter, calculation of gravity gradient signal from those sources are
summarized. As preparation of mathematical framework, a gravity gradient
tensor is defined in Sec. 2.1. Then the signal from earthquakes and gravitational waves are derived in Sec. 2.2 and Sec. 2.3, respectively. In Sec. 2.4,
some proposed gravity gradiometers are briefly introduced.

2.1

Definition of gravity gradient tensor

A gravity gradient tensor G is defined as
G(r, t) = −∇ ⊗ ∇ϕg (r, t).

(2.1)

Here ϕg (r, t) is a gravitational potential. Relative gravitational acceleration
between two close points r and r + ξ is given by
ξ̈ = G(r, t) · ξ

(2.2)

Hence each component of the gravity gradient tensor represents tidal force on
masses.
Dimensionless gravity strain is also used in the following sections. The
11
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detector

gravity
(v=c)

epicenter
compressed

ground
surface

dilated

seismic P-wave
(v ~ 7 km/s)
Figure 2.1: An overview of how an earthquake causes gravity perturbation
preceding arrival of a seismic P-wave.

gravity strain tensor h(r, t) is related to the gravity gradient tensor by
∫

t

h(r, t) =
0

dt′



∫

t′
0



hxx hxy hxz

dt′′ G(r, t′′ ) = 
 hyx hyy hyz  .
hzx hzy hzz

(2.3)

Since Gij is relative acceleration, its second integral hij represents the relative
displacement between two free masses. Due to the apparent symmetry Gij =
Gji (i, j = x, y, z) and Poisson equation ∆ϕg (r, t) = 0, h and G has five
independent components.

2.2

Earthquake early warning using gravitational signal

Earthquake is caused by dynamic rupture on a fault. The released energy
propagates outward as seismic waves, and shakes the surface of the ground
when the waves reach there. During this process, the density of crustal rocks is
perturbed due to compression or dilation of the medium induced by the seismic
waves. In an inhomogeneous medium, dislocation of the boundaries between
layers of diﬀerent density also contributes to the density change. These density
redistributions cause detectable gravity fluctuation around the epicenter. The
schematic figure is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Permanent change in gravity acceleration was first detected by a superconducting gravimeter during the 2003 Tokachi-oki earthquake (moment magnitude Mw = 8.0) [27]. After that, two-dimensional distributions of gravity
changes were observed by GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
[28]) satellite for the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake (Mw = 9.0−9.3) [29],
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the 2010 Central Chile earthquake (Mw = 8.8) [30], and the 2011 Tohoku-oki
earthquake (Mw = 9.0) [31]. These observations confirmed the static change
of gravity by comparing the diﬀerence of gravitational field before and after
the earthquakes.

Recently, it was proposed that transient changes in gravitational field associated with large earthquakes are detectable by sensitive gravimeters or gravity gradiometers [1]. It focuses on the gravity change in a short timescale
(∼ 10 − 100 s) which is caused by propagating seismic waves. Since gravity
change propagates at the speed of light, detection of such gravitational change
can be a faster warning signal of earthquakes than the current warning using
seismic P-waves. Additionally, the gravity signal amplitude is well correlated
with the magnitude of earthquake, hence it can provide good early estimation
of magnitude. The transient signal was observed during the 2011 Tohokuoki earthquake by a superconducting gravimeter and broadband seismometers
around Japan. The first detection was reported in [3], and detailed analysis
in several stations are shown in [4, 5, 6, 7]. The signals agreed well with the
simulation including gravity variation and induced acceleration of the ground
due to the gravity change. Additional detections were recently reported for
other five earthquakes [8].

Since a gravimeter or a seismometer measures relative acceleration between
a free mass and a frame fixed on the ground, gravity acceleration on the free
mass is not separable from the acceleration of the frame due to the equivalence
principle. Hence the detections of small earthquakes (Mw ≲ 8) are suﬀered
from background seismic vibration noise. Additionally, large fraction of the
gravity change in the initial few tens of seconds is cancelled with the acceleration of the ground induced by the gravity change as mentioned in [4]. This
cancellation degrades the detectability of earthquakes in the early phases or
from the close distances. These problems are solved by measuring the gravity gradient, or the diﬀerence of gravitational force between two close points.
Since the local acceleration of the ground appears commonly in the two points,
the gravity gradient signals are distinguishable from it. Therefore gravity gradiometers are suitable for actual earthquake early warning system.

The detectability of earthquakes√
with gravity gradiometers is discussed in
−15
/ Hz (in unit of dimensionless strain h) of
[2]. It is shown that roughly 10
sensitivity at 0.1 Hz is required to realize meaningful detections. The target
frequency 0.1 Hz corresponds to the timescale of earthquakes and required
warning time. With such a sensitivity, detectable range of Mw = 7 earthquakes
within 10 seconds is about 100 km. At further distances up to 1000 km, the
gravity signal can be detected preceding the arrival of seismic P-wave.
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2.2.1

Transient gravitational signal in an infinite homogeneous medium

The simplest model of gravity change by earthquake is introduced in this
subsection. A source of an earthquake is modeled as a point shear dislocation
in an infinite homogeneous isotropic medium. The analytic formula of the
transient gravity fluctuation in this case was first derived by Jan Harms [23].
The calculation is reviewed here to show how the gravity gradient is changed.
The deformation is assumed to be small in the following calculations.
First, gravitational potential change δϕg (r, t) is calculated from the change
of density distribution δρ(r ′ , t) as
δϕg (r, t) = −G

∫

dV ′

δρ(r ′ , t)
.
|r − r ′ |

(2.4)

G ≃ 6.674 × 10−11 m3 · kg−1 · s−2 is Newton’s gravitational constant. From the
continuity equation
∂ρ(r, t)
= −∇ · (ρ(r, t)v(r, t)),
∂t

(2.5)

density change can be approximated to
δρ(r, t) ≃ −ρ0 ∇ · u(r, t).

(2.6)

Here ρ(r, t) = ρ0 + δρ(r, t) and ρ0 is mean density of the medium. v and u
are the local speed and displacement field of the medium, respectively. In the
approximation, the density change and the displacement are assumed to be
small. Gravitational potential can be calculated from the displacement field
by using Eq. 2.4 and Eq. 2.6.
The displacement field u induced by a source in the medium is calculated
from the equation of an elastic body. In a homogeneous and isotropic medium,
the displacement equation for small deformation is
ρ0

∂ 2 u(r, t)
= f (r, t) + (λ + µ)∇(∇ · u(r, t)) + µ∇2 u(r, t).
∂t2

(2.7)

λ and µ are Lame’s constants, and the first term f is body force on the medium.
Here the source of earthquake is modeled as a point shear dislocation as
shown in Fig. 2.2. The slipping surface is called a fault, which lies in xy-plane,
and the slip direction is set to x-axis. This dislocation source is equivalent to
‘double couple’ body force as



f (r, t) = −M (t) 

∂
δ(r)
∂z




0
.
∂
δ(r)
∂x

(2.8)

M (t) is called seismic moment function which is defined as M (t) = µAū(t)
from the area of the fault plane A and the averaged displacement of the fault
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Figure 2.2: A point shear dislocation as a source of an earthquake. The origin
is taken at the epicenter. The fault plane lies in xy-plane, and the slip direction
is set to x-axis.

ū(t). The final value of the seismic moment M0 ≡ M (t → ∞) is associated
with the moment magnitude Mw of the earthquake by
2
Mw = (log10 M0 − 9.1).
(2.9)
3
The displacement field induced by the point shear dislocation can be calculated
from Eq. (2.7) and (2.8). Detailed process of calculation is given by the
textbook [32]. The resultant displacement field is
∫ r/β
1
u(r, t) =
AN
dτ τ M (t − τ )
4πρ0 r4
r/α
1
1
+
AIP M (t − r/α) +
AIS M (t − r/β)
2
2
4πρ0 α r
4πρ0 β 2 r2
1
1
AF P Ṁ (t − r/α) +
AF S Ṁ (t − r/β),
+
3
4πρ0 α r
4πρ0 β 3 r
(2.10)

where
AN
AIP
AIS
AF P
AF S

=
=
=
=
=

9 sin 2θ cos ϕ er − 6(cos 2θ cos ϕ eθ − cos θ sin ϕ eϕ )
4 sin 2θ cos ϕ er − 2(cos 2θ cos ϕ eθ − cos θ sin ϕ eϕ )
−3 sin 2θ cos ϕ er + 3(cos 2θ cos ϕ eθ − cos θ sin ϕ eϕ ) (2.11)
sin 2θ cos ϕ er
cos 2θ cos ϕ eθ − cos θ sin ϕ eϕ .
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α and β are the speed of P-wave and S-wave given by
√

α=

λ + 2µ
,
ρ0

√

β=

µ
.
ρ0

(2.12)

Each column of Eq. (2.10) corresponds to near-field component, intermediatefield components and far-field components, respectively, which has diﬀerent
dependence of the distance r. A is the angular distribution of each term based
on radial coordinates defined in Fig. 2.2. From divergence of Eq. (2.10), the
density distribution Eq. (2.6) is
(

(

δρ(r, t) =

)

(

)

(

3 sin 2θ cos ϕ 1
r
1
r
1
r
M t−
+ 2 Ṁ t −
+ 2 M̈ t −
2
3
4πα
r
α
αr
α
3α r
α

))

(2.13)
The S-wave terms of Eq. (2.10) which contain β disappears in Eq. (2.13). This
is because S-wave is a transverse shear wave that makes no density change in
the infinite homogeneous medium. Hence the deformation expands at the
speed of P-wave, α, which is typically around 7 km/s in the crust.
In order to calculate the gravitational potential, the following discussion
is restricted to the time before P-wave arrives at the observation point r. It
mathematically means that |r| > |r ′ | in the integral of Eq. (2.4). In this
case, the inverse distance term 1/|r − r ′ | can be expanded using Legendre
polynomials Pl (x) as
∞
∑
1
r′ l
=
P (cos γ)
l+1 l
|r − r ′ |
l=0 r

(2.14)

∞ ∑
l
∑

4π r′ l
∗
=
(Ylm (θ′ , ϕ′ )) Ylm (θ, ϕ),
l+1
l=0 m=−l 2l + 1 r

(2.15)

where γ is the relative angle between r and r ′ , and Ylm are spherical harmonics.
In the second step, the spherical harmonic addition theorem is applied to
Pl (cos γ). Since the angular dependence of Eq. (2.13) is
√

sin 2θ cos ϕ =

)
8π ( −1
Y2 (θ, ϕ) − Y21 (θ, ϕ) ,
15

(2.16)

the integral of Eq. (2.4) can be calculated to
δϕg (r, t) = −G
= −

∫
∞ ∑
l
∑
l=0 m=−l 0

r

dr′ r′

2

∫

dΩ′ δρ(r ′ , t)

4π r′ l
∗
(Y m (θ′ , ϕ′ )) Ylm (θ, ϕ)
2l + 1 rl+1 l

3G sin 2θ cos ϕ
5α2 r3(
(
)
(
)
(
))
∫ r
r′
r′ 2
r′
r′ 3
r′
′
′
×
dr r M t −
+
Ṁ t −
+ 2 M̈ t −
.
α
α
α
3α
α
0
(2.17)
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Figure 2.3: A focal mechanism and definitions of strike angle, dip angle and
rake angle.
∫

Here the orthonormality of Ylm is used in the angular integral dΩ′ . Using
Ṁ (t − r′ /α) = −α drd ′ M (t − r′ /α), the second and the third term in the integral
of Eq. (2.17) are modified to
∫
0

r

(

r′
Ṁ t −
dr
α
α
′r

′2

)

∫

r

=
0

(

r′ 3
r′
dr 2 M̈ t −
3α
α
′

)

∫

=2
0

r

(

)

r′
dr r M t −
.
α
(2.18)
′ ′

Moreover, the integral can be simplified to
∫
0

r

(

r′
dr r M t −
α

)

′ ′

∫∫

= α2

dt2 M (t) ≡ α2 I2 [M (t)]

(2.19)

under the condition of r > αt. The n-th integral is defined as In [·] here. Then
the gravitational potential change is
3G sin 2θ cos ϕ
I2 [M (t)].
(2.20)
r3
Derivatives of this equation give the gravity gradient tensor. Eq. (2.20) does
not depend on α, hence the gravity change before the arrival of the P-wave
behaves as caused by a point quadruple source at the epicenter.
Next Eq. (2.20) is rewritten for the general orientation of the source. The
motion of the fault is called the focal mechanism, which is parametrized by
three angles; the strike angle γs , the dip angle γd and the rake angle γr . These
angles are defined as Fig. 2.3. The normal vector of the fault is en , and the
unit vector in the slip direction is es . γs is the azimuth of the intersection line
between the fault plane and the horizontal plane from the north direction. γd
is the tilt of the fault plane, and γr is the direction of slip. In Fig. 2.2, en
and es are aligned to z and x axis, respectively. Therefore Eq. (2.20) can be
rewritten with en , es and the radial vector er as
δϕg (r, t) = −

δϕg (r, t) = −

6G
(en · er )(es · er )I2 [M (t)],
r3

(2.21)
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where









− cos γs cos γd sin γr + sin γs cos γr


es =  sin γs cos γd sin γr + cos γs cos γr  .
sin γd sin γr
(2.22)
The gravity gradient tensor G is
cos γs sin γd


en =  − sin γs sin γd  ,
cos γd

G(r, t) = −∇ ⊗ ∇δϕg (r, t) = −

6G
S(θ, ϕ)I2 [M (t)],
r5

(2.23)

where
S(θ, ϕ) = 5(es · er )(en · er )(31 − 7er ⊗ er )
+ 4(en ⊗ es + es ⊗ en )
(2.24)
+ 5 ((en × er ) ⊗ (es × er ) + (es × er ) ⊗ (en × er )) .
The gravity strain (Eq. (2.3)) is
∫ ∫

h(r, t) =

dtG(r, t) = −

6G
S(θ, ϕ)I4 [M (t)].
r5

(2.25)

The gravity strain signal can be calculated by Eq. (2.25) with the information
of focal mechanism (γs , γd , γr ) and seismic moment function M (t). Note again
that this solution is valid only before the seismic waves arrive at the observation
point, i.e. r > αt. This condition is reasonable because any detectors will not
be able to get meaningful ovservational signal while they are shaken by the
large seismic waves.
The time derivative of the seismic moment function, Ṁ (t), is called a moment rate function or a source time function. It means how much energy is
released per unit time during the rupture of the fault. Ṁ (t) for actual earthquakes in the magnitude range of 7.3 < Mw < 7.7 are shown in Fig. 2.4.
Though the plotted earthquakes have similar final magnitudes, the shape of
the functions are quite diﬀerent for each event. Following [2], here the moment
rate function is modeled as
Ṁ (t) =


1.48 M0 (t/T )2
T
1.48 M0
T

2 6

(1 − (t/T − 1) )

(0 < t < T )
,
(T < t < 2T )

(2.26)

where T is the half duration of the fault rupture. Eq. (2.26) assumes selfsimilarity of the source, which means that the initial source evolution of a large
earthquake is identical to a small earthquake. The duration of the rupture is
empirically known to correlate with the magnitude [34] as
2T = (M0 /1016 N · m)1/3 .

(2.27)

For example, T = 14 s for Mw = 7.5. This relation is used in the following
calculations, Note that the deviation from Eq. (2.26) is large for the actual
events, as indicated in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Moment rate functions Ṁ (t) of the actual earthquakes of 7.3 <
Mw < 7.7. The datas are taken from [33].
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Figure 2.5: Focal mechanisms for (a)a strike-slip fault (γs , γd , γr ) =
(180◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ ) and (b)a dip-slip fault (γs , γd , γr ) = (180◦ , 20◦ , 90◦ ).

Here the gravity strain tensors are calculated for two source parameters;
(γs , γd , γr ) = (180◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ ) and (180◦ , 20◦ , 90◦ ). These two focal mechanisms
are called the strike-slip fault and the dip-slip fault, respectively, and depicted
in Fig. 2.5. The calculated gravity strain tensor components are shown in
Fig. 2.6 and 2.7. The signal amplitude is roughly in the order of 10−13 at 10
seconds after the onset of the fault rupture. Note that the signal amplitude
varies in each component, and also depends on the azimuth and the focal
mechanisms. For example, at least one component is large at any azimuths for
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Figure 2.6: Gravity strain fluctuation of a strike-slip fault (γs , γd , γr ) =
(180◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ ) in a infinite homogeneous medium. The magnitude is set
to Mw = 7.5. (a)The gravity strain tensor components observed at (x, y, z) =
(100 km, 0, 20 km). (b)The azimuthal distribution of the gravity strain amplitude in xy-plane at z=20 km.The sign of the signal is expressed with solid
lines (+) and dashed lines (-).
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Figure 2.7: Gravity strain fluctuation of a dip-slip fault (γs , γd , γr ) =
(180◦ , 20◦ , 90◦ ) in a infinite homogeneous medium. The magnitude is set to
Mw = 7.5. (a)The gravity strain tensor components observed at (x, y, z) =
(100 km, 0, 20 km). (b)The azimuthal distribution of the gravity strain amplitude in xy-plane at z=20 km.The sign of the signal is expressed with solid
lines (+) and dashed lines (-).
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the strike-slip event, while every component is small at 90◦ and 270◦ for the
dip-slip event. This suggests that the detectability of earthquakes depends on
the configuration of the detectors and the focal mechanisms. This issue will
be discussed further in Chapter 4.

2.2.2

Models for gravity calculation

A point shear dislocation source in an infinite homogeneous medium was assumed in the previous subsection. It gave us the simple analytical formula of
the gravity fluctuation as Eq. (2.25), which was first derived by J. Harms in
2015 [23]. The resultant formula is useful to understand the general nature of
the gravity change. Comparison to a numerical simulation indicates that the
full-space model gives good approximation of actual gravity perturbation in
the first few seconds after the onset of the rupture [1]. For the calculation up
to a few hundreds of seconds, however, improvement of the calculation model
is needed. J. Harms later improved his model by including the surface of the
medium in 2016 (a homogeneous half-space model) [24]. The half-space model
gives better approximation in the first few tens of seconds, after which the
gravity perturbation can be influenced by the self-gravity of the medium.
Numerical models have also been developed. In the first detection of the
transient gravity signal during the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake [4], the theoretical signals were calculated based on the AXITRA code [35] for a layered
medium without self-gravitating eﬀect. Recently K. Juhel et al. [36] performed
the normal mode simulation which includes the self-gravitating eﬀect for the
layered Earth model. Though these numerical calculations require more computation cost than the analytical models, they provide more strict calculation
of gravity perturbation.

2.2.3

Advantages of gravity-based earthquake early warning system

Since gravity-based earthquake detection is based on a completely new principle, it provides an independent observational information on the earthquakes.
It will enable us to explore unprecedented aspect of earthquakes. In terms of
warning, such an independent detection will improve the reliability of early
warnings. There are also practical advantages compared to the current warning system using seismic P-waves. The first merit is shorter time of detection,
and the second merit is better estimation accuracy of magnitude.
Detection time
In contrast to the seismic P-wave detection, the time of detection with gravitational signal strongly depends on the detector’s sensitivity because gravitational signal gradually grows as shown in Fig. 2.6 (a) and 2.7 (a). Fig. 2.8
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Figure 2.8: Distance dependence of achievable warning times for Mw = 7.5
of earthquake when the gravity perturbation is detected at h = 10−12 (red),
10−13 (green) or 10−14 (blue). The depth of the epicenter is set to 20 km. The
grey dashed line shows the P-wave arrival time.

shows the achievable warning times for Mw = 7.5 of strike-slip earthquake
when the gravity gradient perturbation is detected at various signal amplitudes. Here the sum of the signals in the five independent components, which
is then averaged over the azimuths are used for the
√ calculation. With the
−15
proposed gravity gradiometer sensitivity of 10
/ Hz at 0.1 Hz, the gravity
gradient perturbation of earthquakes can be detected around h ∼ 10−13 of the
amplitude, which is the case shown in Fig. 2.8 with the green line. In this
case, gravity gradient observation has the advantage of ∼4 seconds at 100 km
epicentral distance than using P-wave. As shown in the figure, the advantage
increases at further distances.
In terms of the warning time, the gravity-based warning system will have a
primary merit for the events which happen in the place where seismometers are
not placed yet or diﬃcult to place. One of such examples is the oﬀ-shore events
since a network of ocean-bottom seismometers needs much cost for installation or maintenance. This is because even if a gravity gradiometer can achieve
earlier detection than a seismometer placed at the same location, another seismometer near the epicenter may detect it earlier than the gravity gradiometer
in a area where a dense network of seismometers is already constructed. In
any cases, detection of gravity gradient perturbation can provide an independent evidence of earthquake occurrence, which can improve the reliability and
accuracy of the warning system.
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Magnitude estimation
A fast magnitude estimation of an earthquake is also important. Magnitude
estimations based on seismic waves are known to be uncertain for large earthquakes (Mw ≳ 8.5), because the seismic wave amplitude saturates for them.
Actually, the magnitude of the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake was initially underestimated, which resulted in underestimation of tsunami amplitudes. In
contrast, the signal amplitude of gravity perturbation is directly related to
the energy of the earthquake as indicated in Eq. (2.25). Hence it is expected
to give better early estimation of the magnitude, which also enables accurate
tsunami warning. The estimation accuracy with a network of gravity gradiometers is simulated in [2]. The simulation shows that the gravity gradient
measurement can successfully provide the real-time estimation of magnitude
from only ∼15 second after the onset of the fault rupture.

2.3

Gravitational waves at low frequencies

Gravitational wave (GW) has recently been established as a new way to observe
the universe. Since the first detection of gravitational wave from a binary black
hole in 2015 [9], two Advanced LIGO detectors [37] have continued observation runs with gradually increasing sensitivities. Another laser interferometric
detector Advanced Virgo [38] has joined the observation since 2017, and the detection rate and the localizability of gravitational wave source directions were
improved. These three detectors have detected gravitational waves from more
than ten compact binary coalescences so far [11]. Another detector KAGRA
[26] is also about to start observation. The detections of binary black holes
enabled the test of general relativity under the strong gravitational field [14].
With the increased number of detections in the near future, the mass distribution will help us to understand how massive (10–100 M⊙ ) black holes are
formed in the universe [12]. For the binary neutron star coalescence detected
in 2017 [10], its electromagnetic counterpart was identified and follow-up observations were carried out by many telescopes, from radio wave to gamma
ray [39, 13]. Those observations contributed to identify the physical scenario
of short gamma-ray bursts that was unclear. Thus, gravitational waves have
opened a new era of physics and astronomy.
The observational frequency band of the ground-based interferometric detectors are, however, limited above 10 Hz due to the large seismic noise.As the
electromagnetic wave astronomy, expanding the observational band is essential since it enables us to see various sources of gravitational waves. Several
attempts to observe low-frequency (below 1 Hz) gravitational waves have been
made for that purpose. Since the most obstructive noise in the current GW
detectors is the seismic noise, some of the proposals are space-based detectors
LISA [40]. DECIGO [41], and so on. There are also proposals of terrestrial
low-frequency detectors [42], some of which will be introduced in Sec. 2.4.
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In this section, gravitational wave observation below 0.1 Hz is overviewed.
First gravitational wave is derived by linearizing the Einstein equation and
its eﬀect on masses are described in Sec. 2.3.1. Then the main observational
targets are introduced in Sec. 2.3.2.

2.3.1

Theory of gravitational wave

Gravitational wave is derived as a wave solution of the Einstein equation
1
8πG
Rµν − gµν R = 4 Tµν .
(2.28)
2
c
Here gµν is the metric tensor and Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor. Rµν
and R are the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar defined as
1 µλ
Γµ αβ =
g (∂β gλα + ∂α gλβ − ∂λ gαβ )
(2.29)
2
Rµ αβγ = ∂β Γµ αγ − ∂γ Γµ αβ + Γµ λβ Γλ αγ − Γµ λγ Γλ αβ
(2.30)
λ
Rµν = R µλν
(2.31)
µ
R = Rµ .
(2.32)
Γµ αβ is called the Christoﬀel symbol. Under the weak gravitational field, the
metric gµν can be divided into the Minkowski metric ηµν and small deviation
from there hµν , as
gµν = ηµν + hµν
(|h| ≪ 1).
(2.33)
By converting hµν to the trace-reversed metric h̄µν ≡ hµν − 21 ηµν hλ λ , and
applying the Lorenz gauge condition ∂λ h̄µλ = 0, Eq. (2.28) can be linearized
to the wave equation,
16πG
2h̄µν = − 4 Tµν ,
(2.34)
c
2
where 2 ≡ c12 dtd 2 + ∆ is the d’Alembertian.
Propagation of gravitational waves
In vacuum, Tµν = 0, the solution of Eq. (2.34) has a form of plane wave as
h̄µν = aµν exp(ikα xα ).

(2.35)

Due to the symmetry of the metric and the wave equation (2.34), the coeﬃcient
aµν and the wave number vector kα meet
aµν = aνµ ,

kα k α = 0.

(2.36)

To remove the arbitrariness of coordinates, following transverse-traceless gauge
(TT gauge) are adopted here :
hµ0 = 0
∂ hµi = 0 (transverse)
hα α = 0 (traceless).
i

(2.37)
(2.38)
(2.39)
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Here i denotes the spatial indices; i = 1, 2, 3. The second condition originates
from the Lorenz gauge. Consider a wave propagating in the z-direction, hence
k α = (k, 0, 0, −k). Then the solution for the metric hµν shows





hµν = h(TT)
=
µν

0 0
0
0 h+ h×
0 h× −h+
0 0
0

0
0
0
0




 exp(ik(ct − z)).


(2.40)

The resultant wave solution propagating at the speed of light is called gravitational wave. Here h(TT)
is used for the metric under the TT gauge. Gravitaµν
tional wave in the general relativity has two polarization degrees of freedom,
which is expressed as h+ (plus-mode) and h× (cross-mode) here.
Eﬀects of gravitational waves
The geodesic equations for masses at xµ and xµ + ξ µ are
d2 xµ
dxα dxβ
µ
+
Γ
(x)
= 0,
αβ
dτ 2
dτ dτ
d2 (xµ + ξ µ )
d(xα + ξ α ) d(xβ + ξ β )
µ
+
Γ
(x
+
ξ)
= 0.
αβ
dτ 2
dτ
dτ

(2.41)
(2.42)

The diﬀerence of these equations gives the equation of geodesic deviation as
d2 ξ µ
dxα dξ β
dxα dxβ
µ
λ
µ
+
2Γ
+
ξ
∂
Γ
= 0.
αβ
λ
αβ
dτ 2
dτ dτ
dτ dτ

(2.43)

Within a suﬃciently small region around a point, the metric can be chosen to
be flat. Such a frame is called the proper detector frame [43], in which the
Christoﬀel symbol Γµ αβ vanishes in the point. To linear order of h, dτ = dt
α
then dx
∼ (c, 0, 0, 0) when the masses move non-relativistically. Under these
dτ
conditions, the spatial components of Eq. (2.43) transform to
ξ¨i = −ξ λ ∂λ Γi 00 c2
= −c2 ξ j Ri 0j0 .

(2.44)
(2.45)

Since the Riemann tensor is gauge invariant within the linearized metric, Ri 0j0
can be calculated in the TT gauge. This gives
1 (T T )
ξ¨i = ḧij ξ j .
2

(2.46)

The right hand term shows the tidal force from gravitational wave in the
(T T )
proper detector frame. Compared to Eq. (2.2), the spatial components 12 ḧij
(T T )
is identical to the
corresponds to the gravity gradient tensor, hence 12 hij
gravity strain tensor defined in Eq. (2.3).
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Figure 2.9: Eﬀects of h+ mode and h× mode on masses.

The plus mode h+ of Eq. (2.40) act as
ẍ = ḧ+ x cos(ωt − kz),

ÿ = −ḧ+ y cos(ωt − kz).

(2.47)

ω = ck is the angular frequency of the wave. The real part of Eq. (2.40) is
used above. h+ expands the masses in x-direction and compresses them in
y-direction, and vice versa. The eﬀects of the cross mode h× are
ẍ + ÿ = ḧ× (x + y) cos(ωt − kz),

ẍ − ÿ = −ḧ× (x − y) cos(ωt − kz). (2.48)

h× expands the masses in (x + y)-direction and compresses them in (x − y)direction, and vice versa. They are depicted in Fig. 2.9.
Emission of gravitational waves
The right hand term of Eq. (2.34) is the source of gravitational waves. Similar
to electromagnetic waves, the solution is given by
hµν (t, r) =

4G ∫ 3 ′ Tµν (t − |r − r ′ |/c, r ′ )
dr
.
c4
|r − r ′ |

(2.49)

When the size of the source is much smaller than the wavelength of gravitational waves, hµν in the suﬃciently far zone away from the source can be
approximated to
4G
hµν (t, r) = 4 I¨ij (t − r/c),
(2.50)
cr
where r = |r − r ′ | and
∫

Iij (t) =

3 ′

d r ρ(t, r)

is the quadruple moment of the source.

(

ri′ rj′

1
− δij r′2
3

)

(2.51)
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Figure 2.10: Chirp signal for 104 M⊙ − 104 M⊙ binary system observed from 1
Gpc away. The signal is cut at 2fISCO ≃ 0.2 Hz. The inclination angle is set
to 0.

2.3.2

Source of gravitational wave around 0.1 Hz

Two representative sources of gravitational waves are introduced. Though
there are many kind of sources, here we focus only on the valuable targets for
observation around 0.1 Hz.
Intermediate mass black holes
As shown in Eq. (2.50), gravitational waves are radiated from time-varying
quadruple moment of mass. One of promising sources in the universe is a
binary system of compact stars, such as black holes, neutron stars and white
dwarfs. The orbit of a binary system shrinks due to the energy loss via the
gravitational wave radiation, and the angular frequency of the orbital motion
gets higher 1 . As two objects get closer, the amplitude of the gravitational
wave also increases since the gravitational interaction gets stronger. Such kind
of waveform is called a chirp signal which has gradually increasing frequency
and amplitude.
Consider a binary system of m1 and m2 . The evolution of gravitational
wave frequency fgw (t) for it is given by
1
fgw (t) =
π
1

(

5
256

)3 (
8

GMc
c3

)− 58

(tc − t)− 8 ,
3

(2.52)

This was confirmed by Hulse & Taylor [44] as the first observational proof of gravitational
waves.

2.3. Gravitational waves at low frequencies
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1

where Mc ≡ (m1 m2 ) 5 /(m1 + m2 ) 5 is the chirp mass of the binary, and tc is
the time of coalescence. Then the gravitational waveform in the lowest order
approximation is
(

1 GMc
h+ (t) =
r
c2
(

1 GMc
h× (t) =
r
c2

) 54 (
) 54 (

5
c(tc − t)
5
c(tc − t)

)1 (
4

)

1 + cos2 ι
cos Φ(t),
2

(2.53)

)1

4

cos2 ι sin Φ(t),

(2.54)

where
∫

t

(

5GMc
Φ(t) =
dt 2πfgw (t ) = −2
c3
t0
′

′

)− 58

5

(tc − t) 8 + Φc

(2.55)

ι is the inclination angle between the line of sight and the normal vector of
the orbit. Φc is the phase at the coalescence time. Fig. 2.10 shows the chirp
signal for m1 = m2 = 104 M⊙ observed from 1 Gpc away. The amplitude of
gravity strain is in the order of 10−19 in this case. Therefore, much better sensitivity is required for detectors to observe gravitational waves than to detect
earthquakes.
Though fgw goes to ∞ at t → tc , the actual frequency evolution stops
when two stars merge into a single star. The period before the coalescence
is called an inspiral phase. The later phase during the coalescence is called
a merger phase, in which the waveform is available only by numerical calculations. In the ringdown phase after the merger phase, the merged star lose
angular momentum via gravitational waves. The overall waveform of a compact binary coalescence is given by these three phases. The frequency at the
innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO), fISCO , gives a characteristic frequency
of the transition from the inspiral phase to the merger phase. The frequency
is
c3
fISCO = √
.
(2.56)
12 6πGM
Since fISCO is inversely proportional to the total mass M ≡ m1 + m2 , binaries
of heavy black holes are observed at low frequencies. The numerical value is
(

fISCO

)

2 × 104 M⊙
∼ 0.1 [Hz] ×
.
M

(2.57)

Hence observation of gravitational waves around 0.1 Hz is sensitive to 104 −105
M⊙ black holes. Such black holes cannot be observed with the current groundbased detectors, which is sensitive only above 10 Hz.
Black holes of 102 − 105 M⊙ are called intermediate-mass black holes
(IMBHs). It is meaningful to observe coalescences of IMBH binaries since
they are one of the candidate formation scenario of supermassive black holes
(SMBHs) at the center of galaxies [15]. There have been several reports of
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possible IMBHs; 400 M⊙ in the galaxy M82 [45], 2.2 × 103 M⊙ in the globular
cluster 47 Tuc. [46], 3.2 × 104 M⊙ in the central region of our galaxy [47],
and so on. Though the existence of IMBHs have come to be confirmed, the
statistical properties are not unclear and also binary systems of IMBHs have
not been found yet. Hence gravitational wave observation will provide valuable
information about the merger rate of binary IMBHs, which will be useful to
identify the formation scenario of SMBHs.
Stochastic gravitational wave background from the early universe
Another important target is stochastic gravitational waves originate from spacetime fluctuation in the early universe. Due to very weak interaction of gravitational waves with masses, gravitational waves can see the earlier universe
before 0.38 Myr from the Big Bang, which cannot be observed with electromagnetic waves. It is one of the final goals of gravitational wave observation.
The power spectral density of the stochastic gravitational wave is given by
√

√

Sh (f ) =

3H0 2 Ωgw (f )
,
4π 2
f3

(2.58)

1 dρgw
ρc d(log f )

(2.59)

where H0 is the Hubble constant, and
Ωgw (f ) =

is a cosmological parameter defined from the energy density of gravitational
waves ρgw and the critical density of the universe ρc = 3c2 H0 2 /8πG. Lowfrequency observation has an advantage to detect this since the power spectral
density Eq. (2.58) is proportional to f −3/2 . According to the calculation
√ based
−15
on the inflation model, Ωgw (f ) is estimated to ∼ 10
[48], hence Sh (f ) ∼
√
−24
10
/ Hz at 0.1 Hz.
Note that since the waveform is stochastic, observation with a single detector cannot separate the waveform from the random detector noise. Taking
correlation between several detectors is required to extract the waveform of
such background gravitational waves.

2.4

Proposed detectors to observe gravity gradient below 1 Hz

Here we introduce proposed detectors to observe gravity gradient fluctuation
below 1 Hz. As seen in the previous sections, both Newtonian gravity gradient
and gravitational waves act as tidal force on masses. Therefore they can be
measured with the same detector configuration in principle. Actually, some of
gravity gradiometers introduced here are originally proposed as gravitational
wave detectors.

2.4. Proposed detectors to observe gravity gradient below 1 Hz
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The largest noise source of the current ground-based gravitational wave
detectors below 1 Hz is the seismic noise. Moreover, the suspension systems of
those detectors have the resonant frequency of ∼ 1 Hz, which prevent the test
masses from responding to the gravitational tidal forces below 1 Hz. Therefore
it is necessary to lower the resonant frequency of the system to observe gravity gradient at low frequencies. The following detectors realize this by using
sophisticated systems or going into space. Some of the prototype sensitivities
of the following detectors are later shown in Fig. 3.9 in the next chapter.

2.4.1

Torsion bar antenna

A torsion bar antenna is a gravity gradiometer using a torsion pendulum. It
was proposed as a low-frequency gravitational wave detector named TOBA
(TOrsion-Bar Antenna) in 2011 [16]. TOBA measures tidal force from local gravity gradient fluctuation via the horizontal rotation of suspended bars.
Since a torsion pendulum can have low resonant frequency, which is in the order of milihertz, the horizontal rotational mode of the suspended bar behaves
as a free-falling mass down to milihertz band. This enables a good response to
gravitational waves and good passive isolation of rotational seismic vibration.
Rotation of the bar is measured with laser interferometric sensors. Hence the
principle of TOBA is quite similar to the existing gravitational wave detectors,
which also measures the motion of masses (mirrors) with the laser interferometer. Several prototypes have been developed so far [17, 18], and component
researches are also ongoing [21]. The sensitivities of those prototypes are shown
in Fig. 3.9 in the next chapter.
TOBA is sensitive to only horizontal components of gravity strain tensor,
hxx , hyy or hxy , because it uses horizontal rotations. The detailed mechanism of
torsion bar antenna will be described in Chapter 3. In particular, detectability
of earthquakes with horizontal components will be discussed in Chapter 4.
A similar torsion bar detector named TorPeDO (Torsion Pendulum Dual
Oscillator) is also under development at Australian National University [49]. It
focuses on the terrestrial targets such as earthquake early warning and Newtonian noise detection. Though the principle is same as TOBA, the configuration
of rotation readout and vibration isolation is diﬀerent from TOBA.

2.4.2

Superconducting gravity gradiometer

Superconducting gravimeters have been used for geophysical observations.
They use superconductor masses levitated by the Meissner eﬀect, which act as
a free-falling mass in at least one degree of freedom. The free-falling degrees
of freedom are sensitive to low frequency gravity fluctuation. By combining
several levitated masses or by using the rotational mode of the mass, gravity
gradient are also measurable. The motion of the superconductor mass induces
current in the superconducting circuit loop due to the Meissner eﬀect, and the
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induced current is measured with SQUID (Superconducting QUantum Interference Device). The principle is explained in [50].
Recently superconducting gravity gradiometers which are sensitive to the
all components of gravity gradient tensor were proposed [51, 52], and the experimental result is also reported [52]. One of such configuration, SOGRO
(Superconducting Omni-directional Gravitational Radiation Observatory), is
targeting gravitational wave observation. As mentioned in [53], SOGRO is sensitive to gravitational waves coming from any directions. Additionally, observation of all the gravity gradient components provides advantages in detecting
earthquakes, as discussed in Chapter 4.

2.4.3

Atom interferometer

Atom interferometers use interference of matter waves of free-falling atoms.
After the first experimental demonstration reported in 1991 [54], an atom
interferometer was used to measure the gravitational acceleration [55]. The
atoms interact with a sequence of three laser pulses as follows, and work as
a Mach-Zender interferometer. The first pulse (beam-splitter pulse) splits the
atom into a superposition of two states in diﬀerent momentum. Next the
second pulse (mirror pulse) is applied to revere the two states. Then the third
pulse (beam-splitter pulse) is applied again to interfere the states of the atom.
The eﬀects of gravitational field along the paths of the atoms are measured as
the resulting interference pattern.
A combination of a laser interferometer and atom interferometers were recently proposed to achieve higher sensitivities [56]. MIGA (Matter-wave laser
Interferometric Gravitation Antenna) [57] is a gravitational wave detector using such configuration. In these configurations, atom interferometers measure
the phase of the laser imprinted on the atoms at each points. Hence they are
sensitive to gravity gradient in the propagation direction of the laser. The
first proposal [56] assumes the vertically propagating laser, while the laser
propagates horizontally in the MIGA design.

2.4.4

Space-based gravitational wave detectors

There are several proposals of space-based detectors. Their primary merits
are absence of seismic noise and low or zero resonant frequency of the system.
For these reasons, the proposed sensitivities for gravitational waves are much
better than those of the terrestrial detectors above. On the other hand, of
course the space-based detectors are insensitive to earthquakes because the
satellites are far away from the terrestrial sources. Here two projects, LISA
and DECIGO, are briefly introduced below.

2.4. Proposed detectors to observe gravity gradient below 1 Hz
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LISA
LISA (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna) [40] is a space-based laser interferometer which has 2.5 million km length of baseline. The sensitive frequency
band is 0.1 mHz to 0.1 Hz, therefore one of the observational targets is coalescences of supermassive black holes. LISA consists of three spacecrafts each
of which is drag-free controlled relative to the free-falling test masses inside
the spacecraft. They orbit around the sun along the earth-like orbit. Relative
displacement between the spacecrafts is measured by optical transponder to
detect the spacetime distortion by gravitational waves. The performance of
acceleration noise of the test mass is already demonstrated by LISA Pathfinder
(LPF) launched in Dec. 2015 [58].
DECIGO
DECIGO (DECi-hertz Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory) has a
baseline length of 1000 km. The main observational band is between 0.1 Hz
and 10 Hz. It targets to observe the stochastic gravitational wave background
from the early universe, coalescences of intermediate-mass black holes, and
so on. DECIGO consists of three spacecrafts, and three Fabry-Perot cavities
are placed along the baselines. The baseline length fluctuation are measured
with the cavities to detect gravitational waves. The mirrors of the cavities are
used as a reference mass for drag-free control of the spacecrafts. Currently the
precursor detector B-DECIGO is planned to demonstrate the technologies for
DECIGO and to achieve scientific observations.

3

Torsion Bar
Antenna

A torsion bar antenna (TOBA) is a low-frequency gravity gradiometer using
a torsion pendulum. Tidal force from gravity gradient act as torque on the
suspended bars, which is then measured with a laser interferometric sensor.
As briefly mentioned in Sec. 2.4, the low resonant frequency enables the bars
to response the gravitational torque at low frequencies. TOBA has two observational targets which are described in the previous chapter:
• Terrestrial gravity gradient fluctuation induced by earthquakes
• Low-frequency gravitational wave from IMBH binaries
In this chapter, the principle of TOBA is mathematically described in Sec.
3.1. Then important noise sources for TOBA are explained in Sec. 3.2. The
final development target and its scientific outcome are then described in Sec.
3.3. Previous experimental results, including the prototype developments and
the component researches on noise reduction, are summarized in Sec. 3.4. At
the end of this chapter, a 35 cm-scale configuration named Phase-III TOBA is
proposed for technical demonstration and earthquake detection. The details
are described in Sec. 3.5.

3.1

Principle

Fig. 3.1 shows the schematic figure of how TOBA works. In the following
discussions, the vertical direction is set as z-axis.
Torque from gravity gradient
When a bar-shaped mass is suspended, it has the gravitational potential energy
Ub of
∫
Ub =

b

dV ρ(r)ϕg (r).
35

(3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Principle of a torsion bar antenna.

The derivation of Ub with respect to rotational angle θ gives the gravitational
torque on the bar, which is
∂Ub
N =−
.
(3.2)
∂θ
Displacement of a point on the bar at r associated with the rotation is expressed as
dr = w(r)dθ
(3.3)
where w(r) is called the mode function, which is w(r) = (−y, x, 0) for the
horizontal rotation. Then the derivation is
N =−

∫
b

dV ρ(r)w(r) · ∇ϕg (r).

(3.4)

Assuming that the gravity gradient −∇ ⊗ ∇ϕg (r) = G(r) is uniform within
the size of the detector,
∂i ϕg (r) = −Gij xj ,
(3.5)
then
∫

N = Gij

dV wi (r)xj

(3.6)

b

∫
Gxx − Gyy ∫
= −
dV (2xy) + Gxy dV (x2 − y 2 ).
2
b
b

(3.7)

The two integrals are the quadruple moments of the bar. Here we define
q+ ≡ −
q× ≡

∫

b

∫

dV (2xy),

(3.8)

dV (x2 − y 2 ),

(3.9)

b

(3.10)
hence
N=

Gxx − Gyy
q+ + Gxy q× ,
2

(3.11)
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or in terms of gravity strain tensor (Eq. (2.3)),
N=

ḧxx − ḧyy
q+ + ḧxy q× .
2

(3.12)

Eq. (3.11) or (3.12) tell that the horizontal rotation is sensitive to only three
components of the gravity gradient tensor.
According to the correspondence between the metric tensor of gravitational
waves and the gravity gradient tensor discussed in Sec. 2.3.1, the torque from
gravitational waves is given by
N=

ḧ+
ḧ×
q+ +
q× .
2
2

(3.13)

Mechanical response of a torsion pendulum
The equation of motion about the horizontal rotational mode of a torsion
pendulum is
I θ̈(t) + κw θ(t) = N (t).
(3.14)
Here I is the moment of inertia around the rotational axis (the vertical axis
here), and κ is the torsional spring constant of the suspension wire. The
Fourier transform of the equation of motion gives
θ̃(f ) =

Ñ (f )
Ñ (f )
= 2
,
2
2
κw (1 + iϕw ) − I(2πf )
4π I(f0 (1 + iϕw ) − f 2 )

where

(3.15)

√

ω0
1 κw
≡
(3.16)
2π
2π I
is the resonant frequency of the torsion pendulum. Here the loss angle ϕw was
introduced as the imaginary part of the spring constant based on the structure
damping model. ϕw indicates the amount of energy loss of the pendulum, and
the Q value of the pendulum is defined as Qw ≡ 1/ϕw . For a cylindrical wire
which has diameter of dw and length of lw , κw is given by
f0 =

κw =

πEw d4w
,
64(1 + νw )lw

(3.17)

where Ew and νw are the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of the wire,
respectively. The following mechanical response function obtained from Eq.
(3.15) is also often used in this thesis:
χ̃(f ) ≡

θ̃(f )
1
1
= 2
.
2
4π I f0 (1 + iϕw ) − f 2
Ñ (f )

(3.18)

From Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.15), induced rotation of the bar is
(

θ̃(f ) =

)

q+ h̃xx (f ) − h̃yy (f ) q×
f2
+ h̃xy (f )
.
I
2
I
f0 2 (1 + iϕw ) − f 2

(3.19)
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Figure 3.2: Frequency response of a torsion pendulum against gravity strain
for f0 = 3 mHz, Q = 100 (blue) and f0 = 10 mHz, Q = 100 (red).

The moment of inertia I around z-axis is
∫

dV ρ(x2 + y 2 ).

I=

(3.20)

b

When the bar is along x-axis and the aspect ratio is large enough, q× /I ≃ 1.
In this case the frequency response θ̃/h̃ corresponds to the last factor of Eq.
(3.19). Fig. 3.2 shows the response θ̃/h̃ for diﬀerent resonant frequencies. q× /I
is fixed to 1. Above the resonant frequency, the pendulum has flat response to
the gravity strain, while it decreases below the resonant frequency. Therefore
the lower resonant frequency provides wider observational frequency band.
That is one of the reasons why torsion pendulums are suitable for low-frequency
observation. It seems that large signal is available at the resonant frequency
since the frequency response has a peak there. However, signal-to-noise ratio
does not increase there because the noise spectrum of the pendulum’s rotation
also has a peak at the resonant frequency in usual cases of TOBA.1

3.2

Noise sources

It is essential to reduce the noise of the detector or environmental fluctuations
to achieve scientific observation. The main noise sources and how to reduce
1

On the other hand, the initial gravitational wave detectors, the resonant mass detectors,
used the signal amplification at their resonant frequencies. It is because their resonant
frequencies were high (typically at a few kHz) hence the main noise sources were sensing
noises which had flat spectrum.

3.2. Noise sources
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them are explained in the following subsections. In this section, the amplitude
spectral
√ densities (ASDs) are given in the unit of rotational angle of the bar;
rad/ Hz.

3.2.1

Thermal noise

Thermal fluctuations of the detector components are one of the fundamental noise sources in TOBA. According to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the induced fluctuation in terms of the detector’s DoFs is determined
by the temperature and the energy dissipation of the system. As shown below,
spectral density of the thermal noise is given in the form
√ the amplitude
√
of Sth (f ) ∝ T ϕ, where T is temperature and ϕ is loss angle of the relevant component. Therefore the common ways to reduce the following thermal
noise are cooling the components and choosing the material which has small
loss angle ϕ. Depending on the types of thermal noise, there are additional
ways of noise reduction. Here three types of thermal noise are introduced and
calculated. The first one is the suspension wire, which thermally shakes the
suspended pendulum. The second one is the suspended bar, whose internal
vibrations can couple to the angular measurement. The third one is the mirror
attached on the bar as shown in Fig. 3.1. Since the laser interferometric sensor
measures the displacement of the optical surface with the laser beam, thermal
fluctuation of the surface becomes angular noise.
Suspension thermal noise
Energy loss via the suspension wire determines the torque noise of the wire.
Thermal noise in mechanical suspension systems were investigated in [59]. In
terms of
√ the horizontal rotation of the bar, the amplitude spectral density
(ASD) S(f ) is given by
√

v
√
[
]
u
u 4kB T
θ̃(f
)
4kB T κw ϕw
Sth,sus (f ) = t−
Im
=
|χ̃(f )|,

ω

Ñ (f )

ω

(3.21)

where κw is the torsional spring constant of the suspension wire and ϕw is the
loss angle of the wire that was introduced in Eq. (3.15). χ̃(f ) is the mechanical
response function of the pendulum defined as Eq. (3.18). Eq. (3.21) depends
on the temperature T , loss angle ϕ = 1/Q, the torsional spring constant κ and
the moment of inertia I.
√
Above the resonant frequency, the thermal noise scales as ∝ κw /I 2 .
Therefore small κw and large I can reduce the thermal noise. Note that κw
and I are not completely independent in an actual suspension system because
the thickness of the wire is related to the mass to be suspended. When the size
of the detector is fixed, mass should be concentrated at the outer ends (like a
dumbbell) to increase I while keeping κw small.
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Using low loss wire is essential to reduce the suspension thermal noise. In
general, energy loss of the wire ϕw has several origins; loss of the bulk material,
surface loss,
Bar thermal noise
Fluctuations of the internal modes of the bar are also important source of
noise. It can be calculated by considering the eigenmodes of the bar. Since
TOBA measures the rotation of the bar, odd functional modes are important
here. In the following calculations, the bar is aligned to x-axis and consider
the modes in xy-plane. The lowest order odd functional mode of a rectangular
bar which has a dimension of (x, y, z) = (Lb , ly , lz ) (Lb ≫ ly , lz ) is given by
√

(

)

2
2α2 x
2α2 x
cos α2 · sinh
+ cosh α2 · sin
,
2
2
Lb
Lb
cosh α2 + cos α2
(3.22)
α2 ≃ 3.9266,
(3.23)
y2 (x) =

and the eigenfrequency ω2 is
v
u
u 4Eb lz ly3
ω2 = t
α2 .
3 2

3Mb Lb

(3.24)

Here Mb and Eb are the mass and the Young’s modulus of the bar, respectively.
The eigenmode can be treated in the same way as the rotational mode of the
suspension thermal noise. Note that the conversion to the angular fluctuation
depends on how to measure the rotation. For simplicity, the angular fluctuation
at the center of the bar is calculated below. The ASD of thermal fluctuation
is
v
u
√
5.3962 u
ω22 ϕb
t 4kB T
Sth,bar (f ) ≃
.
(3.25)
Lb
ω Mb |ω22 (1 + iϕb ) − ω 2 |2
Here ϕb is the loss angle of the bar.
The frequency band of interest (below 1 Hz) is usually below the eigenfrequency of the bar. In this case, larger ω2 gives lower thermal noise. Hence the
bar should be stiﬀ against bending to suppress the noise.
Mirror thermal noise
Mirrors attached on the bar for the interferometric readout are also the sources
of thermal noise. In principle this noise can be derived by considering the
higher order modes of the bar in the same way as the bar thermal noise.
However, it is convenient to treat them separately because the relevant scales
are quite diﬀerent for them; the bar length Lb is much larger than the laser
beam width w.
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Each mirror has a coating layer on the substrate surface to control the
reflectivity. Both the substrate and the coating contribute to the thermal
noise. Displacement thermal noise for an infinite substrate measured with
Gaussian laser beam was calculated by Y. Levin [60] and later G. M. Harry
included the contribution of the coating layer [61]. Based on their calculations,
angular thermal noise when the rotation is measured by two Gaussian laser
beam at two points separated by D is
√ √
√
2 4kB T 1 − νs2 ϕmir
√
Sth,mir (f ) =
(3.26)
,
D
ω
πEs w
(
)
dc
Ec (1 + νs )(1 − 2νs )2 Es (1 + νc )(1 − 2νc )
ϕmir ≡ ϕs + √
+
ϕc .
πw Es (1 − νs )(1 − νc2 )
Ec (1 − νs2 )(1 − νc )
(3.27)
w is the radius of the laser beam (where the intensity is 1/e2 of the maximum)
and dc is the thickness of the coating layer. Es , νs and ϕs are the Young’s
modulus, the Poisson’s ratio and the loss angle of the mirror substrate, respectively. Ec , νc and ϕc are those on the coating layer. Here ϕc is assumed to be
isotropic.
Though the separation of measurement points D should be as large as
possible, it cannot exceeds the bar length Lb . Using large beam is more eﬀective
to reduce the mirror thermal noise.

3.2.2

Quantum noise

Another fundamental noise is quantum noise, which originates from the quantum fluctuation of vacuum. The ASD of the quantum noise is
√

θSQL (f )
Squantum (f ) = √
2

θSQL (f ) ≡

√

2ℏ|χ̃(f )|,

χ(f ) ≡ θ̃/Ñ .

√

1
+ |K(f )|,
|K(f )|

(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)

Here χ̃(f ) is given by Eq. (3.18). K(f ) is a function depending on the sensing
system, which is large as the system has high sensitivity, i.e. the motion of the
bar generates large signal electric field. The first term of Eq. (3.28) is called
shot noise, which originates from the fluctuation of the photon number to be
sensed. The second term is called radiation pressure noise, induced from the
fluctuation of radiation pressure due to the fluctuation of the photon number.
If the shot noise is significant, a high sensitive rotational sensor is necessary
to reduce the noise.
The shot noise and the radiation pressure noise are in the trade-oﬀ relation.
This gives the standard quantum limit (SQL) θSQL (f ), which determines the
standard lower limit of the noise spectrum. The SQL is not the absolute
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Figure 3.3: A single-stage torsion pendulum.

limit in all kind of detectors; it can be exceeded by quantum non-demolition
measurement such as using squeezed vacuum, and so on [62].

3.2.3

Seismic noise

Vibration of the ground, or the suspension point of the pendulum, can be
transferred to the rotation of the suspended bar via the suspension wires.
There are two ways to reduce this noise; suppressing the vibration at the
suspension point or reducing the vibration transfer of the pendulum. Here
these reduction schemes are discussed for the following three diﬀerent types of
seismic noise.
Rotational seismic noise
Horizontal rotational vibration of the ground can be passively isolated by a
multi-stage pendulum. The vibration isolation ratios of a single-stage torsion
pendulum which is shown in Fig. 3.3 is
θ̃(f )
κw
f02
=
=
.
κw − Iω 2
f02 − f 2
θ̃g (f )

(3.31)

Here the damping terms were ignored for simplicity. The vibration of the
ground is isolated at the bar above the resonant frequency f0 . In general, a nstage pendulum can suppress the vibration above the resonances in proportion
to f −2n . This is the same technique as the ground-based gravitational wave
detectors.
When two bars are suspended in the same way, same vibration is transferred to each bar from the ground. Therefore the rotational vibration noise
can be suppressed further by using the diﬀerential rotation of the bars for
observations. This is called a common-mode rejection technique.
In total, the rotational seismic noise is given by
√

√

Sseis,rot (f ) = CCMRR H̃rot (f ) Sg,rot (f ),

(3.32)
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Figure 3.4: Routes of cross-coupling transfer.

where CCMRR is the√common-mode rejection ratio, H̃rot (f ) is the vibration
isolation ratio, and Sg,rot (f ) is the ASD of the ground rotation.
Translational seismic noise (seismic cross-coupling noise)
Translational vibration of the ground are ideally not transferred to the horizontal rotation of the bar. However, asymmetries of the system can be a route
of such cross-coupling transfers. This noise tends to be more significant than
the rotational seismic noise. Many of the cross-coupling routes were identified
in [21]. According to [21], most of the routes are the tilts of the system, such
as the tilt of the bar, the mirror for the laser, the sensing axis of the optics,
and so on. The important cross-coupling routes are shown in Fig. 3.4. The
noise spectrums for them are expressed in the following form :
)√
1
Sseis,trans (f ) = φP |H̃R (f )| + φR |H̃P (f )| +
|H̃x (f )|
Sg,trans (f ),
Rm
(3.33)
where φP,R is the tilt of the bar in pitch and roll directions, respectively.
They are the relative tilt to the sensor-based axis in which the sensing system
measures the rotation. The pitch and the roll are the rotations around x and
y axis, respectively. H̃P,R (f ) and H̃x (f ) are the transfer functions to the bar’s
pitch, roll rotations and x-translation from the√translation of the ground. Rm
is the radius of curvature of the mirror, and Sg,trans (f ) is the spectrum of
translational ground vibration.
In addition to the suppression of translational ground vibrations, reducing
the tilt of the system is eﬀective way to reduce the noise. The tilt can be
adjusted by balance weights, actuators, and so on. For the third route of Eq.
(3.33), using a flat mirror surface or placing the mirrors in parallel at the points
where the laser beam hits are necessary for noise reduction.
√

(

Nonlinear vibration noise
It was recently found by the author that nonlinear vibration noise induced
by the synergy of translational seismic vibrations in two horizontal DoFs becomes significant noise source [22]. The detailed calculation is shown in the
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Appendix A. The resultant Fourier spectrum of the horizontal rotation for a
bar suspended in xy-plane is given as
[

(

)

(

)

θ̃(f ) = χ̃(f ) (Iy − Iz )θ̃P ∗ ω 2 θ̃R + (Iz − Ix ) ω 2 θ̃P ∗ θ̃R
(

)

(

)

−(Ix − Iy ) ω θ̃P ∗ ω θ̃R + mh

{(

)

(

)

ω 2 x̃ ∗ θ̃P + ω 2 ỹ ∗ θ̃R

}]

.

(3.34)
Here “∗” means frequency convolution.2 x̃ and ỹ are the horizontal translation
of the center of mass, and θ̃P and θ̃R are the pitch and the roll rotation around
x and y axis, respectively. Ii are the moments of inertia around each axis.
The noise spectrum is determined by the DoFs other than the horizontal
rotation, therefore translational vibration isolation is necessary to reduce this
noise. Note that the vibration isolation by one order of magnitude results
in noise reduction by two orders of magnitude, because every term of Eq.
(3.34) is the product of two DoFs. Since the terms are frequency convolutions,
the resonant peaks in each DoFs have dominant contributions in the total
spectrum. Hence suppressing the resonant peaks by damping is eﬀective to
reduce the noise. The details are explained in Appendix A.

3.2.4

Newtonian noise

Since TOBA targets to measure the local gravity gradient, background fluctuations of the gravitational field also become noise sources. Such noise is
called Newtonian noise (NN) or gravity gradient noise [64]. Newtonian noise
is caused by any moving masses. Representative examples are seismic NN [65]
and atmospheric NN [66, 63]. These Newtonian noises are estimated to be
significant for the future gravitational wave detectors. Some noise reduction
schemes have been proposed; feed-forward cancellation by estimating the gravity fluctuation based on environmental monitors [67, 68], or removing the mass
around the detector [69]. However, the nature of the noise is not completely
understood because Newtonian noise has not been directly measured yet.
−15
√ Fig. 3.5 shows the estimated ASDs of NN. They are in the order of 10
/ Hz around 0.1 Hz, hence they can be problems for TOBA. Choosing the
quiet place to build the detector, and developing the reduction scheme
√ as
−15
mentioned above will be necessary to achieve the sensitivity of 10
/ Hz.
As shown in Fig. 3.5, the temperature NN is significantly suppressed in an
underground site. In any cases, the first things to do are to measure NN
directly and to investigate the nature of the noise. These are also important
as research and development for another ground-based GW detectors.
2

(F ∗ G)(f ) =

∫∞
−∞

F (x)G(f − x)dx

(F (f ), G(f ) : functions)
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Figure 3.5: Estimated Newtonian noise spectrum for seismic NN (blue) , atmospheric infrasound NN [63] (green) and atmospheric temperature NN (red).
The seismic NN was calculated based on the estimated spectrum for KAGRA
[26]. The atmospheric NNs are plotted for diﬀerent depths; 0 m (solid lines),
100 m (dashed lines) and 300 m (dotted lines).

3.2.5

Residual gas noise

The residual molecules in the vacuum chamber hit the suspended bar and
excite the vibration. This noise can be calculated by considering the damping
rate in the gas. For a rectangular bar which has a side area of Ab , the ASD of
residual gas noise is given by
v
√
u
√
u Pvac Ab L2 mm kB T
b
t
√
Sgas (f ) =
|χ̃(f )|,
(3.35)
3 2π
where mm is the mass of the residual gas molecule, and Pvac is the pressure
around the bar.
Improving the degree of vacuum is essential to suppress the residual gas
noise. Though cooling is not directly very eﬀective to reduce this noise because
of the small dependency on the temperature (∝ T 1/4 ), the cryogenic part
improves the degree of vacuum by adsorbing the molecules on the surface.
This eﬀect is known as a cryopump. Using a bar with small side area Ab is
also important.

3.2.6

Magnetic noise

Fluctuation of environmental magnetic field can couple to the bar’s rotation via
the magnetic moment µ or the magnetic susceptibility χm of the bar. Torque
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Figure 3.6: Asymmetric thermal expansion of the bar.

from from the coupling between µ and B is
N = µ × B.

(3.36)

This directly becomes a noise of the bar. Additionally, the gradient of the
magnetic field can couple to the magnetic moment µ and the magnetization.
The force from the magnetic field gradient is
((

F =∇

χm Vm B
µ+
µ0

)

)

·B ,

(3.37)

where Vm is the volume of the magnetized part and µ0 = 1.257 × 10−6 m · kg ·
s−2 · A−2 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum. If the force is not uniform
on the bar, it can be torque noise. Hence the nonuniformity of the magnetic
parameters is the source of noise.
Reducing µ or χm and suppressing B is necessary to reduce the magnetic
noise. Magnetic materials should not be used for the bar or the attached components to make µ small. For the magnetization, It is possible to adjust χm to
be zero by using alloys of paramagnetic materials and diamagnetic materials.
These parameters should be uniform in the bar. For B, magnetic shielding is
eﬀective to suppress the fluctuation. Ferromagnetic materials or superconductor can be a good magnetic shield at low frequency. The reported magnetic
shield using a high temperature superconductor Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-Ox can reduce
the fluctuation by more than six orders of magnitude at 0.2 Hz [70]. Such a
shield is compatible with a cryogenic system.

3.2.7

Temperature fluctuation noise

Temperature fluctuation of the bar or the surrounding materials can cause the
fluctuation of thermal radiation and the distortion of the components.
Thermal radiation noise
Thermal radiation act as the torque noise when the temperature fluctuation
is not uniform. The radiation pressure on the bar is given by
Prad = ϵb

σsb 4
σsb 4
Tb + (2 − ϵb ) Tsur
,
6c
6c

(3.38)
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where ϵb is the emissivity of the bar, σsb is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
and Tb and Tsur are the temperature of the bar and the surrounding materials, respectively. The first term is the reaction of radiation from the bar,
and the second term is the absorption and reflection of the radiation from the
surrounding materials. When the temperature fluctuation is completely differential at the both ends of bar, the total torque becomes the maximum. In
this pessimistic case, the ASD of noise is given by
√

(

Stemp,rad (f ) ≃

)

3
ϵb σsb Tb3 Ab Lb √
(2 − ϵb )σsb Tsur
Ab Lb √
STb (f ) +
STsur (f ) |χ̃(f )|.
12c
12c
(3.39)

Ab and Lb are the side area and the length of the bar respectively. STb (f ) and
STsur (f ) are the spectrum of temperature fluctuations.
Cooling has a significant advantage about this noise due to the strong dependence on the temperature; ∝ T 3 . Suppressing the temperature fluctuation
by surrounding the bar with a material which has high thermal conductivity
is also eﬀective way of noise reduction.
Thermal distortion noise
Asymmetric thermal expansion as depicted in Fig. 3.6 introduces the fluctuation of angular signal. The ASD of this noise is
√
√
ly
ly
Stemp,dist (f ) = αb (Tb ) S∆Tb (f ) + ∆αb (Tb ) STb (f ),
Lb
Lb

√

(3.40)

where αb (Tb ) is the thermal expansion coeﬃcient of the bar,√and ∆αb (Tb ) is
the diﬀerence of the coeﬃcient at the both ends of the bar. S∆Tb (f ) is the
spectrum of temperature diﬀerence at the both ends of the bar.
Cooling is eﬀective here to reduce the noise because most of materials
have small thermal expansion coeﬃcient at cryogenic temperatures. The bar
should have high thermal conductivity to reduce the diﬀerential temperature
fluctuation.

3.3

Target of TOBA

TOBA targets to observe earthquakes and gravitational waves as explained
in Chapter 2. The gravity-based observation of earthquakes will provide new
information of earthquakes, which is directly associated with induced density
perturbation, and also enable earlier detection than using seismic waves. Observation of gravitational waves from intermediate mass black holes will let us
study the origin of SMBHs√at the center of galaxies. The required sensitivity
is predicted√to be 10−15 / Hz at 0.1 Hz for the detection of earthquake [2],
and 10−19 / Hz for the observation of gravitational waves.
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Figure 3.7: Design sensitivity of Final TOBA [16].

Final TOBA
√
The final target sensitivity of TOBA is 10−19 / Hz at 0.1 Hz to observe
gravitational waves from IMBH binaries and to realize a gravity-based earthquake early warning. For that purpose, a 10 m-scale detector, Final TOBA,
is planned to be developed in the future. Detailed noise budget about the
design sensitivity is shown in Fig. 3.7 [16]. In this design, the bars are made
of aluminum with 10 m length and 0.6 m diameter. The bar has a mass
Mb = 7600 kg, a moment of inertia Ib = 6.4 × 104 kg · m2 , and internal loss
angle ϕb = 10−7 . The resonant frequency is f0 = 1 mHz, and the loss angle of
the wire is ϕw = 10−10 . The bar and the wire are kept at cryogenic temperature T = 4 K to reduce the thermal noise. Rotation of the bar is measured
with a pair of Fabry-Perot cavities at both ends of the bar. The input laser
power is set to 10 W, and the cavity has a finesse of 100.
The observable range for IMBH binaries with the target sensitivity is shown
in Fig. 3.8 [16]. It reaches 10 Gpc for 104 − 105 M⊙ IMBHs. Though the
expected event rate is uncertain due to the lack of information on IMBHs, a
cosmological N-body simulation suggests that a few events will be observed
per a year [71].
√
For earthquake, Final TOBA has much better sensitivity than 10−15 / Hz,
which is required to detect Mw = 7 earthquakes within 10 seconds from 100 km
distance [2]. Since the gravity strain signal is proportional to r−5 (r:distance)
as indicated in Eq. (2.25), the observable range with Final TOBA is about
600 km. Note that this estimation is based on the result for vertical gravity
gradient measurement [2]. Taking the cost of the detector into account, a
smaller scale configuration will be enough for the purpose of earthquake early
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Figure 3.8: Detectable range for equal-mass IMBH mergers with the design
sensitivity of TOBA [16].

warning.

3.4

Previous results

Towards the challenging target of Final TOBA, component researches have
been performed with smaller scale prototypes. The prototypes developed some
of the essential technologies for TOBA, investigated advanced configurations,
and also did gravitational wave observations. The overview of these results
are reviewed here. The achieved sensitivities of the prototypes are shown in
Fig. 3.9 with the sensitivities of other detectors including the superconducting
gravity gradiometer (SGG [52]) and LISA pathfinder [72]. The design sensitivity of the TorPeDO prototype is also plotted in the figure. Though currently
the superconducting gravity gradiometer has better sensitivity than the prototypes of TOBA, no detector has achieved a suﬃcient sensitivity required
for the observation of earthquakes or gravitational waves. Therefore intense
upgrades of the detector are required.
First prototype (Phase-I TOBA)
The first prototype was developed in 2011 for the proof of principle [17]. The
bar was suspended by superconducting magnetic levitation, and the horizontal
rotation of it was measured with a Michelson interferometer on the ground.
The noise spectrum of the first prototype was dominated by magnetic noise
below 0.1 Hz and seismic noise above 0.1 Hz. Below 0.1 Hz, a large magnet
for levitation introduced magnetic torque noise on the bar. Above 0.1 Hz,
translational seismic vibration was transferred to the rotational signal of the
bar via the tilt
√ of the interferometer mirrors. The achieved noise level was
−8
about 10 / Hz at 0.1 Hz.
Using a pair of this prototype, the upper limit on the stochastic background
gravitational wave was also set to Ωgw h20 < 1.9 × 1017 at 0.035–0.830 Hz [73]
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Figure 3.9: Sensitivities of low-frequency gravity strainmeters developed so far.
The orange, red and green solid lines are the prototype sensitivity of TOBA,
and the dashed blue line shows the design sensitivity of Phase-III TOBA,
which will explained in Chapter 5. The dashed green line shows the design
sensitivity of TorPeDO prototype [49]. The solid pink and the solid cyan lines
are the achieved noise level of LISA pathfinder [72] and the superconducting
gravity gradiometer [52], respecrively. For these two detectors, acceleration
noise spectrum given in the paper was converted to strain noise using the
detector scale D by h̃ = ã/(Dω 2 ). Note that LISA pathfinder is not sensitive
to terrestrial gravity fluctuations since it is in the space.

Second prototype (Phase-II TOBA)
The second prototype developed in 2014 used a wire suspension system [18, 74].
Two bars were suspended orthogonally with double wires each from an intermediate mass. The fiber interferometer was constructed on a optical bench,
which was also suspended with wires. At the suspension point, an active vibration isolation table was implemented to suppress seismic noise. It is a feedback
stabilization system using seismometers and hexapod actuators. This prototype has multiple observation signals which consists of the rotations around
three axes. Such a configuration is called as multi-output configuration. The
multi-output configuration can compensate the blind direction of the detector
and improve the detection volume and the parameter estimation accuracy [75].
The noise spectrum of this prototype was limited by the seismic noise and the
vibration noise of the fiber optics. The achieved noise level was about 10−10
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√
/ Hz around 5 Hz.
Using this sensitivity, the presence of 200M⊙ IMBH binariy within r <
2.1 × 10−4 pc was excluded [74]. The upper limit on the stochastic background
gravitational wave was also set to Ωgw h20 < 1.2 × 1020 at 2.6 Hz [76].
Satellite experiment using rotating TOBA
Spaceborne experiment of TOBA was performed from 2009 to 2010. The satellite was named SWIMµν , which contained a small bar (50 g) whose motion was
measured with photo-reflective displacement sensors [19]. This was the first
spaceborne gravitational wave experiment. The bar and the housing satellite
rotated at frot = 46.5 mHz. Rotation of the satellite up-converts the lowfrequency gravitational wave signal to around the rotational frequency. This
improves the signal-to-noise
√ ratio when the noise spectrum has steeper frequency dependence than S(f ) ∝ f −2 between the target frequency and frot .
Additionally, the rotating configuration is directly sensitive to circular
√ polarizations of gravitational waves which are defined as h = (h+ ± ih× )/ 2. Two
polarizations of the gravitational wave at fgw appears separately at frot + fgw
and frot − fgw .
Observation data was taken for six hours. Using the data, SWIMµν set
31
30
upper limits of ΩFW
and ΩRE
for two circular
gw < 1.7 × 10
gw < 3.1 × 10
polarizations of the gravitational wave background.
Research on seismic noise
In order to investigate the way to reduce the seismic cross-coupling noise in
TOBA, an experimental demonstration using a simple double-stage pendulum
was performed in 2016 [21]. This experiment successfully reduced the crosscoupling transfer functions down to 5 × 10−6 rad/m at 0.1 Hz. Though the
achieved values are insuﬃcient for the future sensitivity of TOBA, this work
have establish the basic way to reduce the translational seismic noise.

3.5

Next step : Phase-III TOBA

From the prototype developments explained in Sec. 3.4 and the theoretical calculations listed in Sec. 3.2, many issues have been clarified. Among them, the
main diﬃculties to achieve the required sensitivity for scientific observations
are as follows :
• Thermal noise reduction with a cryogenic system
• Seismic noise reduction with a low frequency vibration isolation
• Precise measurement of the pendulum rotation with a laser interferometric sensor
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Figure 3.10: Development plan of TOBA. Three steps are shown with each
target sensitivity at 0.1 Hz.

• Newtonian noise reduction
The first three points are about the instrumental noise, hence technical developments are necessary for the noise reduction. The last topic is about the
environmental noise. Since Newtonian noise has never been measured directly,
the noise properties should be investigated to establish reduction method. As a
first step, it is better to investigate these issues with a small scale configuration
before developing the 10 m-scale Final TOBA.
Phase-III TOBA
In this thesis, we propose a 35 cm-scale detector named Phase-III TOBA.
Phase-III TOBA targets to demonstrate noise reduction and to realize earth√
quake detection at the same time. The target sensitivity is set to 10−15 / Hz
at 0.1 Hz, which is required to detect earthquakes [2]. Some of the important
technical issues mentioned above are to be solved with Phase-III TOBA at
first, then the technologies are scaled up for Final TOBA in a future step.
One of the key features is the cryogenic system, which is introduced to TOBA
for the first time. The vibration isolation system and the optical system are
also implemented for Phase-III TOBA to achieve the target sensitivity. About
the Newtonian noise, direct measurement is expected to be achievable with the
target sensitivity as indicated in Fig. 3.5. The noise properties are investigated
with Phase-III TOBA to establish the noise reduction method, which will use
auxiliary environmental sensors. Fig. 3.10 summarizes the development plan
of TOBA. Phase-III TOBA is the intermediate step before developing Final
TOBA. Table 3.1 compares the configurations of Phase-III TOBA and Final
TOBA.
Theoretical and experimental topics about Phase-III TOBA are investigated in this thesis. On the theoretical side, the observation ability of earthquake with TOBA is studied in Chapter 4 to confirm the expected scientific
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Table 3.1: Parameters of Phase-III TOBA and Final TOBA.
Parameter
Target sensitivity at 0.1 Hz
Bar length
Moment of inertia
Resonant frequency
Temperature
Laser power

Unit
√
[/ Hz]
[m]
[kg·m2 ]
[mHz]
[K]
[W]

Phase-III
10−15
0.35
0.056
9
4
0.05

Final
10−19
10
6.4 × 104
1
4
10

outcome with Phase-III TOBA. As mentioned in Chapter 1, TOBA is sensitive
to horizontal gravity gradient, while the previous study [2] assumed vertical
gravity gradient measurement. The detectability of earthquake with TOBA
is calculated, and the diﬀerence from other types of detectors is clarified in
this thesis for the first time. In addition, localization of epicenter is simulated using an array of TOBA to consider a realistic system of gravity-based
EEW. The experimental topics are described in Chapter 5–7. In Chapter 5,
the system of Phase-III TOBA is designed with √
a focus on the cryogenic system to achieve the target sensitivity of 10−15 / Hz. The fundamental part
of the cryogenic system is experimentally demonstrated in this thesis, which
is reported in Chapter 6. Both of these theoretical study and the technical
developments are essential for TOBA project.

4

Detectability of
Earthquake

Detectability of earthquakes with TOBAs is investigated in this chapter. The
purpose of this chapter is to clarify the requirement on TOBA to realize meaningful gravity-based EEW.
First, achievable signal-to-noise ratio of TOBA is calculated and compared
with other types of gravity gradiometers. This comparison is an extension
of the previous work [2] that evaluated the detectability with vertical gravity
gradients. As mentioned in Chapter 3, TOBA is sensitive to only horizontal
gravity gradient (or equivalently, horizontal gravity strain) while some of other
types of detectors are sensitive to vertical gravity gradient (strain). From
the comparison between
√ them, the earthquake detectability of TOBA with a
−15
sensitivity of 10
/ Hz is evaluated to clarify how TOBA can contribute
to EEW. More general information that what kind of detector is preferred for
eﬀective earthquake detection is also available from this result.
Second, the localizability of earthquake is simulated for several cases and
compared to each other to investigate what kind of detection system should
be constructed after the target sensitivity is achieved for a single detector.
Though the localizability for the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake with vertical
gravity strain was already examined in the previous work [2], here more general
cases are investigated with horizontal gravity gradient observation. Some of
the simulation results are then fed back to the requirement on the detectors,
such as the arrangement of detectors or the calibration accuracy of them.
Throughout this chapter, the following spectrum of the detector noise in
terms of gravity strain is used for calculation:
√

Sh (f ) = 10−15

(0.1 Hz)2 + f 2 √
/ Hz,
f2

(4.1)

by assuming that it is limited by sensing noise (flat spectrum) above 0.1 Hz
and force noise (∝ f −2 ) below 0.1 Hz. The value 10−15 is close to the sensitivity
of proposed gravity gradiometers including Phase-III TOBA.
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Figure 4.1: The definition of coordinate and five gravity strain components.

The SNR and the localizability are basically investigated around 10 seconds
after the onset of the fault rupture. This target time is set to discuss about the
ability of early warning with gravity-based observations. It is also a suitable
period for gravity strain measurement around 0.1 Hz. Since seismic P wave
travels about 70 km in 10 seconds, the gravity-based detection has chance to
precede the current detection method using seismic waves for distant (> 70
km) earthquakes.
The definition of coordinate is shown in Fig. 4.1. Instead of the earthbased coordinates (x, y, z), the gravity strain tensor is defined based on the
detector-centered coordinates (r, t, z). The five independent components in
the gravity strain tensor are set as follows :
(horizontal)
(vertical)

hrr − htt
, h× ≡ hrt ,
2
hzz , hrz , htz .
h+ ≡

(4.2)
(4.3)

Two horizontal strain components (plus h+ and cross h× ) are defined in analogy to gravitational waves. The remaining three components are chosen as the
vertical strain components. TOBA and some kind of atomic interferometer
such as MIGA are sensitive only to the horizontal components. A superconducting gravity gradiometer SOGRO is sensitive to both the horizontal and
the vertical components.

4.1

Signal-to-noise ratio with diﬀerent types
of gravity gradiometers

In this section, detectability of earthquakes with diﬀerent types of proposed
gravity gradiometers are calculated and compared to each other. Then the
detectability of TOBA, which is sensitive to only horizontal gravity strain, is
discussed by comparing it to the detectability with vertical gravity strain. The
detectability is quantified by available signal-to-noise ratio with the detector
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√
sensitivity of 10−15 / Hz (Eq. (4.1)). The gravity strain signals are calculated
with the analytical half-space model [24] in this section. To investigate the
early detectability, SNRs are calculated at 10 seconds after the onset of the
fault rupture.

4.1.1

Calculation of signal-to-noise ratio

Optimal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a strain signal h(t) under an instrumental noise n(t) with a spectrum of Sn (f ) is given by a matched filtering
as
∫
h̃(f )s̃∗ (f ) ∫
h̃(f ) s̃∗ (f )
√
√
SNR = df
= df
,
(4.4)
Sn (f )
Sn (f ) Sn (f )
where s(t) = h(t) + n(t) is the recorded signal. In time-domain, the SNR is
given by a convolution of two filtered signals hw (t) and sw (t) as follows
∫

SNR(t) =
0

∫

t

dτ hw (t − τ )sw (τ ),
h̃(f )

df √

hw (t) =

(4.5)
∫

e

Sn (f )

2πif

, sw (t) =

s̃(f ) 2πif
df √
e .
Sn (f )

(4.6)

√

The applied filter 1/ Sn (f ) works as a whitening filter for the instrumental
noise n(t). For the noise spectrum given in Eq. (4.1), the whitening filter is a
second-order high-pass filter with a cutoﬀ frequency of 0.1 Hz.
In the calculation flow, the signal template h(t) is numerically calculated
base on the half-space model. Then ten timeseries of the instrumental noise
n(t) are randomly generated. Each time series is whitened and convolved
to calculate the SNR. The averaged value of the SNRs for ten random noise
timeseries is used as a final SNR.

4.1.2

Source parameters

Three focal mechanisms are investigated in this section; one strike-slip fault
and two dip-slip faults. The pictures of the strike-slip and the dip-slip faults are
shown in Fig. 2.5. The parameters used here are (γs , γd , γr ) = (180◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ )
for the strike-slip fault, and (180◦ , 10◦ , 90◦ ) and (180◦ , 20◦ , 90◦ ) for the dipslip faults. The dip angles are selected as the typical ones for oceanic plates
[77]. The depth of the hypocenter is set at 20 km as a typical value of earthquakes, because most of earthquakes happen in the region shallower than 50
km depth as shown in Fig. 4.2.
The used source time function is plotted in Fig. 4.3. The functions are
based on Eq. (2.4), which assumes the self-similarity of source fault evolution.
As mentioned above, signal-to-noise ratio is calculated at 10 seconds after
the onset of the fault rupture. The half duration of the source fault rupture
is assumed to be longer than 10 seconds, which is correct for Mw > 7.3 in
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Figure 4.2: Depth distribution of hypocenter for Mw > 6.5 earthquakes that happened after 2000.
The datas ares taken from USGS
(https://earthquake.usgs.gov/).
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Figure 4.3: Model source time functions for Mw = 7.0 (blue), Mw = 7.5 (green)
and Mw = 8.0 (red). The initial 10 seconds of the function for Mw > 7.3 is
used for signal-to-noise ratio calculations.

the model (Eq. (2.27)). Since the initial fault evolution is assumed to be
independent to the magnitude, the following calculations are valid for any
magnitudes larger than 7.3 under the assumption of the self-similarity.
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Figure 4.4: Azimuth-distance
√ distributions of SNR available with gravity strain
measurement with 10−15 / Hz sensitivity of the detector. 0◦ is the East and
90◦ is the North. The color indicates the SNR as shown in the color bar at the
bottom. Each column and row corresponds to the focal mechanism and the
component of gravity gradient tensor, respectively. The dashed grey circles
are the grid lines of 50, 100 and 150 km distance. The dashed and the dotted
black contours show the area of SNR=8 and 3, respectively. The white blank
area at the center of each figure (≲ 85 km) is the region where seismic P-wave
arrives within 12 seconds.
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Signal-to-noise ratio distribution for each gravity
strain component

First, the SNR distributions are calculated for each component of the gravity
strain tensor. To investigate the early detectability, the SNRs are calculated
at 10 seconds after the onset of the fault rupture. Fig. 4.4 shows the azimuthdistance distribution of SNR for each component and each focal mechanism
up to 200 km distance. The color indicates the SNR as shown in the color bar
at the bottom. SNR is below 1 outside the plotted region (> 200 km). Each
column corresponds to the focal mechanism, and each row corresponds to the
gravity strain component. The white blank area at the center of each figure
(≲ 85 km) is the region where seismic P-wave arrives within 12 seconds. The
East and the North direction is set to 0◦ and 90◦ respectively, hence the strikes
are along to 90◦ –270◦ line.
About the strike-slip event, the quadruple pattern of the SNR distribution
reflects the induced density change. More SNRs are available for the horizontal
plus and cross components than the vertical components. This is because the
density change evolves in horizontal directions, then the shallower parts of the
ground is mainly deformed. The SNR with h+ is roughly twice higher than
with hzz or hrz components. Only h× can give large SNR at 0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ and
270◦ directions.
About the dip-slip events, the vertical gravity strain components give larger
SNRs than the horizontal components. In these earthquakes, the density
change evolves vertically therefore the deeper part of the ground is deformed,
which results in larger signal amplitudes in the vertical components. h+ and
hzz give similar SNRs, which are important at 180◦ direction. At 0◦ direction,
only hrz can have high SNR. It is diﬃcult to detect the dip-slip earthquakes
from the direction along the strike line (90◦ or 270◦ ), because no components
have suﬃcient SNR in those directions. The dependence on the dip angle is
insignificant at early phases, though asymmetry of the distribution between
the left half and the right half slightly increases as the dip angle.

4.1.4

Signal-to-noise ratio distribution for each type of
detector

Next, Fig. 4.5 shows the sum of the SNR in three sets of the strain components.
The “all” in the first row is the sum of the five strain components, hence
this gives the maximum available SNR. The “horizontal” in the second row
is the sum of two horizontal components, h+ and h× , which are detectable
with TOBA. The “vertical” in the third row is the sum of the three vertical
components, hzz , hrz and htz . To make the distribution quantitatively clear,
the azimuth distribution of the SNR at 100 km distance is plotted in Fig. 4.6.
It is clear that the horizontal components have dominant contribution in the
strike-slip event. 80 % of the maximum SNR is available at any azimuths with
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Figure 4.5: Sum of the SNR distribution for the set of gravity strain components. Each row corresponds to the sum of the all components, the horizontal
components and the vertical components, respectively. The dashed and the
dotted contour show the area of SNR=8 and 3, respectively.
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the horizontal components. Though the vertical components give good SNR at
several azimuths, their detectability is lower than the horizontal components
and also depends on the azimuths. From these results, TOBA has a dominant
contribution in detecting strike-slip earthquakes.
On the other hand, the vertical components have advantages in detecting
dip-slip earthquakes. The horizontal and the vertical components have almost
same SNR in 180◦ direction, which is about 70 % of the maximum SNR.
The diﬀerence is significant in 0◦ direction, where the vertical components is
dominant and the contribution from the horizontal components is only 30 % of
the maximum. However, in usual case the coast is in the direction of 180◦ and
there is no land in the direction of 0◦ , to which the hanging wall moves. Since
detectors cannot be placed without land, the horizontal strain components and
the vertical strain components will provide similar contribution in detecting
actual dip-slip earthquakes.
In summary, good SNRs of gravitational signals are available with the horizontal gravity strain components. They give better SNRs than the vertical
components in strike-slip earthquakes, and similar SNRs as the vertical components in dip-slip earthquakes at 90◦ −270◦ azimuths. Though observing both
of horizontal and vertical components is always the best way, at least 70 % of
SNR will be available only with the horizontal components. The detectable
range of the horizontal components with SNR=8 is isotropically 130 km at
10 seconds for strike-slip earthquakes. Though the range for a dip-slip earthquake depends on the azimuths, it is 130 km at 180◦ direction, where there is
a land in usual cases. Thus TOBA can contribute well to detect earthquakes.
√
As demonstrated by the calculations, the assumed sensitivity 10−15 / Hz is
enough for the detections.

4.2

Localization

In this section, the localizability of earthquakes using torsion-bar type detectors is investigated to consider a configuration of earthquake detection system.
Here we basically follow the method proposed in [78]. The proposed method is
to use the amplitude ratio of the gravity signal between two detectors placed
at the same point in diﬀerent orientations oﬀset by 45◦ . Such a set of detectors
can constrain the direction of the epicenter to four directions from the signal
amplitude ratio between the two detectors. Then, by using the three sets of
detectors, the location of the epicenter can be identified in a single point. This
idea is to use S(θ, ϕ) in Eq. (2.25) which depends only on the direction of the
epicenter and the orientation of the fault. The primary merit will be that the
dependence on the source time function I[M (t)] can be omitted. Otherwise
the information of M (t) is required to localize the epicenter, which is quite
hard due to the variance of M (t) as shown in Fig. 2.4.
In this thesis, their method is a bit generalized; Nd detectors are placed at
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diﬀerent points (not necessarily paired), and a Nd -component vector of signal
amplitude ratio between the detectors is used for localization. By choosing
this way, the signals at diﬀerent distances are directly compared. Therefore
the r−5 dependence in Eq. (2.25) is also taken into account, which will help
the localization more.
The calculated localized area is then compared to 100 km2 , which is the
minimum unit of the current early warning system in Japan based on seismic
waves.

4.2.1

Calculation flow

Here Monte-Carlo simulations were performed to calculate the localizability.
The calculation flow is as follows
1. The xy-plane is divided into a grid, and detectors are placed at several
points. Then the gravity strain signals recorded by each detector are
calculated for the epicenters at the grid points (x, y).
2. The signal amplitude ratio between the detectors is saved as a template
of Nd -component vector. The vector is normalized to an unit length
vector.
3. An event is injected at arbitrary point, and gravity strain signals are
calculated at the position of the detectors.
4. Instrumental noise is added to the signal, and the signal amplitude ratio
is estimated from the signal timeseries of each detector.
5. Step3 and Step4 are repeated 10000 times for randomly generated instrumental noise, and the probability distribution is derived.
The simulated area is 200×200 km area, and the detectors are placed around
the left end of the area. Such arrangement assumes the case of detecting oﬀshore earthquakes from the detectors placed along the coast line. As mentioned
in Sec. 2.2.3, gravity-based earthquake detection will play an important role
in such a case. Though there can be other cases in general, the most practical
case is investigated here for the first step.
The primary target is to determine the location of the epicenter (x, y) which
are most important for early warnings. Hence the other parameters, the focal
mechanisms and the depths are fixed in the first step (Sec. 4.2.2). This is based
on the assumption that large earthquakes will happen along the known faults.
The eﬀect of the fixed parameters is then discussed in Sec. 4.2.3 and Sec.
4.2.4. The simulation area is divided into 1×1 km grids, which is suﬃciently
small as the localization accuracy to use early warnings of earthquakes. The
gravity strain signals are calculated with the analytical full-space model (see
Sec. 2.2.1 or [23]) in this section.
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Figure 4.7: An example of a localization map. 95 % confident localized area
at t =8 s, 10 s and 12 s are shown with the cyan, blue and violet contours,
respectively. The orange + (or ×) at the left indicates the arrangement of the
detectors, and the orange star at the center of the contour is the epicenter.

As is the case of the SNR calculation, the localizability is investigated
around 10 seconds after the onset of the fault rupture. The source fault evolution shown in Fig. 4.3 is used here again, hence the following results at 10
seconds are valid for Mw > 7.3 as explained in Sec. 4.1.2.

4.2.2

Localizability with diﬀerent detector arrangements

First, the localizabilities of earthquakes with diﬀerent arrangement of detectors
are compared to derive how dense arrays of detectors are required for suﬃcient
localization. In this subsection, four, five or six detectors are placed along
x = −90 km, −75 km< y < 75 km area with diﬀerent arrangement. The
localization map is calculated for each arrangement. To show how the results
are expressed in this subsection, an example is shown in Fig. 4.7. The diﬀerent
colors show the localized area at diﬀerent times from the onset of the fault
rupture (t = 0); t = 8 s (cyan), t = 10 s (blue) and t = 12 s (violet). If the
localized area is larger than 1000 km2 , the contour is not shown for the ease
of viewing.
In the following simulations, the events are injected in −25 km< x < 75 km
and −75 km< x < 75 km area as shown in Fig. 4.8, and localization for each
event is simulated. As previous section, two focal mechanisms are investigated
here; a strike-slip earthquake (γs , γd , γr ) = (150◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ ) and a dip-slip
earthquake (γs , γd , γr ) = (150◦ , 20◦ , 90◦ ), where γs , γd and γr are strike, dip,
and rake angle defined in Fig. 2.3. The depth of the hypocenter is set at 20
km for the same reason as the previous section.
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Figure 4.8: Epicenters of injected events (red stars) in the simulation.

Localization of strike-slip earthquakes
Fig. 4.9 show the localization maps of the strike-slip earthquake with four,
five or six torsion bars that are placed in + arrays and × arrays. Fig. 4.10
shows the case that three pairs of + and × torsion bars are used (hereafter
this arrangement is called as “three-pair” configuration). The arrangement of
the detectors are shown with red + or × in the figure. The localized area at 8,
10 and 12 seconds are plotted with cyan, blue and violet contour, respectively.
Each contour shows the 95 % confidence area in each Monte-Carlo simulation.
The contours are not shown when the localized area is larger than 1000 km2 .
35 events were injected (Fig. 4.8), whose epicenters are also shown with red
stars in each figure. The localized area of each event is overlapped in the single
figure.
With four detectors (the top row in Fig. 4.9), the localized area is largely
distorted and the accuracy is not good at early times. Though five detectors
(the medium row in Fig. 4.9) give better localizations, the localized area at
early time (t=8 s) is still not good at some points (e.g. (x, y) = (−25, ±50)
km in the left middle panel of Fig. 4.9). By using six detectors, the detection
area is almost uniformly good. The error in y = ±75 km is not a problem
when detectors are sequentially placed outside the simulation area (|y| > 100
km). Diﬀerence between the + arrangement and the × arrangement is not
qualitatively significant. The three-pair arrangement shown in Fig. 4.10 also
gives the similar localization maps as the six + or × arrangement of detectors.
In terms of a cost to build detector stations, the three-pair arrangement will be
a better choice since the number of stations is less. The localized area depends
almost only on the distance from the detectors, and there is no blind area in
this configuration.
Fig. 4.11 shows the distance dependence of the localized area at 10 seconds.
The horizontal axis is the distance to the closest detector from each injection
point. The symbols and colors of the markers indicate the arrangements of the
detectors; the number of detectors and their orientations are specified in the
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Figure 4.9: Localization map for (γs , γd , γr ) = (150◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ ) strike-slip
earthquake with various arrangement of detectors. Localized area at 8 seconds
(cyan), 10 seconds (blue) and 12 seconds (violet) after the onset of the fault
rupture are shown. The contours are not plotted when the localized area is
worse than 1000 km2 . The localized contours for the events in Fig. 4.8 are
overlapped in the single figure. The arrayed orange stars are the epicenters of
the injected events. The detector arrangements are shown with red + or ×,
which represents the orientation of suspended bars.
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Figure 4.10: Localization map for (γs , γd , γr ) = (150◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ ) strike-slip
earthquake with three pairs of torsion-bar detectors.
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legend. Since the signal amplitude is inversely proportional to D5 as shown in
Eq. (2.25), where D is the distance from the hypocenter, the localized area is
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expected to be proportional to D10 , which is the inverse-square of the signalto-noise ratio. The simulated localized area has similar dependence as this
expectation which is shown with black dashed line, hence the localizability
is almost determined by the signal-to-noise ratio. The localized area up to
about 120 km distance is below 100 km2 , which is the minimum unit of the
current warning system based on seismic waves. Therefore the gravity strain
observation can localize the epicenter within 120 km with better accuracy in
10 seconds. Additionally, the localization time can be improved because it
takes about 17 seconds for seismic P wave to propagate 120 km distance.
The deviation between the detector arrangements is large at close distances
(< 120 km), while it is insignificant at distant points (∼ 160 km). This will
be because not enough number of detectors can detect the signal with high
SNR when the epicenter is too close to the detector arrays. As the number of
detectors increases, the chance to detect signals is also enhanced hence higher
SNRs are available. Such diﬀerence is not significant for distant events which
are detected by almost all detectors, since three detector signals are suﬃcient
to identify the two free parameters in principle.
Localization of dip-slip earthquakes
Fig. 4.12, and 4.13 show the localization maps for the dip-slip earthquake.
Though the localizability is worse than for the strike-slip earthquake, the trend
about the detector arrangement is similar. For the dip-slip earthquake, roughly
six arrayed detectors or three-pair arrangement are required for uniform localization. The lower localizability than the strike-slip earthquake is mainly due
to the small amplitude of the gravity gradient signal as shown in Sec. 4.1. The
relatively weaker dependence on the azimuth for the dip-slip earthquake than
the strike-slip earthquake, which can be seen in Fig. 4.4 for the h+ component,
will also contribute it. As shown in Fig. 4.14, the localized area is about 100
km2 up to 110 km distance. This is not quite diﬀerent from the strike-slip
earthquake, because of the strong distance dependence of the gravity strain
signal. As is the case of the strike-slip earthquake, the localization time is
shortened compared to the current warning system.

4.2.3

Requirement on presumption accuracy

In the previous subsection, the focal mechanism and the depth was fixed by
assuming that large earthquakes will happen along known faults. Here the
eﬀect of presumption error about the focal mechanism or the depth is investigated. The calculation flow is basically same as the previous subsection. Here
the template signal ratio is calculated for slightly oﬀset parameters from the
injected event, to take into account the eﬀect of mis-presumption. Then the localized position is systematically oﬀset from the position of the epicenter. The
amount of oﬀset is evaluated to derive the requirement on the presumption ac-
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Figure 4.12: Localization map for (γs , γd , γr ) = (150◦ , 20◦ , 90◦ ) dip-slip
earthquake with various arrangement of detectors. Plot conditions are same
as Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.13: Localization map for (γs , γd , γr ) = (150◦ , 20◦ , 90◦ ) dip-slip
earthquake with three pairs of torsion-bar detectors.
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Figure 4.14: Localized area vs distance from the epicenter for diﬀerent arrangement of detectors at 10 seconds, for the dip-slip earthquake.

curacy of focal mechanisms when preparing the template of signals amplitude
ratio.
Fig. 4.15 shows the systematic errors due to the presumption error about
the strike angle by 10 deg (red), about the dip angle by 10 deg (blue), about
the rake angle by 10 deg (orange), and about the depth by 20 km (green).
These presumption errors result in roughly 10 km error of localization within
the simulated area. In other word, the error of presumption needs to be suppressed below 10 deg and 20 km for the focal mechanisms and the depth of the
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Figure 4.15: Localization error due to mis-presumptions of templates for a
strike-slip event (upper; (γs , γd , γr ) = (150◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ )) and a dip-slip event
(lower; (γs , γd , γr ) = (150◦ , 20◦ , 90◦ )). The localized areas at 12 seconds are
plotted when the prepared templates are correct (black), or the parameters
are oﬀset by +10◦ for γs (red), −10◦ for γd (blue), −10◦ for γr (orange) and
−20 km for the depth (green).
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hypocenter to determine the location of the epicenter in accuracy of 10 km.
It seems that the 10 deg accuracy is not quite hard since the geometries of
fault plane is given in the precision of a few degrees [77]. However, statistical
research on actual faults and earthquakes is necessary to confirm this, which
is left as a future work.

4.2.4

Localization without presumption of focal mechanisms

Though the simulations above assumed the focal mechanisms and the depth to
be fixed and known in advance, it is possible to treat them as free parameters in
estimating the location of earthquakes. Here three focal mechanism parameters
are also included in the free parameter to investigate more general detectability
of earthquake. To save the computation cost, the depth of the hypocenter was
left to be fixed to 20 km. The calculation flow is the same as the previous
subsections.
Fig. 4.16 and 4.17 shows the localized area in this case for the strike-slip
event and the dip-slip event, respectively. The localized area is roughly three
times wider than the case when the focal mechanisms are treated as fixed
parameters (Fig. 4.10 and 4.13). The focal mechanisms can also be estimated,
though those parameters are not very important in terms of earthquake early
warnings. Therefore even if suﬃcient information on the focal mechanisms is
not available, the epicenter can be localized to some extent. Note that this is
just a case study, hence more general conditions should be investigated as a
future work.

4.2.5

Requirement on detector calibration

Since the signal amplitude ratio is used for the parameter estimation, calibration error of the detectors directly aﬀects the estimated parameters. Here
the eﬀect of calibration error on the localizability is investigated to set a srequirement on the detector side. The condition of calculation is the same as
Sec. 4.2.2; the focal mechanisms are treated as fixed parameters again. When
the detectors have calibration accuracy of 10 %, for example, the measured
signal amplitude ratio also deviates systematically by about 10 %. Hence the
epicenter can be localized to diﬀerent points from the true epicenter.
Fig. 4.18 shows the contour of the template vector diﬀerence from the injection point of earthquakes. Each contour corresponds to the area of systematic
error due to the calibration error of 10 % (cyan), 3 % (blue) and 1 % (violet).
10 % error of calibration results in more than 15 km error of localization. To
localize the epicenter within 10 km accuracy, 3 % of calibration accuracy is
required for the detectors. This value is not diﬃcult in usual experiments,
hence the eﬀect of the calibration error will not be a serious problem in the
detection scheme used here.
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each figure on the right show the injected location and the fault parameters,
respectively.
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Figure 4.17: Parameter estimation for dip-slip earthquake without presumptions about focal mechanisms. The plot conditions are same as Fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4.18: Systematic localization error due to the calibration error of the
detectors for a strike-slip event (upper; (γs , γd , γr ) = (150◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ )) and a
dip-slip event (lower; (γs , γd , γr ) = (150◦ , 20◦ , 90◦ )). Each contour shows the
case when the detectors has calibration uncertainty of 10 % (cyan), 3 % (blue),
and 1 % (violet).

4.3

Summary and discussion

Two topics have been investigated to realize a gravity-based EEW with TOBA.
The first topic is the diﬀerence between the types of detectors. The detectability of earthquakes with TOBA that is sensitive to horizontal gravity strain
was first investigated in this work while the detectability with vertical gravity gradient was calculated in the previous work [2]. The second topic is the
localizability of epicenters, which is important to consider an actual system
of gravity-based EEW. These topics were investigated at 10 seconds after the
onset of the fault rupture, which is suitable for the gravity strain observation
around 0.1 Hz.
Detectability of earthquakes with TOBA
For the first topic, three types of focal mechanisms were investigated, including
one vertical strike-slip earthquake and two reverse dip-slip earthquakes
with
√
diﬀerent dip angles, 10◦ and 20◦ . The detector sensitivity of 10−15 / Hz at 0.1
Hz was assumed in the calculation. The calculated signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
distributions suggested that horizontal gravity gradient component is essential
for the strike-slip earthquakes, while vertical components are important for
the dip-slip earthquakes. For the strike-slip earthquakes, the total SNR of the
horizontal components is almost isotropic hence there is no preferred direction
for detection. Available SNR with the vertical components is about half of
the horizontal components in average. The dip-slip earthquakes show strong
azimuth dependence, and only vertical components have good SNR in the
direction to which the hanging wall moves (0◦ direction). However, the coast
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is in the opposite direction (180◦ direction) in usual cases, where the horizontal
and vertical components have similar SNRs. Therefore horizontal components
will have a good contribution in an actual warning system. These results
indicate that TOBA, which is sensitive to horizontal gravity strain components,
can play an important role in gravity-based
√ earthquake detection. It is also
shown that the target sensitivity 10−15 / Hz of Phase-III TOBA is suﬃcient
for meaningful detection.
Localizability of earthquakes with arrayed TOBAs
Localization simulations with arrayed TOBA were also performed. The simulations assumed the case that oﬀ-shore earthquakes are detected by an array
of√detectors placed along the coastline. Again, the detector sensitivity of 10−15
/ Hz at 0.1 Hz was assumed here. A generalized method of the proposed
localization way [78], which uses the signal amplitude ratio between several
detectors, was adopted in this thesis. First we investigated the required number of detectors to localize the epicenter of the earthquake. Pairs of two TOBA
placed at 75 km space in the line will be a good arrangement, which can localize
the epicenter uniformly up to ∼ 120 km distance. When the focal mechanisms
and depth of the hypocenter is known in advance, epicenter location of a strikeslip earthquake can be well constrained in 10 seconds within 100 km2 up to 120
km distance from the detector array. The localized area is about 2 ∼ 3 times
wider for a dip-slip earthquake, and the localized area is below 100 km2 up
to about 110 km distance. These results show that gravity strain observation
has better localizability than the current warning system using seismic waves,
which takes 16–17 seconds to propagate 110–120 km. The localizability with
less number of detectors is not uniformly good because the signal cannot be
detected by the suﬃcient number of detectors at some locations.
The localized point can be systematically oﬀset if the presumed focal mechanism is diﬀerent from the actual mechanism. To keep the systematic localization error below 10 km, which is close to the statistical uncertainty of the
localization (∼100 km2 as mentioned above), the fault parameters have to be
known in the accuracy of 10 degrees. Though this requirement seems not very
hard, statistical investigation should be performed for actual faults, which is
left as a future work. Even if the information about focal mechanism is not
available in advance, those parameters can be estimated with the location at
the same time, though the localized area without those information is worsen
by ∼ 3 times. Similarly, the calibration accuracy of the detectors should also
be below 3 % to suppress the systematic error below 10 km.
Though there may be better ways of localization, these results have demonstrated the validity of at least one method. As mentioned at the beginning of
Sec. 4.2, the method used here does not require the information of the source
time function, which will be a primary advantage in the realistic detection.
These results will help us to design a concrete system of the gravity-based
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EEW. Note that the mechanisms of earthquakes were simplified to the point
source in a homogeneous medium. Though it has already been checked that the
analytical signal based on those simplified model provides good approximation
of the actual signal in the first few seconds, the eﬀect of those simplification
on the localizability should be evaluated. Such an eﬀect can be roughly tested
by localizing the signal of actual earthquakes with analytically prepared signal
templates. These things are left as future works.

5

Design of Phase-III
TOBA

As described in Sec. 3.5, following two things are the targets of Phase-III
TOBA :
• Detection of earthquakes using gravity gradient fluctuation
• Technical demonstration of noise reduction before large-scale TOBA
−15
As
√ confirmed in Sec. 4.3, the required sensitivity to detect earthquakes is 10
/ Hz at 0.1 Hz. In this chapter, the design of Phase-III TOBA to achieve
this target sensitivity is explained. First, an overview of the design is shown
in Sec. 5.1 with the requirements on the system. Then the noise budget and
the cooling performance are evaluated in the following sections
Sec. 5.2 and
√
Sec. 5.3, respectively. The required sensitivity 10−15 / Hz and the target
temperature 4 K are shown to be achievable with the proposed design.

5.1

Design overview

A designed configuration of Phase-III TOBA is shown in Fig. 5.1. It mainly
consists of the following three systems :
• A cryogenic suspension system
• A highly sensitive angular sensor using an optical cavity
• An active vibration isolation system
Details of each system are explained in this subsection.

5.1.1

Cryogenic suspension system

A cryogenic technique is essential for TOBA to suppress thermal fluctuations.
It is required for the cryogenic system to cool the suspended masses to 4 K
within acceptable time. The main diﬃculty in cooling the pendulum originates
77
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Figure 5.1: Configuration of Phase-III TOBA.

from the vibration introduction via the cooling components. That problem is
serious especially in a torsion pendulum which is sensitive to tiny forces. Effective heat extraction is therefore essential for the cooling system to minimize
the vibration transfer.
In this subsection, the configuration of the mechanical suspension system
and the actuator to control it is described first. Then the cryogenic equipments
and components are explained.
Suspension system
The suspension configuration and the parameters of the masses are shown in
Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.1, respectively. The suspension system consists of five
masses, which are separated into two suspension sequences. Two test masses,
TM1 and TM2, are suspended orthogonally (Fig. 5.3) from the intermediate
mass (IM1), and the optical bench (OB) is suspended from another intermediate mass (IM2). Both of the intermediate masses are suspended from the
active vibration isolation stage. The horizontal rotations of the TMs are excited in the opposite direction to each other in response to gravity gradient
fluctuation. Such diﬀerential rotation is measured with the optics on the opti-
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Figure 5.2: Suspension configurations of Phase-III TOBA. TM suspension
series (left) and OB suspension series (right).

cal bench. Since OB is designed to have no quadruple moment, Yaw rotation
of OB is not excited by gravity gradient. The relative rotation between TM1
- OB and TM2 - OB are measured independently, then diﬀerential rotational
signal is calculated from them. Hence the rotation of OB can be largely canceled. At the top stage, the suspension wires for IM1 and IM2 are clamped on
the rotational stages, which are for the adjustment of the suspension torsional
angles. The angle of two TMs are adjusted by another rotational stages placed
on the IM1.
The test mass bars are made of oxygen free copper (OFC). High thermal
conductivity of OFC at cryogenic temperatures can suppress the temperature
inhomogeneity so that the distortion noise due to the diﬀerential temperature
fluctuation of the bar (see Sec. 3.2.7) is reduced. Additionally, copper has
small magnetic susceptibility, which gives an advantage in the magnetic noise.
Relatively high density is also good for external torque noise.
The suspension wires of TMs are made of silicon, which is known to have
very small loss angle ϕw [79, 80] and high thermal conductivity [81] at cryogenic
temperatures. The thickness of the silicon wire is 0.25 mm in diameter, and
the required loss angle is ϕw = 10−8 . Reported loss angles of silicon are 10−9
for a bulk [79], and 3×10−8 for a thin flexure [80] at cryogenic temperatures. In
general, thin wires are suﬀered from surface loss compared to bulk materials.
Therefore surface treatment is essential to achieve small loss in a thin wire.
Such research and development are currently ongoing for TOBA to improve
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Figure 5.3: Two test mass bars are suspended orthogonally.

the recorded loss angle 3 × 10−8 by three times.
The other masses are suspended by CuBe (Beryllium copper) wires, which
have relatively small loss angle (∼ 3 × 10−7 for a bulk at 4 K [82]) and can
be treated easier. Since the fluctuations of IMs or OB are largely cancelled
in diﬀerential rotation signal of TMs, the loss angle of CuBe is suﬃcient in
TOBA. Additionally CuBe has much lower thermal conductivity [83], so that
the conductive heat inflow from the suspension stage into the IMs are reduced.
Coil-coil actuator
To apply a force on TMs for position controls, coil-coil actuators are attached
on TMs. The coil-coil actuator consists of a pair of coils, one of which is
attached on the control target (TM) and a drive current is applied to the
counterpart coil. Here we call these coils the mass coil and the drive coil,
respectively. When sinusoidal current is applied to the drive coil, generated
magnetic field induce the current in the mass coil at the drive frequency. The
induced magnetic moment interacts with the driven magnetic field, then force
is applied between the coils.
Consider the case as Fig. 5.4, when two coils are attached on the mass,
which are sandwiched with a pair of drive coils. Two mass coils are connected
each other. Each mass coil has a inductance of L0 and a resistance of R0 , and
the mutual inductance between the mass coil and the drive coil is M . Then
the applied force Fcc is given by
Fcc = M

)
(
dM
ωd
2
2
)
+
2R
i
i
sin
ϕ
.
−
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ω
L
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0
1
2
d
0
2
1
dx R02 + ωd2 L20

(5.1)

Here i1 and i2 are the current amplitude of two drive coils, ϕ is the phase oﬀset
between the drive currents, and ωd is the angular drive frequency.
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Table 5.1: Parameters of suspension masses
parameter
Test mass bar (TM)
material
length
mass
moment of inertia
surface area
Intermedaite mass 1 (IM1)
material
mass
moment of inertia
surface area
Optical bench (OB)
material
mass
moment of inertia
surface area
Intermedaite mass 2 (IM2)
material
mass
moment of inertia
surface area

R0
L0

i1 sin(ωd t)

symbol value
Lb
Mb
Ib
Sb

Copper (surface oxidized)
0.35 m
4.2 kg
0.056 kg·m2
0.058 m2

Mi1
Ii1
Si1

Copper (surface oxidized)
5.0 kg
0.046 kg·m2
0.069 m2

Mob
Iob
Sob

Copper (surface oxidized)
10.0 kg
0.24 kg·m2
0.2 m2

Mi2
Ii2
Si2

Copper (surface oxidized)
4.5 kg
0.0634 kg·m2
0.085 m2

Test Mass

i2 sin(ωd t+φ)

Figure 5.4: A coil-coil actuator.

The specified parameters of the coils for TOBA are R0 = 14.0 Ω and
L0 = 3.28 mH. The mutual inductance and its gradient when two coils are
= 0.11 H/m,
separated by 2 mm were measured to be M = 0.64 mH and dM
dx
respectively, for the ωd /2π = 1 kHz. These are the values at room temperature.
Then the maximum drive force is about 0.2 mN at room temperature when 0.1
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A of drive currents are applied. The electrical wire for the coils are made of pure
copper to reduce the resistivity at cryogenic temperatures for the reduction of
heat generation. Though the change of the resistivity aﬀects the drive force at
cryogenic temperatures, the same order of the force is expected to be available
as the room temperature, because the first term of Eq. (5.1) is not changed so
much when R0 < ωd L0 .
The coil-coil actuator has two primary merits in using for TOBA. One
is a low magnetic noise, because the induced magnetic moment oscillates at
the drive frequency and the averaged moment is zero. This enables to reduce
the coupling with environmental magnetic field fluctuation which grows at
low frequency. Another merit is adjustability of the actuator eﬃciency for the
reduction of actuator noise. The electrical noise contained in the control signal
of the actuator becomes the force noise through the actuator. By changing the
applied current amplitude i1 or i2 , the coupling from electrical noise can be
optimized remotely.
Cryocooler
A pulse-tube cryocooler SRP-082B2S (Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd.) is
used for cooling since this type of a cryocooler is known for low vibration. The
cryocooler is set behind the vacuum chamber, and the housing is built independently to the chamber. The cooling head is connected to the radiation shields
in the vacuum chamber with a pure (5N) aluminum rod. At the connection
points, flexible thermal links are used to isolate the vibration. The cryocooler
consists of two cooling stages, each of which is cooled to 50 K (1st stage) and
3 K (2nd stage), respectively. The specified cooling ability is 35 W at the 1st
stage, and 0.9 W at the 2nd stage.
Radiation shields
The suspension system is surrounded by two radiation shields to block the
thermal radiation from the room temperature parts. The outer shield (1st
shield) and the inner shield (2nd shield) are connected to the 1st stage and the
2nd stage of the cryocooler, respectively. Each shield is cooled to 50 K (1st
shield) and 3.5 K (2nd shield). Without the suspension system, the shields
reach these temperatures in two days. The 1st shield is made of aluminum, and
the 2nd shield is made of oxygen free copper. The material of the 2nd shield
was chosen to have high thermal conductivity so that temperature deviation
among the shield is minimized. Black alumite plates are attached on the
inner wall of the 2nd shield to improve the emissivity, which is required to
accelerate the cooling speed. The outer surface of each shield is covered with
super insulator made of multi-layer aluminum deposited films to reduce the
radiative heat inflow to the shield. The temperature rise against applied heat
(heat load capacity) was measured to be 3.5 K/W.
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Figure 5.5: A configuration of the radiation shields around the suspension
wire.
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Figure 5.6: A configuration of laser injection port.

The shields have two holes for the suspension wires and the laser beam.
The configuration of the shields around each hole is shown in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6.
The solid angle of the 300 K part viewed from the 2nd shield is designed to be
suﬃciently small to reduce the thermal radiation from there.
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Figure 5.7: Oxidized test mass bar

Surface oxidization of suspension masses
The surface of the suspension masses made of copper are oxidized to accelerate
the radiative cooling. Radiated energy from a body with surface area of S at
temperature T is determined by Stefan-Boltzmann law as follows:
Qrad = ϵ(T )σT 4 S.

(5.2)

Here σ = 5.67 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4 is Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and ϵ(T ) is
a total emissivity of the surface of the body. Total emissivity is defined as
the radiative energy ratio of the body to an ideal blackbody, hence it takes a
value between 0 and 1. In a high vacuum, thermal radiation is a dominant
path of heat extraction at high temperatures (≳ 100 K) because of the strong
temperature dependence: ∝ T 4 . Therefore the high emissivity is essential for
eﬀective cooling at the initial cooling phase.
Heavily oxidized copper is known to have a high emissivity, which is ∼ 0.6
[84]. Though there are other high-emissive materials such as black alumite (ϵ ∼
0.8) or sapphire (ϵ ∼ 0.5 [85]), copper is chosen here because of the advantages
in density, thermal conductivity and magnetic property, as mentioned above.
Sapphire was excluded because non-metallic materials can be suﬀered from
electrostatic force due to charge on the surface. The suspension masses are
heated in a muﬄe furnace (in air) at 800 ◦ C for three hours for oxidization.
About 170 µm of oxidized layer is formed on the surface. Fig. 5.7 shows the
appearance of the oxidized test mass bar. For a safety margin, emissivity of
0.5 is set as the design value of Phase-III TOBA.
Heat link (pure aluminum wire)
Below 100 K, conductive cooling becomes a dominant path since radiative heat
transfer decreases as ∝ T 4 . In order to improve the conductive cooling, the
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Figure 5.8: Thermal conductivity of a pure aluminum heat link and suspension
wires. The measured value for KAGRA (dashed grey) and design value for
TOBA (red) which is the half of KAGRA’s one below 100 K. Pure silicon [81]
(blue) and beryllium copper [83] (green) are also plotted.

suspended intermediate masses (IM1 and IM2) and the 2nd shield are connected by heat links. Heat links are also set between IM2 and OB because
some components on OB generates heat. As depicted in Fig. 5.1 or 5.5, heat
links from IMs are once attached to the heat link stage, then connected to the
2nd shield. The heat link stage is rigidly fixed to the active vibration isolation stage by insulation rods made of GFRP (Glass fiber reinforced plastics),
which has a thermal conductivity of 0.091 W/m/K at 4 K. Thus the vibration
introduction via the heat links are suppressed at this stage. The system of the
active vibration isolation stage which will be explained later.
The heat links are made of stranded ϕ0.15 mm pure aluminum (6N, 99.9999%)
wires, which are the same one as used for KAGRA. Pure aluminum has high
thermal conductivity at cryogenic temperatures, therefore it can extract heat
eﬀectively without introducing significant vibrations. Thermal conductivity at
cryogenic temperatures is determined by the purity of metal. The experimental
relation below 30 K is known as [86]
kAl (T ) =

1
1.8 ×

10−7 T 2

+

,
1.1
T −1
RRR

(5.3)

where the residual resistivity ratio RRR ≡ R300K /R4K represents the purity.
High RRR gives high thermal conductivity at cryogenic temperatures. The
heat links for KAGRA has RRR = 3570, and its thermal conductivity is
shown in Fig. 5.8. As a pessimistic assumption, half of the conductivity of
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Figure 5.9: A schematic design of the optical system

the KAGRA heat link is assumed below 100 K for the design of TOBA. The
design conductivity is also shown in Fig. 5.8.
The bending spring constant of N heat link wires is given by 3πN EAl d4 /(64l3 ),
which is derived from elastic deformation of a cantilever. Here EAl , d and l
are the Young’s modulus, diameter and length of the wire. In our case, an
expected spring constant of the stranded heat link (ϕ0.15 × 100mm × 14) is
0.073 N/m. This small spring constant can reduce the vibration introduction
to the suspension masses.

5.1.2

Optical system

A schematic design of optical system is shown in Fig. 5.9. Laser beams are
introduced from the optical table outside the vacuum chamber into the optical
bench inside the cryostat. There are three parts of the system for each TM;
a highly sensitive wave front sensor for the main sensor of rotation, an optical
lever as an auxiliary monitor, and a beam jitter control system.
Highly sensitive wave front sensor
In order to reduce the quantum shot noise, an angular sensor using an optical
cavity is used to measure the rotation of TM. The detailed principle of this
new sensor is explained in Appendix B. Here the overview of the sensor is
briefly summarized.
Fig. 5.10 shows the overview of the principle. The target is to measure the
tilt of the mirror which is fixed on TM. The basic principle is the amplifica-
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Figure 5.10: A principle of a wave front sensor using coherent amplification of
angular signal HG10 mode.

tion of the cavity. An optical cavity can amplify the input field by coherently
stacking the sequence of reflected beams between the cavity mirrors. In an
usual usage of a cavity, only the fundamental mode of the laser beam (HG00
mode; see Appendix B for the Hermite-Gaussian modes) is amplified. Therefore the other modes including the angular signal components remains to be
small. However, by choosing a proper configuration of the cavity, the angular
signal component can be amplified. This kind of angular sensor was recently
proposed by the author.
Consider an input HG00 mode with an amplitude of Ei0 , which is then
amplified to Ec0 inside the cavity. As shown in Fig. 5.10, when one of the
mirror is tilted, a fraction of the intra-cavity HG00 mode is converted into
HG10 mode which has asymmetric profile. The generated HG10 mode is again
amplified by the cavity, and transmit from the cavity. It is then detected as
the displacement of the beam by the quadrant photo diode (QPD) outside the
cavity. From the calculations in Appendix B, the transmission field amplitude
for HG00 and HG10 modes are given by
t1 t2 eiϕc /2
Ei ,
1 − r1 r2 eiϕc 0
−it1 t2 r1 r2 2π
ei(3ϕc +ζc )/2
λ
≃
w0 θEi0 ,
(1 − r1 r2 eiϕc )(1 − r1 r2 ei(ϕc +ζc ) )

Et0 =

(5.4)

Et1

(5.5)

where λ, w0 are the wavelength and the beam radius of the beam at the tilted
mirror. ti and ri are the amplitude transmittance and reflectivity of each
mirror. ϕc and ζc are the round-trip phase of the laser and the Gouy phase of
the cavity, respectively. When both of the resonance conditions ϕc = 2πn and
ζc = 2πm (n, m : integer) are satisfied, the transmission field is written as
t1 t2 F
Ei0 ,
π
2t1 t2 F 2
= −i
w0 θEi0 ,
πλ

Et0 =

(5.6)

Et1

(5.7)
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√
where the finesse F is defined as F ≡ π r1 r2 /(1 − r1 r2 ) ≃ π/(1 − r1 r2 ). The
phase diﬀerence of these components gradually evolves with Gouy phase of
the beam during the propagation to the QPD. The maximum angular signal
is available when the phase diﬀerence goes to be π/2 and the phases of HG00
and HG10 modes are aligned. Then the diﬀerence of the power between the
left (A+B) and the right (C+D) segments of the QPD in Fig. 5.10 is
(∫

∞

∫

∞

∆P (θ) = Et0 Et1
dx
u00 u10 −
0
−∞
√
(
)
2π
t1 t2 F 2
Fw0 θ
=
Pi
π
√λ
2π
∼
Pi Fw0 θ.
λ

∫

∫

0

−∞

dx

∞

−∞

)

u00 u10
(5.8)
(5.9)

t1 t2 F/π ∼ 1 is used in the last step, though it depends on the choice of
transmittances in general. Pi is the input laser power of the cavity. As apparent
from Eq. (5.9), high input power, high finesse and large beam radius gives
larger angular signal. For Phase-III TOBA, the designed values for those
parameters are Pi = 50 mW, F = 300 and w0 = 3.5 mm. These values are
chosen to suppress the quantum noise and the mirror thermal noise suﬃciently,
while keeping the heat inflow on TM suﬃciently small.
The Gouy phase of the cavity is determined by the geometry, such as the
radius of curvature (RoC) of the mirrors and the length of the cavity. Here
the Gouy phase ζc is set to 2π to resonate HG10 mode by folding the beam
with a curved mirror as shown in Fig. 5.9, which is referred as a “folded
cavity configuration” in Appendix B. As an optional choice, the Gouy phase
is set independently for HG10 and HG01 modes to avoid the resonance of HG01
mode. This is because small horizontal rotation of the bar is measured via
HG10 mode under much larger vertical rotation which appears as HG01 mode.
The diﬀerence between the Gouy phases of two modes are adjusted by the
folding angle αf . The RoC of the folding mirror Rf is then seen as Rf cos αf
from HG10 mode and Rf / cos αf from HG01 mode, which result in Gouy phase
diﬀerence. In the design, Gouy phase for the two modes are set to 2π and
1.8π, respectively.
The length of the cavity is sensed by PDH method [87]. The phase of the
input laser is modulated at 15 MHz, then the reflection signal measured by
the RFPD (Radio-frequency photo detector) is demodulated to gain a linear
signal of the cavity length. The length signal is fed back to the actuators on the
cavity mirror and the input laser frequency to stabilize the length fluctuations
to keep the cavity on resonance.
Optical lever
Optical levers (Oplev) are used as auxiliary sensors. An optical lever is a
simple sensor which measures the displacement of laser beam reflected by a
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Figure 5.11: A block diagram of the beam jitter control.

tilted mirror. As shown in Fig. 5.9, the splitted beam is sent to the mirror on
TM, then reflected to the QPD. The amplitude of signal is given by
8
d
∆Poplev (θ) = PQPD √
θ,
2π wQPD

(5.10)

where PQPD and wQPD are the laser power and beam radius at the QPD,
respectively, and d is the distance between the mirror and the QPD. Though
the signal is smaller than the high sensitive wave front sensor, the optical lever
has wider range, therefore it is suitable for auxiliary rotational monitor.
Beam jitter control
Since the laser beam is sent to the suspended OB inside the cryostat, the
relative position of the beam and OB is not stable due to the vibration of OB
or the fluctuation of air around the optical table. To keep the relative position
to be stable, the beam jitter is monitored by two QPDs on OB (QPD1 and
QPD2 in Fig. 5.9). The signals from the QPDs are then fed back to the
piezoelectric (PZT) actuators attached on the mirrors on the optical table. By
fixing the beam position at two QPDs, the laser beam is fixed to the optical
bench.
A block diagram of the beam jitter control is shown in Fig. 5.11. Under
this control loop, the beam jitter xjit is suppressed to
xjit,res =

xjit
1 + SQPD Fjit APZT

(5.11)

where SQPD , Fjit and APZT are the eﬃciency of the QPD, the control filter and
the PZT actuator, respectively. The product of them Gjit ≡ SQPD Fjit APZT is
called the open-loop transfer function. At the frequencies where Gjit ≫ 1, the
fluctuation is suppressed by Gjit .
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Figure 5.12: Sensors for active vibration isolation system; the geophone L-4C,
the photo sensor and the tiltmeter.

5.1.3

Active vibration isolation system

In order to suppress the vibration of the ground, active vibration isolation
system (AVIS) is implemented at the suspension stage. AVIS is a feedback
stabilization system using inertia sensors and hexapod actuators. Some auxiliary sensors are also used to compensate the frequency response of the sensor.
This system for TOBA were first designed by A. Shoda [74], then upgraded
by S. Takano. The overview of the system is briefly explained here.
Sensors
Geophones (L-4C; Sercel) are use to measure the motion of the suspension
stage relative to the inertial frame. The geophone used here consists of a
magnet mass and a spring as shown in Fig. 5.12. The relative velocity between
the suspended magnet and the coil fixed on the stage induces voltage on the
coil, which is measured as a vibration signal. The transfer function from the
displacement of the stage to the output voltage is given by
Ṽ
2πif 3
= S0 2
,
x̃g
f0 + if0 f /Q − f 2

(5.12)

where S0 ≃ 250 V/(m/s) is the velocity sensitivity of the geophone, f0 ≃ 1
Hz is the resonant frequency of the magnet, and Q ≃ 1.8 is the Q-value of the
spring.
Since Eq. (5.12) decreaces with f 3 below f0 , the geophones cannot measure
the motion at low frequency. This can result in low-frequency noise introduction such as long-time drift of the table beyond the range of the actuators. To
avoid it, photo sensors are used for low-frequency control. The photo-sensor
measures the relative distance between the table and the ground through the
change of reflected LED light power (Fig. 5.12). Therefor it does not work
to suppress the vibration relative to the inertial frame, but just suppress the
drift at low frequency.
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Figure 5.13: Control loops of the active vibration isolation system (AVIS). The
left loop is the control of translation, the right loop is the control of tilt.

Another problem of the geophone is coupling from the tilt of the table.
When a geophone for the horizontal measurement is tilted, gravitational force
displaces the suspended mass along the axis of the geophone and induces a
signal voltage. The axial acceleration is given by g θ̃/ω 2 where g and θ is the
gravitational acceleration and the tilt angle of the stage, respectively, hence
this coupling becomes serious at low-frequencies. This coupling is suppressed
by using a tiltmeter shown in Fig. 5.12. The suspended pendulum works as a
inertial reference, then the tilt of the ground (table) is measured by the optical
lever. Using the signal of the tiltmeter, the tilt fluctuations of the suspension
stage is suppressed by control to reduce the coupling to the geophones.
The geophones and the tiltmeter are implemented as Fig. 5.1. The photo
sensors are placed at the base stage of the hexapod actuators, and the relative
displacement to the suspension stage is measured with them.
Actuators
Piezoelectric (PZT) actuators P-844.60 (Physik Instrumente (PI) GmbH &
Co. KG) is used for moving the position of the suspension stage. It has an
actuation range of 90 µm with 100 V of input voltage range. Six actuators are
placed in a hexapod configuration so that they can actuate the table in any
degrees of freedom. Due to the large electrostatic capacity of the PZT, the
frequency range is limited below few tens of Hz, which is enough for the target
frequency of AVIS.
Control loop
The control loops of AVIS is shown in Fig. 5.13. The loops are separated into
the translational control loop and the tilt control loop. The main target is
the translational control, while the tilt control is essential to realize the translational control. In a similar way as the beam jitter control, the fluctuation
of the ground is suppressed by the open-loop transfer functions. The target
vibration levels are shown in the next section.
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Figure 5.14: Design sensitivity of Phase-III TOBA

5.2

Noise budget

Fig. 5.14 shows the designed noise budget of Phase-III TOBA. The graph
shows the spectrum around 0.1 Hz, which is √
important for the detection of
−15
earthquake [2].√The total noise level is 10
/ Hz at 0.15 Hz, or equivalently
5 × 10−16 rad/ Hz in unit of rotational angle of the bar. This is designed to
meet the requirement to detect earthquakes as confirmed in Sec. 4.3. Here
requirements on these systems are summarized in Table. 5.2. The details of
the calculation are described in the following subsections.

5.2.1

Suspension thermal noise

As mentioned in the previous section, silicon wire is planned to be used for
Phase-III TOBA. Using the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of silicon,
which are ESi = 193 GPa and νSi = 0.28 respectively, the torsional spring
constant of the wire and the resonant frequency are
κw = 1.8 × 10

−4

N · m/rad,

1
f0 =
2π

√

κw
= 9.1 mHz.
Ib

(5.13)

Then Eq. (3.21) is calculated to be
√

Sth,sus (f ) ≃ 8.1 × 10

−16

(

T
×
4K

) 12 (

ϕw
10−8

)1 (
2

f
0.1 Hz

)− 5
2

√
rad/ Hz, (5.14)

or twice of this value in unit of gravitational wave strain amplitude h, according
to Eq. (3.13) and (3.15).
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Table 5.2: Requirements on the system of Phase-III TOBA
Parameter
Test mass bar(s)
Mass Mb
Moment of inertia Ib
Loss angle ϕb
Cryogenic suspension system
Temperature T
Loss angle of the wire ϕw
√
Temperature fluctuation of the bar ST
Vibration isolation system √
Translational vibration Sg,trans
Cross-coupling transfer
function H̃c
√
Rotational vibration Sg,rot
Passive vibration isolation (rotational) H̃rot
Rotational common-mode rejection CCMRR
Optical system
Input power Pin
Finesse F
Loss angle of mirror substrate ϕs
Loss angle of coating ϕc
Residual gas pressure Pvac

Requirement
4.0 kg
0.056 kg·m2
10−5
4.2 K
10−8
√
≲ 10−4 K/ Hz
√
10−7 m/ Hz at 0.1 Hz,
√
10−10 m/ Hz at 1 Hz
10−9 rad/m at 0.1 Hz
√
10−10 rad/ Hz
10−6 rad/rad at 0.1 Hz
10−3
50 mW
300
1 × 10−8
5 × 10−4
10−7 Pa

√
In the calculation above, Eq. (3.21) was divided by 2 because gravity
gradient torque is applied to two TMs in the opposite direction while the noise
is independently random for them. The same factor is also used in the following
calculations.

5.2.2

Mirror thermal noise

Assuming the substrate of the mirror on TM is made of sapphire, the material
parameters in Eq. (B.56) are Es = 335 GPa, νs = 0.28 and ϕs = 10−8 for
the substrate. Silica-tantala coating is assumed for the coating layer, whose
parameters are set to Ec = 100 GPa, νs = 0.17 and ϕs = 5 × 10−4 . The
averaged values of the silica and the tantala are used for the Young’s modulus
and the Poisson’s ratio. The loss angles are based on the literature [88] which
summarizes the previously measured parameters. It reports 2 × 10−9 of the
loss angle for sapphire, and 2 × 10−4 for tantala coating. Slightly worse values
are required here for TOBA. The thickness of the coating layer is set to 8 µm,
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which corresponds 30 layers of λ/4 coatings.
Then Eq. (B.56) is calculated to be
√

Sth,mir (f ) ≃ 8.0 × 10

−18

(

T
×
4K

) 21 (

(

T
+ 1.9 × 10−16 ×
4K
√
rad/ Hz.

ϕs
10−8

) 12 (

)1 (
2

ϕc
5 × 10−4

w0
3.5 mm
)1 (
2

)− 3 (
2

w0
3.5 mm

f
0.1 Hz

)−2 (

)− 1
2

f
0.1 Hz

)− 1
2

(5.15)

Hence the mirror thermal noise is dominated by the contribution from the
coating layer.

5.2.3

Bar thermal noise

TM is a dumbbell-shaped bar whose geometry is 350 × 40 × 30 mm bar with
additional 60 × 40 × 20 weights at both ends. Here it is approximated to
350 × 40 × 40 rectangular shape to calculate the bar thermal noise. TM is
made of copper hence the Young’s modulus is Eb = 128 GPa. The second
eigenfrequency (Eq. (3.24)) is 4 kHz. Assuming the loss angle of ϕb = 10−5 ,
the bar thermal noise is
√

Sth,bar (f ) ≃ 2.5 × 10

−17

(

T
×
4K

) 12 (

ϕb
10−5

)1 (
2

f
0.1 Hz

)− 1
2

√
rad/ Hz, (5.16)

which is not significant in Phase-III TOBA.

5.2.4

Quantum noise

Around 0.1 Hz, the mechanical response Eq. (3.18) can be approximated to
χ(f ) ≃ 1/I(2πf )2 . Then the quantum noise Eq. (B.42) is given by
√

(

)

(

)

(

)

−2
−1
Pi
F −1
w0
Squantum (f ) ≃ 2.4 × 10
×
50 mW
300
3.5 mm
)−2
) 12 (
)(
)(
(
F
w0
f
Pi
−18
+ 9.8 × 10
×
50 mW
300
3.5 mm
0.1 Hz
√
rad/ Hz.
(5.17)
−16

1

The radiation pressure noise is not large, while the shot noise dominates the
overall noise above 0.2 Hz as shown in Fig. 5.14. The requirement on the
optical parameters Pi , F and w0 are therefore determined by the shot noise
level.
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Figure 5.15: Transfer functions from the translation of the suspension point
and the translations and rotations of the pendulum.

5.2.5

Translational seismic noise

Seismic cross-coupling noise
As explained in Sec. 3.2.3, translational seismic vibration is transferred to
the rotation through the tilt of the system. Below the resonant frequency
of the pendulum (∼ 1 Hz), the transfer function to Pitch/Roll rotation is
given by H̃P (R) ≃ ω 2 /g, because the horizontal acceleration of the ground ẍg
act like changing the direction of gravity by θ = ẍg /g. In Phase-III TOBA,
the tilt angle φP (R) is required to be suppressed below 10−8 rad. For the
translational vibration of the ground,
√ the requirement on the active vibration
isolation system is set to 10−7 m/ Hz at 0.1 Hz. The resulting noise level is
√

−17

Sseis,trans ≃ 4.1 × 10

(

)



√



√
Sg
φP (R)

 rad/ Hz.
√
×
10−8 rad
10−7 m/ Hz

(5.18)

The seismic cross-coupling noise in the actual system is plotted in Fig. 5.14
with H̃P (R) calculated from the designed pendulum parameters. The small
tilt angle of TM is planned to be achieved by control with tilt sensors and
actuators. An optional choice is to sense the tilt using the cross-coupling
signal itself at a certain frequency.
Nonlinear vibration transfer
As explained in Appendix A, the seismic vibration around the resonant frequencies of the translation or Pitch/Roll rotations of the pendulum (typically
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∼ 1 Hz) is nonlinearly down-converted to the noise in the horizontal rotation.
To suppress the nonlinear vibration transfer, vibration isolation down to 10−10
m/Hz is required at 1 Hz to the active vibration isolation system in Phase-III
TOBA. With this vibration level and the transfer functions of the pendulum
which are shown in Fig. 5.15, the nonlinear vibration noise Eq. (3.34) is
calculated to be
√

(

Sseis,NL ≃ 4.1 × 10

−17

f
×
0.1 Hz

)−2

√
rad/ Hz,

(5.19)

which is plotted in Fig. 5.14. The contribution is not ignorable around 0.1
Hz, therefore the active vibration isolation at 1 Hz is essential for Phase-III
TOBA though it is out of the main observational frequency.

5.2.6

Rotational seismic noise

From the moments of inertia of TMs and IM1 listed in Table 5.1, and the
parameters of the suspension wires shown in Fig. 5.2, transfer function about
the horizontal rotation from the ground to TM is calculated to be H̃Y =
1.4 × 10−3 (f /0.1 Hz)−4 around 0.1 Hz. The rotational seismic
√ vibration have
not been directly measured, then here it is assumed to be Sg,rot (f ) ∼ 10−10
√
rad/ Hz below 0.1 Hz. Then the rotational seismic noise is
(

√

CCMRR
Sseis,rot (f ) ≃ 7.2 × 10−17 ×
10−3

)(

f
0.1 Hz

)−4

√
rad/ Hz.

(5.20)

Here the common-mode rejection ratio is assumed to be CCMRR = 10−3 , which
corresponds to 0.05 % diﬀerence of the resonant frequency. Hence careful adjustment of the moment of inertia is required in Phase-III. Optionally, common
rotation of two TMs can be used for the feedback control of the vibration at
the suspension point.

5.2.7

Residual gas noise

The cryostat is required to be evacuated to 10−7 Pa to suppress the residual
gas noise. Here we assume that the residual gas is composed of water molecules
whose mass is mm = 3 × 10−26 kg. The side area and the length of the bar is
Ab = 0.012 m2 and Lb = 0.35 m, then the residual gas noise Eq. (3.35) is
√

Sgas (f ) ≃ 1.6 × 10

−16

(

Pvac
×
10−7 Pa

)(

T
4K

) 14

√
rad/ Hz.

The cryopump eﬀect helps to achieve the degree of vacuum.

(5.21)
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Figure 5.16: A schematic diagram of cooling method.

5.3

Cooling performance

The suspended masses are designed to be cooled down to 4 K by thermal
radiation from the surface and thermal conducting via the wire or the heat
links. The cooling flow is summarized in the schematic diagram Fig. 5.16.
Conductive heat transfer and radiative heat transfer is expressed as the solid
arrows and the dashed arrows, respectively. Heat conduction happens between
the connected masses. Though thermal radiation can transfer the heat to any
masses in principle, here the masses are basically assumed to exchange heat
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by radiation only with the 2nd shield, for simplicity. As an exception, thermal
interact between 30% of the TM surface and OB is taken into account, since
the bottom surface of TM is close to OB.
The conductive heat transfer from T1 part to T2 part via a thin wire is
Qcond (T1 , T2 ) =

T1 − T2
,
Rw

(5.22)

where Rw is a thermal resistance of wire. Between T1 part and T2 part, Rw is
given by
(
)−1
lw ∫ T2
Rw (T1 , T2 ) =
kw (T )dT
,
(5.23)
Aw T1
where kw (T ), Aw and lw are the thermal conductivity at T , the cross section
and the length of the wire, respectively.
The radiated energy from a surface of a mass is given by Eq. (5.2). In an
actual system, however, the total energy transfer is aﬀected by the surrounding
materials due to the radiation from it and the reflection of the thermal radiation
from the mass. The total heat transfer between a mass (at temperature of Tm )
and the surrounding shield (at temperature of Ts ) can be expressed as
(

)

Qrad (Tm , Ts ) = σϵeﬀ Sm Tm4 − Ts4 ,

(5.24)

where Sm and Ss are the surface area of the mass and the shield, respectively.
The eﬀect of the shield is included in the eﬀective emissivity ϵeﬀ . It is aﬀected
by the geometry of the system, hence the exact value is given by a ray-tracing
simulation. For a simple case when the mass and the shield has spherical
shapes and the thermal radiation is reflected to a random direction at the
surface (diﬀusive reflection), ϵeﬀ can be approximated to
(

ϵeﬀ =

1
Sm
+
ϵm
Ss

(

))−1

1
−1
ϵs

,

(5.25)

where ϵm and ϵs are the emissivity of the mass and the shield, respectively.
Under the condition of diﬀusive reflection, only small fraction of the radiated
rays from the mass are reflected back to the mass. This holds for our case because the suspension masses have rough surfaces. Hence Eq. (5.25) is adopted
to approximate the radiative heat transfer here.
Using Eq. (5.22)–(5.25), the total cooling time of Phase-III TOBA is calculated as Fig. 5.17. The amount of heat transfer in TM and IM1 are also
shown in Fig. 5.18. TMs are designed to reach to 4.2 K in 14 days. The
heat load capacity of TM is about 7.5 × 103 K/W. Here the incident heat QTM
is assumed to be 0.03 mW, which corresponds to 550 ppm absorption of 50
mW input laser. For a sapphire mirror used in KAGRA, absorption in the
substrate is measured to be 43.4 ppm/cm [89]. This satisfies the absorption
requirement since the thickness of the mirror for TOBA is around 1 cm. Inside
the optical cavity for angular sensing of TOBA, the input power is amplified by
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F/π ∼ 100. Therefore the intra-cavity absorption has to be less than 5.5 ppm.
This is a feasible value compared to the measured absorption for silica-tantala
coating, which is less than 1 ppm [37].
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Figure 5.17: Designed cooling curve of Phase-III TOBA.
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Figure 5.18: Heat flow during the cooling process of Phase-III TOBA. The
solid and the dashed lines are relevant to TM and IM1, respectively.

6

Experimental
Results of Cryogenic
Prototype

Experimental results on the cryogenic system of TOBA is reported here. The
purposes of the experiment are
• Demonstration of the cryogenic technique in a large-scale torsion pendulum
• Investigation of noise performance of a cryogenic torsion pendulum
Since there have been no research on a large-scale cryogenic torsion pendulum,
this work is an essential step for the development of Phase-III TOBA. The
experimental demonstration is important to confirm that the components in
the designed system work correctly, and to check the eﬀect of changes in the
material properties on the performance of the detector.
For those purposes, a simplified setup of Phase-III TOBA is constructed
and tested. The configuration of the setup is explained in Sec. 6.1. Characterization of component properties and evaluation of cooling performance are
described in Sec. 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. Then the suspension control under
the cryogenic temperature is explained in Sec. 6.4. The noise performance is
investigated in Sec. 6.5.

6.1

Setup

The setup for the experiment here is shown in Fig. 6.1. It is close to the
designed system of Phase-III TOBA. The main diﬀerences from the design of
Phase-III are as follows:
• The silicon suspension wire is replaced to a CuBe wire and heat links
(ϕ0.15 × 100mm × 3).
• Optical levers are used to measure the rotation of the bars.
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Figure 6.1: An experimental setup for the demonstration of cryogenic system
performance for TOBA. This is a simplified configuration of Phase-III TOBA.
The main diﬀerences from Phase-III TOBA are emphasized with red boxes.

Other parts such as the suspended mass configuration are almost identical to
the design in Phase-III TOBA. Two test mass bars (TM1 and TM2) are orthogonally suspended from an intermediate mass (IM1). Optics for the optical
levers are constructed on the optical bench (OB) which is suspended from another intermediate mass (IM2). Both of IM1 and IM2 are suspended from the
active vibration isolation stage. The amount of the heat links is also same as
the configuration of Phase-III TOBA, which is shown in Fig. 5.16. IMs were
damped with Sm-Co magnets placed on the heat link stage.
The analog electrical signals were converted to digital signals, and stored
in the digital system. The input voltage range, the resolution and the sampling frequency were ±20 V, 16bit and 4096 Hz, respectively. Some of them
were then digitally filtered and converted to analog signals again for feedback
controls.
Using this setup, the following things were experimentally investigated;
• A performance of the designed cooling system
• A behavior of the torsion pendulum under cryogenic temperatures
The results are shown in the following sections.

6.1. Setup
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Figure 6.2: Pictures of the experimental setup; an overview picture (upper)
and the details inside the cryostat (lower).
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Table 6.1: Measured parameters and requirements of the components.
parameter
emissivity of CuO

unit
-

thermal conductivity [W/m/K]
of heat link
spring constant
[N/m]
of heat link
remnant magnetic
[A·m2 ]
moment of TM bar

6.2

measured
0.54 @ 300 K
0.41 @ 150 K
1.3 × 104 @ 11 K
5.9 × 103 @ 4.8 K
0.080
(ϕ0.15 × 100mm×14)
5 × 10−6
@4K

designed
0.5
0.5
1.0 × 104
7.4 × 103
0.073
-

Component characterization

First, in order to confirm the properties of the cryogenic components used in
Phase-III TOBA, the important parameters of the coomponents were measured. The same components were also used in the experiments in this thesis.
The evaluated parameters and the requirement in Phase-III TOBA is summarized in Table. 6.1. The details of the measurement process are described in
the following subsections.

6.2.1

Emissivity of oxidized copper

Total emissivity of the oxidized copper, which determines the initial cooling
speed, was measured using 150 × 30 × 30 mm sample bar surrounded by 250 ×
250 × 150 mm box. The sample bar is suspended with a thin wire as Fig.
6.3, and the temperatures of the bar and the box were measured with silicondiode thermometers. From the temperature change of the bar when the box
is cooled, heat transfer by radiation can be measured, which is then converted
to the emissivity of the bar. The sample bar was oxidized by heating in a
muﬄe furnace at 800 ◦ C for three hours in air, which is the same way as the
test mass of phase-III TOBA. The surface of the box was chemically oxidized
using oxidant. The chemical treatment was done by Yahata-seito Industrial
Company, and the detailed process was not opened.
As indicated in Eq. (5.25), the directly measured emissivity is the eﬀective
value which is aﬀected by the surrounding box. Hence the emissivity of the
heat-treated oxidized surface was evaluated in the following two steps. First,
the emissivity of the chemically oxidized surface ϵCuO,chem (T ) was characterized
as a reference by using the box and another sample bar, both of which was
chemically oxidized. In this case, the measured emissivity is given by
(

ϵmeas (T ) =

Sbar
+
ϵCuO,chem (T ) Sbox
1

(

1
ϵCuO,chem (T )

))−1

−1

,

(6.1)
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Figure 6.3: A schematic diagram of the measurement setup of emissivity. The
emissivity was calculated from temperature change of the bar and the box
when the box is cooled down to 100 K.
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Figure 6.4: Measured emissivity of the heat-treated CuO (blue) and chemically
oxidized CuO (green). The heat-treated CuO satisfies the required emissivity
(dashed black) above 200 K, while the emissivity slightly degrades for lower
temperatures.
because the bar and the box has a common emissivity. Emissivity of the chemically oxidized surface ϵCuO,chem (T ) is then calculated from ϵmeas (T ) with the
surface area ratio Sbar /Sbox . Second, the same measurement is repeated by
replacing the chemically oxidized bar to the heat-treated oxidized sample bar.
The measured emissivity is converted to the emissivity of the heat-treated oxidization surface ϵCuO,heat (T ) using Eq. (5.25) wtih ϵCuO,chem (T ) and Sbar /Sbox ,
by the following equation:
(

ϵmeas (T ) =

Sbar
+
ϵCuO,heat (T ) Sbox
1

(

1
ϵCuO,chem (T )

))−1

−1

,

(6.2)
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Fig. 6.4 shows the measured temperature change and the calculated emissivity. The temperature dependence was measured down to 150 K, where the
radiation has dominant contribution to the cooling. The heat-treated surface
has a emissivity of 0.54 at 300K, which decreased below 200 K. Though this
value is slightly smaller than the literature value 0.6 (see Sec. 5.1.1), it almost
meets the required value for the design of Phase-III TOBA.

6.2.2

Thermal conductivity of aluminum heat link

The thermal conductivity of the heat link, which is essential for cooling below
100 K, was measured. Thermal conductivity of a wire can be measured from
the temperature diﬀerence at the both end when heat is flowing along the wire.
The heat flow Qheat and the temperature diﬀerence ∆T obeys the following
relation :
l
∆T =
Qheat ,
(6.3)
Ak
where l, A and k are length, cross section, and thermal conductivity of the
wire, respectively.
Fig. 6.5 shows the setup for measuring thermal conductivity of the heat
link. Fourteen ϕ0.15 × 100 mm heat link wires are stranded, and suspended
from an aluminum block on the 2nd shield. 220 Ω resistance is attached as a
heater at the bottom of the heat link. Temperatures at the both end of the heat
link were measured with Si diode thermometers. Thermal conductivity of the
lead wires for the thermometer and the heater is estimated to be suﬃciently
small, therefore most of the applied heat is transferred via the heat link. The
measurement temperature was adjusted by heating the 2nd shield with an
attached film heater. The heat links are pressed to the aluminum blocks with
M4 screws. Here thermal conductivity was measured for two tightening torque
of the screws, 0.5 N·m and 1.0 N·m.
Measured thermal conductivities are shown in Fig. 6.6. The horizontal
axis is the averaged temperature between the top and bottom point. The
dependence on the tightening torque was clearly seen below 20 K. With 1.0 N·m
of tightening torque, the heat link satisfies the designed thermal conductivity
of TOBA above 10 K. Therefore the heat links in the following setup were
tightened with 1.0 N·m of torque, though there may be more optimal torque.

6.2.3

Stiﬀness of heat links

For the evaluation of vibration noise introduced via the attached heat links,
the translational spring constant of the heat links were measured. The measurement setup is simple as Fig. 6.7. A weight (1.09 g) is suspended via the
heat link (ϕ0.15 × 100mm × 14), and its resonant frequency was measured by
the position sensor (photo-sensor). The total spring constant can be calculated from the weight and the resonant frequency. Then the contribution from
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2nd shield
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φ 0.15 × 100 mm × 14
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Thermometer
Heater (220 Ω)

Thermal Conductivity [W/m/K]

Figure 6.5: Measurement setup for thermal conductivity of the aluminum heat
link. Thermal conductivity was calculated from the temperature diﬀerence
between two end points of the heat link when the bottom point is heated.
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101
Temperature [K]
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Figure 6.6: Measured thermal conductivity of 6N aluminum heat link with the
tightening torque of 0.5 N·m (blue) and 1.0 N·m (green). The dashed black line
shows the design of Phase-III TOBA. The heat links has better conductivity
than the design with the tightening torque of 1.0 N·m above 10 K, while it
slightly degrades below 10 K.
gravitational restoring force is calculated and subtracted to derive the elastic
spring constant.
The measurement was performed in two configurations; with the straight
heat link and with the bent heat link as depicted in Fig. 6.7. The actual heat
links in TOBA are implemented in the latter way. The measured resonant
frequencies and the calculated spring constants are shown in Table 6.2. The
elastic spring constant was of the straight heat link was 0.050 N/m, which
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(bent)

Figure 6.7: Measurement setup for the spring constant of the heat link.
Table 6.2: Measured spring constants of the heat liinks
resonant frequency
[Hz]
straight
1.85
bent
2.21

gravitational spring elastic spring
[N/m]
[N/m]
0.147
0.050
0.210
0.080

increased to 0.080 N/m when the heat link is bent. It is assumed that torsional
deformation in the bent heat link brought additional spring constant. The
measured values are close to the expected value of 0.073 N/m. In Phase-III
TOBA and the current setup, ϕ0.15×100mm×28 of heat links are used, which
will then have 0.16 N/m of the spring constant.

6.2.4

Magnetic properties of copper

To evaluate the magnetic noise, remnant magnetic moment of copper and
oxidized copper were measured using two 4 × 4 × 4 mm samples. The samples
were made of oxygen free copper. One of sample was oxidized by heating in
the same way as TMs of TOBA. A superconducting susceptometer MPMS-5S
was used for the measurements. These measurements were performed by the
Cryogenic Research Center, the University of Tokyo.
The measurement steps are as follows. At the room temperature, the samples were first demagnetized, and 0.1 T of external magnetic field was applied
to the sample, then the external field was turned oﬀ. Then the samples were
cooled down to 4 K, and the remnant magnetic moments were measured at
several temperatures. Fig. 6.8 shows the measured remnant moments. It was
clearly seen that the oxidized layer increased the remnant moment. From the
measurements, the total remnant magnetic moment of the test mass bar of
Phase-III TOBA is estimated to be 5 × 10−6 A·m2 at 4 K.
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Figure 6.8: Measured remnant magnetic moments for the non-oxidized sample
(red) and the oxidized sample (blue). 0.1 T of magnetic field was applied to
the samples before cooling them.

Table 6.3: Temperature of the suspension masses just after the cooling. The
uncertainty of the temperature is ±0.01 K.
mass
achieved
1st shield [K]
55.71
2nd shield [K]
4.82
Heat link stage [K]
5.23
IM2 [K]
6.68
OB [K]
7.91
IM1 [K]
6.04
TM1 [K]
6.14
TM2 [K]
6.10

6.3
6.3.1

expected
51.8
3.34
3.34
3.83
4.25
3.87
3.87
3.87

expected (for low-k)
51.8
3.34
3.34
4.28
4.81
4.18
4.18
4.18

Cooling performance
Cooling curve

Using the assembled cryogenic suspension, a cooling test was performed to
demonstrate the performance of the cryogenic system. The result of cooling
is shown in Fig. 6.9 with the expected curves from calculation. The suspension system was successfully cooled in 10 days down to 6.1 K at TMs. The
achieved temperatures just after the end of cooling are summarized in Table
6.3. The uncertainty of the temperature is 0.01 K due to the uncertainty of
the thermometer.
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Figure 6.9: Cooling curve of the suspension masses. The solid lines shows the
measured curve, and the dashed lines are the expected curve from calculation.
The dot-dashed lines show the case when thermal conductivity is lower than
the design by 35% for IM1, 50% for IM2 and 30 % for OB.

The diﬀerence of the achieved temperature 6.1 K and the target temperature 4 K is a factor of√1.2 in terms of the fundamental thermal noise level
that is proportional to T (Sec. 3.2.1). Hence the fundamental requirement
on the cooling performance has almost been achieved, though there are some
possibilities of upgrade. Two issues, the slightly slow cooling speed and the
heat inflow that was limiting the achieved temperature, are examined below.
Cooling speed
The cooling curve is slower than expected (the dashed lines in Fig. 6.9) below
120 K, where the conductive cooling dominates the heat extraction. Therefore
the thermal conductivity is suggested to be lower than the expected values.
The dot-dashed lines in Fig. 6.9 show the case when the thermal conductivity
of the heat link is lower than the design 35% for IM1, 50% for IM2 and 30 %
for OB. They explain the measured cooling speed well. Thermal conductivity
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can be degraded by contact thermal resistances between the components of
the suspension. The assumed degradation of the conductivity becomes larger
as the number of heat links increases (28 for IM1, 56 for IM2, and 28 for OB),
which suggests the eﬀect of contact thermal resistance.
Heat inflow to the suspension system
The expected final temperatures with the degraded thermal conductivities are
also shown in the last column of Table 6.3. The achieved temperatures are
higher than expected by 2.0 K for TM, 1.9 K for IM1, 1.9 K for the heat link
stage, and 1.5 K for the 2nd shield.
The 1.5 K of temperature increase in the TM suspension series is due to the
rise in temperature of the 2nd shield. The expected 2nd shield temperature
is based on the measurement without suspension systems. As mentioned in
Sec. 5.1.1, the heat load capacity of the shield is 3.53 K/W. Therefore the
1.5 K of temperature rise corresponds to 420 mW incident heat at the 2nd
shield. The radiative heat introduction is expected to be small; 0.26 mW
from the hole for suspension wires, and 0.01 mW from the holes for lasers.
The most suspicious heat introduction path is the copper lead wires (ϕ0.125 ×
200 mm×36) connected between the 2nd shield and the 1st shield to transfer
the electrical signals to outside the chamber. Though the properties of the
wires are not characterized, the thermal conductivity can be on the order
of 103 W/m/K if the purity of the wire corresponds to RRR ≃ 30. The
expected heat is about 110 mW, which can be larger if the purity of the wire
is higher. Thermal conductivity of the lead wires have to be confirmed, or the
wires should be replaced to lower conductivity ones such as phosphor bronze.
Additionally, the performance of the cryocooler needs to be examined again
because the cooling ability might be degraded due to the trouble of the vacuum
system during this experiment. The gas molecules flowed from the troubled
vacuum pump, and they could transfer the heat from high temperature parts
to the 2nd shield.
Additional 0.4 K increase happens at the heat link stage. This suggests that
heat is incoming on the stage and the thermal resistance between the stage and
the 2nd shield is not suﬃcient. Currently ϕ0.15 mm × 50 mm × 112 of heat link
wires are attached between them. Considering the degradation of the thermal
conductivity in the same degree as IM2 (∼ 50 %), the corresponding heat inflow
is about 60 mW. When this assumption is true, the temperature rise can be
explained by the heat generation on OB. The temperature diﬀerence between
OB, IM2 and the heat link stage corresponds to heat flows of 39 mW from OB
to IM2, and 57 mW from IM2 to the heat link stage. The discrepancy between
the two heat flows can be because of the error in the thermal conductivity at
around 6 K. The error of the measured thermal conductivity is large below 10
K as shown in Fig. 6.6, and it is also diﬃcult to estimate from the cooling
curve because the curve is mostly determined by the conductivity above 10 K.
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Figure 6.10: Temperature change of TM1 and IM1 vs applied heat on TM1.

The main source of the heat on OB will be the coils for actuator.
For the TM suspension series, IM1 has the same temperature as the heat
link stage, which suggests that there is no significant heat inflow directly on
IM1. 0.1 K diﬀerence between TM and IM1 is due to the applied heat load
on TM. Based on the measurement of heat load capacity, 0.1 K diﬀerence
corresponds to 0.37 mW heat, which comes from the laser and the actuator
coils. The test of heat load capacity is described later. When the laser and
the coils were turned oﬀ, the temperature decreased by 0.03 K and 0.2 K,
respectively. Therefore the heat from the coils for actuation seems to be the
origin of the temperature rise between TM and IM1.
Temperature change by heat load
For the evaluation of incident heat on TM, temperature rise against applied
heat was measured. Heat load was applied on TM1 using a heater attached
on the surface. The heater is made of phosphor bronze wire whose resistance
is 15.7 Ω at 300 K. Based on the specification value of the wire, the resistance
at the cryogenic temperatures is predicted to be 13.0 Ω. The applied heat
was calculated from the resistance and the applied current. Fig. 6.10 shows
the measured temperature change vs the applied heat. The fitted heat load
capacity is 0.31 K/mW for TM1, and 0.04 K/mW for IM1.

6.3.2

Change of suspension parameters

To check if any serious problems happen in the suspension system or not,
change of the suspension parameters during the cooling was measured. The
characterized parameters also provide useful information for future upgrades.
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Table 6.4: Resonant frequency and Q value at 300 K and at 6 K, for common
and diﬀerential rotational modes.

Temperature
300 K
6K

Resonant
Common
12.30 mHz
11.40 mHz

frequency
Q value
Diﬀerential Common Diﬀerential
13.16 mHz
340
420
13.64 mHz
230
710

Resonant frequency and Q value
The resonant frequency and the Q values of the torsional modes (Yaw modes)
were measured by ringdown method at 300 K and 6 K. Rotation of TM was
excited by applying a pulse force on TM, then f0 and Q were calculated from
the oscillational frequency and the decay time of amplitude. During the measurement, the current on the actuators were turned oﬀ so that the measured
parameters were determined only by the suspension wires and the heat links.
The measured resonant frequencies and Q values are listed in Table 6.4. The
common and diﬀerential modes are the modes in which two TMs and IM1
rotates in the same direction, or two TMs rotates in opposite direction while
IM1 is stable, respectively.
The parameter change was not significantly large, which suggests that there
is no serious problem in the suspension such as the break of the components.
The resonant frequency change of the diﬀerential mode can be explained by
the change in the Young’s modulus of beryllium copper, which increases by
10 % at cryogenic temperatures [90]. On the other hand, the common mode
frequency decreased by 10 % at 6 K, which cannot be explained by the Young’s
modulus change. Thermal shrinks of the attached heat links or the suspension
wire clamp might contribute to the resonant frequency change.
Rotational drift during the cooling
During the cooling, the angular position of TMs moved by roughly 14 mrad
for TM1 and 7 mrad for TM2. The amounts of drift were estimated from the
actuator force which is applied to adjust the positions of TMs. It is inferred
that the cause of the drift is the thermal deformation around the suspension
point. When there is 1 % of asymmetry in the amount of the thermal shrinks, 1
%= 10−2 rad of rotational angle change can happen. Considering that several
components are assembled at the suspension point, the 1 % asymmetry will
be feasible.
Though these drifts were able to be compensated with coil-coil actuators,
they should be adjusted with rotational stages in Phase-III TOBA, because
large DC actuator force introduces large actuator noise. From this experiment,
the required range was found to be few tens of mili-radians.
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Figure 6.11: A configuration of optics and control system for the cryogenic
prototype experiment. Jitter of the laser beam is monitored by two QPDs
(QPD1 and QPD2), and the rotation of the bars are measured by the optical
lever QPDs (“oplev” in the figure). Feedback paths are shown with the dotted
lines.

6.4

Sensing and control

A schematic diagram of the optics and the control system of the cryogenic
prototype are shown in Fig. 6.11. Optics are constructed on OB in the cryostat
or on the optical table outside the vacuum chamber. Two laser beams are
injected from outside the chamber into the cryostat. On OB, two jitter monitor
QPDs (QPD1 and QPD2) are placed for each TM to monitor the displacement
of the beam. Each QPD measures vertical and horizontal displacement of the
center of the beam. The signals of QPD1 and QPD2 are fed back to the PZT
actuators outside the vacuum chamber to stabilize the beam jitter. By fixing
the beam center at the two QPDs, the beam is fixed relative to the OB so that
the optical lever can measure the relative rotation between TM and OB. An
optical lever QPD (Oplev) measures the position of the reflected beam from
the mirror on the bar. Its signal is then fed back to the coil-coil actuators for
the TM bar to damp the resonance of the bar.
Each QPD has three signals; beam displacement signal in the horizontal direction (Yaw) and the vertical direction (Pitch), and total power signal (Sum).
Yaw and Pitch signals were calculated from the power diﬀerence between left
and right segments, and upper and lower segments, respectively. Sum signal
is the sum of the four segments of the QPD.
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Calibration of QPD

The position sensitivity of QPDs on the OB was measured to calibrate the
voltage signals to the rotations or displacements of the system. The beam
was shaken by the PZT actuators attached on the mirror in the beam path.
During the calibration, the tilt angle of the injecting mirror was monitored
with a reference QPD, as shown in Fig. 6.11. First, the position sensitivity of
the reference QPD on the optical table was calibrated by scanning the QPD
position with a micrometer. Then the mirror was shaken at 10 Hz and the
signals from four QPDs (the reference QPD, QPD1, QPD2 and the oplev
QPD) were measured. Using the reference QPD signal and the beam path
lengths from the injecting mirror to each QPD, the displacement amplitude
of the beam at each QPD was calculated. The position sensitivity of each
QPD was then calibrated by comparing the electrical signal amplitude and
the calculated displacement amplitude. As a result, the sensitivity of the
oplev QPDs were measured to be 3.34 V/mm for TM1 and 9.11 V/mm for
TM2. The sensitivities of the other QPDs were also in the same order around
3–16 V/mm. The variation of the sensitivities originates from the diﬀerence
in the beam size, the beam position oﬀset from the center of the QPD or the
trans-impedance of the QPD circuit.

6.4.2

Beam jitter suppression

As explained with Fig. 5.11, beam jitter was controlled using QPD1 and
QPD2. The actual control scheme is shown in Fig. 6.11. Four signals from the
QPD1 and QPD2 are filtered and mixed, then applied to each PZT actuator.
The mixture matrix is set to decouple the signals because each PZT actuator
shakes the beam position at both QPDs. A low pass filter and gain booster
filters were used for the control, which is designed to get high suppression gain
below 0.1 Hz. The open-loop transfer function is given by Gjit = SQPD Fjit APZT ,
where SQPD , Fjit , and APZT are the sensitivity of the QPD [V/m], the transfer
function of control filter, and the eﬃciency of the PZT actuator, respectively.
Gjit was measured by injecting a signal into the control loop. Fig. 6.12
shows the measured Gjit for one of the jitter degrees of freedom. The beam
jitter control loop was confirmed to be working almost as expected. The gain
exceeds 104 below 0.05 Hz, which gives the achievable suppression factor of
beam jitter. The resulting beam jitter is evaluated in the next section.

6.4.3

Active damping of TM

TMs were actively damped by using the coil-coil actuators. The damping
scheme is shown in Fig. 6.11. The measured rotational signal is filtered and
then applied to the actuator. This is a kind of feedback control, while the
open-loop gain exceeds 1 only around the resonance of the pendulum. Here
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Figure 6.12: Measured open-loop transfer functions for the beam jitter suppression. The dots are the measured points, and the solid line is the expected
function multiplied by a factor of 0.76.

the open-loop transfer function is given by
GTM = Soplev FTM Acoil HTM .

(6.4)

From the calibrated position sensitivity of the QPD and the distance between
TM and the QPD, 75mm, the sensitivity of the optical lever in unit of TM’s
angle is Soplev = 501 V/rad for TM1 and 1370 V/rad for TM2. The control filter
FTM and the mechanical response from applied force on the end to rotational
angle, HTM , are
1 + i(f /0.003 [Hz])
× 0.01,
1 + i(f /1 [Hz])
1
0.3 [m]
.
HTM (f ) =
2
2
4π Ib f0 + if0 f /Q − f 2
FTM (f ) =

(6.5)
(6.6)

where Ib = 0.056 kg·m2 as given in Table 5.1, and the resonant frequency
and the Q values were evaluated by ringdown measurement. The actuator
eﬃciency Acoil was estimated from the applied current amplitude and the gain
of coil drivers. In this experiment we set i1 ̸= 0 and i2 = 0. From Eq. (5.1)
and the parameters of the coils at room temperature, Acoil is calculated to be
130 µN/V for TM1 and 27 µN/V for TM2.
Fig. 6.13 shows the measured open-loop transfer functions for two TMs.
The dashed lines were fitted with the actuator eﬃciency Acoil as a fitting parameter. The shapes of the measured datas well fitted to the theoretical expectation. As designed, GTM exceeded 1 only around the resonance frequency,
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Figure 6.13: Measured open-loop transfer functions for TM1 (blue) and TM2
(red). The dots are the measured points, and the lines are the fitted functions.

hence it acted as an active damping control. On the other hand, the fitted
actuator eﬃciencies were 9.94 µN/V for TM1 and 3.94 µN/V for TM2, which
were smaller than the calculated values by about 10 times. This may be because the electrical conductivity of the bar on which the coils are attached was
significantly increases at cryogenic temperature, hence the inductances of the
coils were modified.

6.5

Noise investigation

Using the operated prototype, the coupling mechanisms for some important
noise sources were investigated to gather the knowledge of the performance of
the cryogenic torsion pendulum.
First, Fig. 6.14 shows the sensitivity and the noise budget of the current
cryogenic prototype. The vertical axis is plotted in unit of strain amplitude
of gravitational waves. According to Eq. (3.13) and (3.15), the conversion
between the rotational angle θ of the single bar and equivalent GW strain
amplitude h is given by
θ̃
h̃GW

=

f2
qb
2Ib f02 + if0 fQ − f 2

(6.7)

in the frequency domain. The ratio between the quadruple moment and moment of inertia of TM, qb /Ib , is approximated to 1. The solid black line in Fig.
6.14 is the overall sensitivity, which was calculated from the diﬀerence between
the rotational signals of TM1 (solid blue line) and TM2 (solid red line).
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Figure 6.14: Noise levels in unit of gravity strain for TM1 (blue), TM2 (red),
and the diﬀerential rotation between them (black).

Some evaluated or estimated noise sources for each TM are plotted in
Fig. 6.15. Their details are explained in the following subsections. First, the
dominant noise sources in the current system were evaluated to characterize
the performance of this prototype. Then the following three technical noises
were investigated; temperature fluctuation noise, vibration noise via the heat
links and magnetic noise. These are important technical noise sources that are
relevant to the cryogenic environment.

6.5.1

Dominant noise sources in the current system

First, performance of the current prototype system was characterized. In the
current system, stray light noise and beam jitter noise were dominant noise
sources as described below.
Stray light noise
Interference fringes were observed in the angular signals of the optical levers as
shown in Fig. 6.16. The same kind of fringes were also observed in the QPD2
for beam jitter control. They indicate a coupling from a stray light to the main
laser beam. The origin of the stray light was identified to the optics around
the TMs, because the interference pattern changes at the pendulum frequency
(around 1 Hz), as clearly seen in the TM1 signal in Fig. 6.16. Additionally,
the interference fringe in the QPD2 disappeared when the beam going to TM
was blocked.
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Figure 6.15: Noise budgets for TM1 (upper) and TM2 (lower). The stray light
noise limits the sensitivity around 0.3 Hz and above 3 Hz. The peaks around
1 Hz are the contribution of beam jitter noise. Below 0.1 Hz, the residual
beam jitter originates from the signal coupling at the QPDs is inferred to be
dominant.
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Figure 6.16: Interference fringe observed in the signal.

The width of interference fringe was about 1–10 mV, which corresponds to
about 0.01 % of the stray light intensity compared to the main laser beam.
Such a stray light can originate from the reflection at the surface of the beam
splitters or the QPDs. For example, the reflectivity of the AR coated surface
of the beam splitter is specified to be 0.1 %, which can explain the observed
interference fringe.
Since the the stray light behaves like a random noise within the width of
the interference fringe, it turns to be a flat noise spectrum. The bandwidth of
the signal is determined by the speed of passing the interference fringe. In our
case, the band width was confirmed to be 100 Hz from the cutoﬀ frequency
of the signal spectrum. And the width of the fringes were roughly 2 mV for
TM1 and 10 mV for TM2. Based on these parameters, the amplitude spectral
density due to the stray light interferences
are plotted in Fig. 6.15. It explains
√
−7
the floor noise level of 4 × 10 / Hz.
To remove the stray light noise, the beamsplitter should be replaced from
the cube-shaped one to a plate-shaped one, which can separate the surface
reflection from the main beam path. Proper beam damping of the stray beams
is also important to reduce the noise. Note that the stray light noise will be
largely eliminated with the wave front sensor in Phase-III TOBA, because such
a beam splitter is not placed near the photo detector.
Beam jitter noise
Bean jitter control can suppress the jitter and introduce the noise from the
control system at the same time. The block diagram of the control, Fig. 6.17,
explains how noises are introduced in the control loop. Here three noise sources
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Figure 6.17: Block diagram of beam jitter control with noise.

are taken into account; signal coupling from other degrees of freedom (DoFs),
noise of the sensing electrics and noise of the circuits for the actuator. From
the block diagram, their contributions in the residual beam jitter are calculated
to be
1
(xjit − Gjit xc − APZT na − Fjit APZT ns )
1 + Gjit
1
APZT
1
≃
xjit − xc −
na −
ns .
Gjit
Gjit
SQPD

xjit,res =

(6.8)
(6.9)

The original jitter level xjit was estimated using in-loop signal as follows
xjit,estimation =

1 + Gjit
Vinloop
SQPD

(6.10)

which gives a good estimation when the sensing noise ns or the coupling from
other DoFs xc are suﬃciently smaller than the original jitter xjit .
Fig. 6.18 summarizes the estimated noise contributions. These spectrums
are calculated from the measured noise levels and the open-loop transfer functions evaluated in Fig. 6.12. The vertical axis is converted to equivalent angle
of TM. For the sensing noise, analog to digital conversion (ADC) noise (lightpurple and red-purple lines) had a dominant contribution, which was more
than ten times larger than the dark noise of the QPD circuits (grey line).
The thick green and orange lines show the sum of the in-loop fluctuations and
the sensing noise (ADC noise here). These lines give the residual beam jitter
noises in the absence of the coupling from other DoFs xc . The PZT driver
noise (black line) had only ignorable contribution because it is suppressed by
Gjit .
Eq. 6.9 indicates that the contribution of xc cannot be suppressed, hence
it can be a serious noise source. The contribution of xc is suggested by the
coherence between the Yaw signal of the Oplev QPD and the Sum signals of
jitter monitor QPDs. Fig. 6.19 shows the coherence between them for TM1
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Figure 6.18: Estimated beam jitter noise budget under the feedback control.
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Figure 6.19: Coherence between the Yaw signals of the oplev QPD and the
Sum signals of jitter monitor QPDs. The black dashed line is the coherence
between uncorrelated signals shown as a reference.

and TM2. They were partly correlated to each other, which indicates that the
power fluctuation or the beam expansion was coupling as xc , then appeared
in the residual beam jitter fluctuation. The direct coupling from the power
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Figure 6.20: Amplitude spectral density of temperature fluctuation for TM1
(blue), TM2 (red), and the 2nd shield (solid green). The noise floor due to the
resolution of the thermometers are plotted with dashed lines.

fluctuation to the Yaw signal of the Oplev is thought to be small because there
was no coherence between the Yaw and the Sum signals of the QPD for the
Oplev.
The amount of xc is hard to confirm since it requires measurements of
all possible fluctuation of the beam. Here 5 % of the original beam jitter
fluctuation is assumed as xc , whose contributions are plotted with the dashed
cyan line for TM1 and the dashed pink line for TM2. Although this is just
an assumption, this contribution can explain the noise floor of TMs between
0.01–1 Hz (Fig. 6.15). Qualitatively speaking, incoherence between the signals
of TM1 and TM2, and consistency of the spectrum shape between the beam
jitter and the TM signals supports this hypothesis.

6.5.2

Temperature fluctuation noise

Using the thermometer signals on TMs, temperature stability was evaluated
because the fluctuation can be a noise as explained in Sec. 3.2. Fig. 6.20
shows the temperature fluctuation of two TMs and the 2nd radiation√shield.
The temperature fluctuation of the 2nd shield was about 6 × 10−4 K/ Hz at
0.1 Hz. Based on Eq.√(3.39), the thermal radiation pressure noise is calculated
to be 3 × 10−19 rad/ Hz in this system. Hence the temperature stability of
the shield is small enough in terms of this noise.
The measured spectrum of TM temperature fluctuations were limited
√ by
the resolution of the thermometer, hence they are below 5 × 10−5 K/ Hz at
0.1 Hz. To evaluate the contribution to the noise in TOBA, response to the
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Figure 6.21: The ASD of the temperature and the rotational angle of TM1
during the injection of heat fluctuation in 0.1 Hz on TM1. No coupling was
observed.

temperature fluctuation was measured for TM1. A time-varying current at 0.1
Hz was applied to the heater on TM1, then the temperature fluctuation and
the rotational angle were measured. Fig. 6.21 shows the measured spectrum of
them during the heat injection. Though the temperature of TM1 fluctuates at
0.1 Hz, no fluctuation of the rotational angle of TM1 was observed. From the
transfer function between them, an upper limit of 7×10−6 rad/K was set to the
response to temperature fluctuation. With the upper limit of the temperature
fluctuation, the √
temperature fluctuation noise in the current system is below
−10
3.5 × 10
rad/ Hz at 0.1 Hz.
Expected temperature distortion noise is smaller than this. The coeﬃcient
of thermal expansion of copper is about 9 × 10−9 /K at 6 K [83]. The aspect
ratio in Eq. (3.40) is ly /Lb ∼ 0.1 in our case. Assuming 1 % of the asymmetry
in the thermal expansion, ∆αb = 9 × 10−11 /K at 6 K.√Hence the total thermal
distortion noise is calculated to be 4.5 × 10−16 rad/ Hz from the measured
upper limit of temperature fluctuation. Since the actual temperature fluctuation is smaller than the upper limit, the noise will be suﬃciently smaller than
the target sensitivity of Phase-III TOBA.

6.5.3

Vibration noise via heat links

The amount of vibration noise induced via the heat links is estimated from
the measured spring constant. The heat links are bent by relative translation
between the suspension masses, then the elastic force acts on the attached
point. Some fraction of the force act as torque in proportional to the asymme-
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Figure 6.22: The vibration noise induced from the heat links. The contribution
from the IM heat link and the TM heat links are shown with a red and a blue
lines, respectively.

try of the force on the mass. The introduced noise in terms of the diﬀerential
rotational angle between TM1 and TM2, θdiﬀ , is given by
(

)

θ̃diﬀ (f ) = CCMRR Casym Dhl khl,IM χ̃IM (f )H̃IM→TM (f ) 1 − H̃IM,trans (f ) x̃seis
(

)

+ Dhl khl,TM χ̃TM (f ) H̃IM,trans (f ) − H̃TM,trans (f ) x̃seis ,

(6.11)

where CCMRR is the common-mode rejection ratio in the rotational vibration
transfer from IM1 to TM, H̃IM→TM (f ) is the transfer function of horizontal
rotation from IM1 to TM, H̃IM(TM),trans (f ) is the translational transfer function
from seismic vibration to IM1 or TM, and x̃seis is the translational seismic
vibration. χ̃IM(TM) (f ) is the mechanical response of IM1 or TM against applied
torque. About the heat links, Dhl is distance from the suspension point to the
attached point of the heat links. khl,IM(TM) is the translational spring constant
of the heat links for IM1 and TM, which are 0.16 N/m for IM (ϕ0.15×100mm×
28) and 0.017 N/m for TM (ϕ0.15 × 100mm × 3) based on the measurement
in Sec. 6.2.3. For IM1, two set of the heat links were attached across the
suspension wire, and Casym is the asymmetry factor between them.
The calculated result for each term in Eq. (6.11) is shown in Fig. 6.22. Here
CCMRR = 0.1, Casym = 0.05 and Dhl = 20 mm were used for the calculation.
The contribution of TM heat links is dominant because it is attached at one
side of the bar (Casym = 1), and independent√to TM1 and TM2 (CCMRR = 1).
The total contribution is below 2 × 10−9 / Hz, hence not dominant in the
current noise budget.
The measured vibration at the suspension stage was used for the noise
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estimation. It is worth mentioning that there was no significant excess of
vibration around 0.1 Hz due to the cryocooler. The vibration of the cryocooler
was low enough, or it was suﬃciently isolated at the suspension stage without
active vibration isolation system.
The prospect about the heat link vibration in Phase-III TOBA is discussed
in the next chapter. Note that the heat links on TM will not be used and the
seismic vibration will be actively suppressed in Phase-III TOBA, hence the
noise will be much lower than the current noise level.

6.5.4

Magnetic noise

Magnetic noise was evaluated since it is an important noise that directly depends on material properties at cryogenic temperature. Response to the fluctuation of the environmental magnetic field were measured by injecting magnetic
fluctuation with a pair of injection coils sandwiching the chamber. The coils
have 40 cm of diameter, 1 cm of thickness and 200 turns. Then the environmental magnetic field fluctuation was measured with a magnetometer to
evaluate the noise. This noise was unexpectedly large as shown below, therefore an additional experiment with a simpler torsion pendulum was performed,
which is explained later.
Magnetic shielding of the radiation shield
First, the magnetic shielding ratio of the radiation shield (5 mm thick oxygen free copper) was measured at the room temperature. The applied field
was calculated from the applied current on the injection coils, and the actual
field inside the shield was measured with a magnetometer Mag649 (Bartington Instruments Ltd.). The measured shielding ratio is shown in Fig. 6.23,
which had a cutoﬀ frequency of 3 Hz. Since the shielding eﬀect at higher frequencies is caused by the induction current, the cutoﬀ frequency is expected
to be lower at cryogenic temperature. Based on the specified RRR (residual
resistivity ratio) of 100, the cutoﬀ frequency at 4 K is estimated to be 0.03 Hz.
Response of the pendulum to magnetic field fluctuation
Next the response of TMs were measured by injection in the same way. The
measured magnetic coupling functions are plotted in Fig. 6.24. They were
fitted with the following function
H̃mag (f ) ≡

θ̃TM
= (µ1 + 2πif µ2 )χ̃(f )H̃sh (f ),
B̃ext

(6.12)

where χ̃(f ) is the mechanical response of TM, and µi are the coeﬃcients which
are used as fitting parameters. H̃sh (f ) is the magnetic shielding of the cryostat
which evaluated above. The first term of Eq. (6.12) represents the direct
coupling between the magnetic moment or susceptibility of the bar, and the
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Figure 6.23: Transfer functions from magnetic field fluctuation applied from
outside the chamber to the fluctuation inside the cryostat. The red points
shows the measured value at the room temperature, and the orange line is the
fitted low-pass filter. The dashed blue line is the estimated shielding ratio at
4 K.

Table 6.5: Fitted coeﬃcients of magnetic coupling functions for TM1 and TM2
in the direction along to the bar (∥) and perpendicular to the bar (⊥).

TM1
TM2

µ1 [A·m2 ]
∥ −3.39 × 10−3
⊥ −1.58 × 10−3
∥ −2.66 × 10−3
⊥ −4.17 × 10−3

µ2 [A·m2 ·s]
−1.32 × 10−2
1.58 × 10−2
4.60 × 10−2
−9.49 × 10−3

magnetic field or its gradient. The second term is a coupling with the time
varying magnetic field Ḃ. The fitted parameters for TM1 and TM2 are shown
in Table 6.5. µ1 corresponds to the magnetic dipole moment of the bar if we
assume that the coupling is caused by a torque of N = µ × B. The fitted
values were in the order of µ1 ∼ 3 × 10−3 A·m2 , which is a similar value as a
ϕ1 × 5 mm Nd magnet.
Magnetic noise evaluation
Fig. 6.25 shows the spectrum of environmental magnetic field fluctuation measured around the vacuum chamber. The measured fluctuation was in the order
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Figure 6.24: Transfer functions from applied magnetic field fluctuation to rotation of the bar. Magnetic fluctuation was injected in two directions; along
to (∥) and perpendicular to (⊥) each bar. The blue and cyan dots are the
measured values for TM1, and the red and pink dots are for TM2. Fitted
functions are plotted with dashed or dot-dashed lines.
√
of 10−8 T/ Hz for the horizontal (x and y), which are relevant here. Note that
there was no significant excess of fluctuation due to the cryocooler below 1 Hz.
From the measurements above, the total contribution of the magnetic field
fluctuation to the sensitivity was calculated. The result is plotted in Fig. 6.15
−9
with
√ a green line. The magnetic noise in the current system is more than 10
/ Hz at 0.1 Hz, which is serious in the future sensitivity. These values were
much larger than expected from the characterized magnetic properties shown
in Sec. 6.2.4. Note that the magnetic field around TM bars can be largely
deformed by the components on OB, which are made of copper. The induction
current in such high conductive components can generates local magnetic field
then enhance the magnetic noise.
Magnetic coupling in a simple torsion pendulum
To investigate the origin of the unexpectedly large magnetic coupling, additional experiment was performed using a simples torsion pendulum which
consisted of a single bar without intermediate mass as shown in Fig. 6.26.
The bar is the same one as TM of TOBA, while some components such as
brass counter weights were not put in this measurement. Instead of suspended
OB, the rotation of the bar was measured from the optical lever constructed
at the bottom of the 2nd shield. The magnetic field was applied from outside
the chamber in a horizontal direction perpendicular to the bar. As seen in
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Figure 6.25: Measured spectrums of environmental magnetic field fluctuation
in x (red), y (blue) and z (green) directions. Lighter colors show when the
cryocooler is ON, and darker lines show when it is OFF. The noise floor was
high in the red line, due to the trouble of the digital system.

Figure 6.26: A measurement setup of magnetic noise with a simple torsion
pendulum. It consists of a single suspended bar and the optical lever on the
ground.

the picture, the bar is surrounded by less component than the current setup,
hence the distortion of the magnetic field is expected to be smaller.
The response of the bar to the magnetic field fluctuation was measured
in the same way as Sec. 6.5.4. By changing the temperature of the bar
using a heater on it, temperature dependence of the magnetic response was
investigated. During the measurement, the temperature of the 2nd shield was
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Figure 6.28: Fitted magnetic coupling coeﬃcients vs temperature of the bar.
The blue dots are the measured values, and the yellow line shows the temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of pure copper.
kept around 4 K.
The measured transfer functions from magnetic field to the bar rotation
at various temperatures from 5.7 K to 102.5 K are shown in Fig. 6.27. The
resonant frequency was about 40 mHz In this experiment. Above the resonant
frequency, the transfer functions were inversely proportional to square of fre-
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quency. Taking into account the magnetic shielding eﬀect of the 2nd shield,
the torque from the magnetic field fluctuation is proportional to the frequency,
which is expressed with the second term in Eq. (6.12).
Fig. 6.28 shows the fitted coupling coeﬃcient µ2 which is used in Eq.
(6.12). As shown in the figure, the measured temperature dependence of the
magnetic coupling was clearly proportional to the electrical conductivity of
pure copper, which is the substrate of the bar. Here the residual resistivity
ratio of copper was assumed to be 150, which is a typical value for oxygen free
copper. This temperature dependence and the frequency dependence of torque
(∝ f ) suggest that the origin of magnetic coupling is induced current in the
bar. When time-varying magnetic field is applied, current is induced in the
bar, then induced magnetic moment couples to the magnetic field. Since pure
copper has very high electrical conductivity, the contribution is not ignorable
in the cryogenic torsion pendulum. The quantitative discussions are described
in the next chapter.
On the other hand, the measured coupling functions contained less µ1 terms
than the value in Table 6.5. There can be two reasons. One is because some
brass screws was removed in this experiment. Those components was likely to
have a magnetic moment. Another reason is the distortion of the magnetic field
is expected to be smaller because the bar is surrounded by less components.

6.6

Summary of experiment

Here the experimental results are briefly summarized. The achievements of
this work are following things:
• The suspension system was successfully cooled down to the cryogenic
temperature, 6.1 K.
• The torsion pendulum was operated at the cryogenic temperature.
• The performance of the cryogenic TOBA was investigated, and some
problems have been identified.
The designed cooling technique has been basically demonstrated, and the pendulum was successfully operated at the cryogenic temperature. As mentioned
at the beginning of this chapter, these are the essential steps for Phase-III
TOBA since there have been no work on a large-scale cryogenic torsion pendulum. The achieved temperature in this work 6.1 K, which is close to the
target temperature 4 K. Their diﬀerence in terms of fundamental thermal noise
level is only a factor of 1.2.
From the noise investigation using the current prototype, a few issues in
Phase-III TOBA have been identified. The beam jitter noise was inferred to be
large due to the signal coupling at the QPDs. The vibration noise via the heat
links and the magnetic noise are the issues that are relevant to the cryogenic
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system. The prospects of solving these issues for Phase-III TOBA are discussed
in the next chapter. On the other hand, the temperature fluctuation level is
already meets the requirement of Phase-III TOBA.

7

Discussion about
Experimental Results

In this chapter, we discuss about the problems that were found in the previous
chapter. The main target of the discussion is how to achieve the requirement of
Phase-III TOBA based on our experimental results. The problems discussed
here are follows:
• Improvement of cooling performance
• Magnetic noise reduction
• Vibration reduction via heat links
• Beam jitter reduction
Each topic is discussed in the following sections.

7.1

Improvement of cooling performance

Our cooling system worked almost as designed. Therefore it will also work for
Phase-III TOBA in principle by replacing the suspension wire to a silicon wire.
Ongoing R&D of silicon wire development is hence the primary topic among
the issues about the cryogenic system. In terms of cooling, it is important to
achieve the designed thermal conductivity of the silicon wire which is shown
in Fig. 5.8.
The remnant problems in the current system are that the thermal conductivity of the heat links was lower than expected and the achieved temperature
of the suspension system was higher than the target. Though properties of the
heat link will not directly aﬀect the cooling of TMs because no heat link is
connected to TMs in Phase-III TOBA, the temperature of IM1 is determined
by the thermal conductivity of the heat links.
The current cooling curve shows that the thermal conductivity of the heat
links is lower than expected by 30∼50 %. It is suspected that contact thermal
resistance at the attachment point of the heat links degrades the conductivity,
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Figure 7.1: Distribution of induced eddy current in the bar.

because the amount of degradation is correlated to the number of heat links.
As the thermal resistance of heat link is low, it is aﬀected by the small contact
resistance more. Currently the heat links are pressed to the components with
M4 washers (ϕ10 mm). The contact area can be increased more to reduce the
thermal resistance at the contact point.
The achieved temperature, 6.1 K, was slightly higher than 4 K, mainly because the temperature of the shield was higher than previously measured value
by 1.5 K. The most possible heat source is the electrical lead wires connected
between the vacuum chamber flange and the 2nd shield. By replacing the
material of the wire from copper to phosphor bronze, the expected heat introduction can be suppressed by two orders of magnitude, so that the temperature
rise will be below 20 mK. The heat generation of the coils for actuators on OB
also contributed to the temperature of TM by 0.4 K, via the temperature
rise at the heat link stage. This can be reduced by lowering the actuation
force, which is required to compensate the angular drift of the pendulum. A
cryogenic rotational stage should be implemented at the suspension point of
TM to reduce the actuation force. Required rotational range is roughly 15
mrad, which corresponds to the observed drift during this experiment. Such
rotational stages will also reduce the heat on TMs, which is generated by the
induction current of the coils for the actuators.

7.2

Magnetic noise reduction

7.2.1

Origin of magnetic coupling

Coupling with magnetic field fluctuation was unexpectedly large in the current
system. The origin of the dominant coupling path was identified to be the
induced current in the bar because the temperature dependence of the coupling
was quite well agreed with the electrical conductivity of the bar. Here, the
coupling via the induced current is quantitatively evaluated. An analytical
formula of induced current in a thin rectangular metal plate is given in the
previous work [91]. Though our bars are not thin plates, here we adopt the
formula to our case for an order estimation. The shape of the bar is simplified
to be 350 × 40 × 10 mm plate, and external magnetic field B(t) = B cos(2πf t)
is applied perpendicular to the plate. The distribution of the induced current
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derived from the analytical formula is shown in Fig. 7.1. The Joule heat from
the induction current is 10−14 W for 10 nT amplitude of the magnetic field
oscillating at 0.1 Hz, hence the heat is negligible in the cryogenic system. From
the current distribution, the induced magnetic moment µi is calculated to be
(

µind (f ) ∼ 1 × 10

−6

f
A·m ×
0.1 Hz
2

)(

B
10−8 T

)

sin(2πf t).

(7.1)

This induced moment is then couples to the DC geomagnetic field, which is
typically Bgeo ∼ 5×10−5 T, then act as a torque N = µind Bgeo on the bar. The
fluctuation of environmental magnetic field induces the fluctuating magnetic
moment, which turns to be fluctuating torque. Therefore the transfer from the
magnetic field fluctuation to the rotational angle of the bar is given by
θ̃
= µind Bgeo χ̃H̃sh
B̃
∼ 1 × 10−2 A · m2 · s × 2πf χ̃H̃sh .

(7.2)

Here χ̃ and H̃sh are the mechanical response of the pendulum and the magnetic
shielding eﬀect of the cryostat, respectively. By comparing this to Eq. (6.12),
the estimated coupling coeﬃcient µ2 is 1 × 10−2 A · m2 · s. The order of the
estimated value corresponds to the measured coupling constant listed in Table.
6.5. Therefore the order of the measured magnetic coupling can be explained
with the induced current in the bar.
The simplest way to reduce the magnetic noise is shielding the magnetic
field fluctuation. This will be discussed in the next subsection. Another choice
is to change the material of the pendulum to a non-conducting one. However,
such a non-conducting pendulum will be suﬀered from electrostatic force from
the surrounding staﬀs. Hence a careful design about electrostatic force noise
should be considered in that case.

7.2.2

Magnetic shield

√
The magnetic noise level in the current system is about 2×10−9 / Hz (see Fig.
6.15). To achieve the target sensitivity of Phase-III TOBA, magnetic shielding
by at least six orders of magnitude is required. Such a shielding ratio is within a
reach with recent technologies. For example, superconducting magnetic shield
for neuromagnetic measurements recorded the shielding factor of 106 at 0.2
Hz [70]. It used a helmet-shaped high-Tc superconductor kept in liquid nitrogen. Since superconducting magnetic shielding is frequency-independent, it is
suitable for our low-frequency purpose. Additionally, superconductor is compatible to our cryogenic systems; the magnetic shield can be installed on the
wall of the cryostat. By improving the current shielding factor by 2 times or
using additional shielding materials, the target of Phase-III TOBA is achievable. Of course careful design of the magnetic shield is required to achieve the
target, it will be possible in principle.
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Figure 7.2: Estimated vibration introduced via heatlinks in phase-III TOBA.

7.3

Vibration noise via heat links

As shown in Fig. 6.22, large vibration noise is introduced via the heat links in
the current system. Note that the contribution from the TM heat links in the
current system does not matter in Phase-III TOBA since TMs are suspended
by silicon wires without heat links. Therefore the main target to reduce is the
contribution from the IM heat links.
There are several factors to reduce the vibration noise. The first one is
the active vibration isolation system, which is designed to suppress the vibration of the ground by two orders of magnitude around 0.1 Hz. Since the
heat links are attached to the heat link stage fixed to the vibration isolation
stage, the induced vibration noise is reduced by two orders of magnitude. The
second factor is the common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) between two TMs,
which suppresses the induced IM vibration in the diﬀerential rotation of TMs.
Though CMRR=0.1 is assumed in the current vibration noise estimation, the
designed CMRR in Phase-III TOBA is 10−3 , which corresponds to 5 µHz difference of resonant frequencies. The adjustment of resonant frequency in this
accuracy is already achieved by another torsion-bar detector, TorPeDO [49].
By combining these factors, the vibration noise is reduced suﬃciently as shown
in Fig. 7.2. The vibration noise via the heat links can be suppressed below
the design sensitivity of Phase-III TOBA.

7.4. Beam jitter reduction
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7.4

Beam jitter reduction

Though the beam jitter was planned to be suppressed by control, contributions from the signal couplings at the QPDs were found to be remaining as the
residual jitter noise after control. Such noise was quite large compared to the
target sensitivity. It is required to reduce the signal coupling at the QPD or
to suppress the original fluctuation of the incident beam. One of the possible
origins of signal coupling is the mis-centering of the beam at the QPDs. In
this case, the power fluctuation or beam expansion changes the power at each
segment of QPD, then a fraction of the fluctuation couples to the beam displacement signal. Hence the fine tuning of the alignment can possibly reduce
the signal coupling, so that reduce the noise level.
A possible way to suppress the original beam jitter is using a mode cleaner
cavity on the optical bench. A mode cleaner is a transmissive optical cavity
to filter out the higher order mode of the laser beam using the diﬀerent transmissivity between the laser modes (see Appendix B). Its principle is shown in
Fig. 7.3. By placing the mode cleaner at the entrance of the optical bench,
beam jitter is largely suppressed.
The possible actual configuration is shown in Fig. 7.4. The incident beam
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jitter relative to the mode cleaner cavity is measured using RF signals of QPDs,
which are acquired by modulating the input laser phase at an RF frequency
(∼10 MHz) and then demodulating the QPD signals at the modulation frequency. This is the same method as the PDH signal [87]. Such RF angular
signals can sense the phase diﬀerence of the wave fronts between the reflected
HG00 mode and the reflected HG10 mode. Since the relative phase between
the reflected modes is measured, the beam jitter in the reflection beam of the
mode cleaner can be cancelled. Using these signals, the input beam jitter is
pre-stabilized before the mode cleaner cavity. Then the mode cleaner passively
filters out the fluctuation of beam. The maximum contrast of the transmittance between a resonant mode and a non-resonant mode is given by F/2π for
a critical-coupled cavity. Assuming the finesse of the mode cleaner to be 10000,
incident jitter is suppressed by three orders of magnitude. Additionally, the
wave front sensors for TMs can suppress the incident jitter modes relative to
the angular signal as described in Appendix B.3.1. In our design of Phase-III
TOBA, the contrast is 102 . If the input beam jitter is stabilized by a factor of
104 , the total jitter noise√is suppressed by nine orders of magnitude, so that
suppressed below 10−15 / Hz at 0.1 Hz.

8
8.1

Conclusion

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have performed simulations on the earthquake detectability, and experimental work on the cryogenic system of Phase-III TOBA. The
conclusions of these topics and the overall conclusion are described in this
chapter.
Detectability of earthquakes using TOBA
First, we performed a computational investigation on the earthquake detectability using diﬀerent types of gravity gradiometers and compared the results. The
earthquake detectability using TOBA, which is sensitive only to the horizontal
gravity strain, has been evaluated in this work for the first time. A comparison
of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) distribution for each component of the gravity strain tensor showed that the horizontal strain components are essential for
the detection of strike-slip earthquakes, while the vertical strain components
are important for the detection of dip-slip earthquakes. Considering the realistic case that the coast is in the opposite direction to which a hanging wall
moves, the SNRs for the horizontal and vertical components are similar for the
dip-slip earthquakes at the region where the detectors can be placed. The detectable distance where SNR = 8 with the horizontal components is about 130
km at all azimuths for the strike-slip earthquakes, and 130 km at maximum,
which is shorter at the other azimuths, for the dip-slip earthquakes. Thus,
the horizontal components are suﬃcient for earthquake detection. Therefore,
TOBA is considered to be a good choice as a detector for gravity-based EEW.
Moreover, the
√required sensitivity of TOBA for EEW has also been confirmed
−15
to be 10
/ Hz at 0.1 Hz, which is similar to the value reported in a previous
study for vertical gravity strain measurement [2]. Although a detector that is
sensitive to all gravity strain components such as SOGRO is always the best
choice, the vertical strain measurement is not always indispensable.
Localizing simulations were also performed using an array of TOBAs to
determine the type of detector system that should be constructed
√ for af 2gravityHz)2
−15
,
based EEW. The detector sensitivity was assumed to be 10
/ Hz× +(0.1
f2
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which is close to the design of Phase-III TOBA. A comparison of the localizability using diﬀerent detector array arrangements suggests that three pairs
of two TOBAs placed 75 km apart along a coast line would be suitable to
localize oﬀ-shore earthquakes; localizability using fewer detectors was not uniformly good. In the localization process, information on the focal mechanism
is important because it can be used to constrain the locations of the epicenters
within 100 km2 up to 120 km distances in 10 s; in the absence of this information, this area can increase by more than three times. As large earthquakes
generally occur along the existing fault plane, the information on the focal
mechanisms will usually be available in advance in actual cases. The required
presumption accuracy to suppress the systematic localization error below 10
km is roughly 10◦ . However, the available accuracy for actual faults needs to
be statistically investigated in a future work. For this level of of systematic
localization error (<10 km), the calibration error of the detectors should also
be below 3 %, which is not very diﬃcult.
Thus these works have settled some of the requirements for Phase-III
TOBA and EEW systems using TOBA. The detectability study has confirmed
the required sensitivity, and the localizability study has clarified the suitable
detector arrangement, the required calibration accuracy of each detector, and
the necessary information regarding the focal mechanisms, which are important in constructing an actual gravity-based EEW system. Although there may
be better localization schemes, the validity of at least one possible method has
been confirmed by our work. Further investigations on topics such as the accuracy of presumed fault parameters, and the diﬀerences between the analytical
model and the actual gravity gradient fluctuations, will further improve the
concreteness of the detection scheme.
Development of the cryogenic system for Phase-III TOBA
We have created a design for Phase-III TOBA, including the cryogenic suspension system, optical system,√and vibration isolation system, to achieve the
required sensitivity of 10−15 / Hz at 0.1 Hz for meaningful earthquake detection. This is also an important technical demonstration before moving on
to the larger scale (∼10 m), i.e., Final TOBA. In addition to the suppression of known noise sources, the designed system also suppresses the recently
discovered nonlinear vibration transfer noise.
The main topic in this thesis is a cryogenic technique in a torsion pendulum, which is essential for TOBA to reduce the thermal noise. Experimental
demonstrations were performed using a simplified configuration of Phase-III
TOBA. The suspended pendulum was successfully cooled to 6.1 K, and the operation of the sensing system at the cryogenic temperatures was achieved. This
is the first example of a large-scale cryogenic torsion pendulum, and hence, it is
technically essential for Phase-III TOBA. The current system can be basically
applied to Phase-III TOBA by replacing the suspension wire with a silicon
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wire. The achieved temperature could be further lowered by replacing the
electrical lead wire on the shield, and by implementing a cryogenic rotational
stage at the suspension point of the TM wire to reduce the actuator force on
the TM. Additionally, the cooling speed could be improved by increasing the
contact area of the heat links on the suspension masses.
The noise performance of the cryogenic torsion pendulum was also investigated using the developed prototype. Although the current sensitivity is
not suﬃcient for the scientific observations, the noise injection measurement
and component characterizations revealed some important information regarding the noise of the cryogenic torsion pendulum. The current
√ setup already
meets the temperature stability requirement (< 5 × 10−5 K/ Hz; Fig. 6.20),
and the vibration
noise via the heat links can be suﬃciently suppressed below
√
−16
4 × 10
/ Hz at 0.1 Hz (Fig. 7.2) using the designed vibration isolation system and suspension parameter tuning in Phase-III TOBA. The most serious
noise source relevant to the cryogenic technique is the coupling with the magnetic field fluctuation via the induction current in the bar, which significantly
increases at cryogenic temperatures as the electrical conductivity increases;
therefore, a magnetic shield must be installed in the cryostat to reduce this
magnetic coupling. Additionally, the beam jitter noise, which is not specific to
the cryogenic environment, must also be suppressed by using a mode cleaner
cavity.
Thus, these experimental works have established the fundamental part of
the cryogenic system in Phase-III TOBA and identified some problems in
achieving the target sensitivity of Phase-III TOBA. However, to realize the
design sensitivity of Phase-III TOBA, developments of components such as a
high-quality silicon wire, active vibration isolation system, a highly sensitive
angular sensor, and a magnetic shield are required, which can be integrated
into the cryogenic system. The information gained from the prototype experiment in this work will help such future works.
Conclusion of the thesis
In summary, the theoretical works in this thesis have clarified that the measurement of horizontal gravity strain using TOBA could significantly contribute
to earthquake detection. Then,
√ Phase-III TOBA was designed to achieve the
−15
required sensitivity of 10
/ Hz for the gravity-based EEW. The cryogenic
system, which is technically important, was experimentally demonstrated, and
the basis of the cryogenic system for Phase-III TOBA was established. These
works have opened a path towards the development of gravity-based EEW
system using Phase-III TOBA.
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Future prospects

Towards making future scientific observations using Phase-III TOBA or Final
TOBA, the following developments are necessary in the experimental aspect.
For Phase-III TOBA, some of the problems were discussed in Chapter
7. Technical upgrades for the magnetic shield, the vibration isolation system,
and optics are necessary to improve the current sensitivity. Another important
component is the suspension
wire for the test masses. To suppress the thermal
√
−15
noise below 10
/ Hz, a low-dissipation (ϕw < 10−8 ) silicon wire needs to
be developed. As pointed out by the previous work [80], energy dissipation on
the surface of the material will dominate the total loss angle. Therefore, surface treatment will be a key to achieving the required dissipation. Component
research and development regarding the dissipation of silicon wires is required.
By integrating these systems, the target sensitivity is expected to be achieved
in principle. However, there may be unknown noise that is relevant to cryogenic temperatures, because no previous work has investigated the noise of a
cryogenic torsion pendulum in detail. Therefore, the noise performance of the
cryogenic TOBA needs to be characterized step-wise with gradually increasing
sensitivities, in the future.
Research on the Newtonian
noise is an essential step towards improving
√
−15
the sensitivity to 10
/
Hz
or
below. When the instrumental noise is sup√
−15
pressed to 10
/ Hz, the Newtonian noise induced from the fluctuations of
the ground or the atmosphere will be measurable, as estimated in Sec. 3.2.4.
Using the measured Newtonian noise, the models of Newtonian noise will be
examined at first, followed by a discussion and testing of the reduction method.
To examine the noise models, it is necessary to place environmental monitors
around the detector to measure the ground vibrations and the atmospheric
temperature or pressure fluctuations. To verify the models, the gravity fluctuations are estimated from the environmental measurements and the noise
models, and then compared with the TOBA signal. If the measured TOBA
signal is successfully reproduced from the environmental monitors, noise subtraction will also be possible using the environmental measurements. Therefore, development of the environmental monitor system and establishing the
noise models are important to achieve these goals; for the environmental monitor system development, the required number and arrangement of the sensors
need to be discussed.
Further technical investigations are required towards achieving the design
of Final TOBA. Although the principle noise sources such as quantum noise
and thermal noise will be suppressed in the design of Final TOBA, as explained
in Sec. 3.3, a concrete design of the system must be considered. For example,
the cryogenic system in Phase-III TOBA will be insuﬃcient for Final TOBA
just by scaling up from 35 cm to 10 m. This is because the total heat of the
10 m-pendulum is much larger than the 35 cm-pendulum—by roughly 4 × 103
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times, while the thermal conduction path of the suspension wire (∝ (wire
length)−1 ) and the thermal radiation path from the surface (∝ (surface area))
are not scaled up at the same ratio. Therefore, additional heat extraction path
may be necessary for Final TOBA.
The selection of the observation site is also important for good sensitivity
and stable operation. In terms of Newtonian noise, an underground site would
be suitable to suppress some kind of the Newtonian noise, as indicated in
Fig. 3.5. Other sources of gravity fluctuations such as the oceanic and the
human activities, which are not included in Fig. 3.5, should also be estimated
or characterized. The investigations on the Newtonian noise with Phase-III
TOBA would provide valuable information for the actual site selection.

A

Nonlinear
Vibration Transfer in
Torsion Pendulums

Nonlinear vibration transfer was recently found as a noise source in torsion
pendulums. Though it is not so serious in usual experiments, it can be significant noise in precise measurement of environmental gravity gradient such as
the targets of TOBA. That nonlinear noise can be simply derived from classical mechanics. Here the principle of the noise is introduced, and the amount
of noise is calculated. The following calculations are reported in [22].

A.1

Derivation

A simple torsion pendulum as depicted in Fig. A.1 is assumed in the following
calculation. The length of the suspension wire is l, and the vertical oﬀset of
the suspension point (SP) and the center of mass (CM) is h. The definition
of coordinates is also shown in the figure. The translation of the CM and the
rotation around the CM are (x, y, z) and (θP , θR , θY ), respectively, where P
(Pitch), R (Roll) and Y (Yaw) denote the rotations around x, y and z axes as
defined in Fig. A.1.
The Lagrangian and the dissipation function of the system are given by
)
1
1
1 (
⃗ · I⃗ω − mgz − κw θY2 ,
L = m ẋ2 + ẏ 2 + ω
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
D = Γx ẋ + Γy ẏ + ΓP θ̇P + ΓR θ̇R + ΓY θ̇Y 2 ,
2
2
2
2
2

(A.1)
(A.2)

where m and I are the mass and the inertia tensor of the bar, respectively. g
is the gravitational acceleration, and κw is the torsional spring constant of the
wire. ω
⃗ = (θ˙P , θ˙R , θ˙Y ) is the angular velocity vector. Γα (α = x, y,P, R, Y) are
the damping coeﬃcient for each DoF.
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Figure A.1: A model of a simple torsion pendulum and definition of coordinates.

Under the seismic vibration xg and yg at the suspension stage, the bar’s
DoFs fluctuate in time. The inertia tensor is then time-dependent as




IP
0
θR (IY − IP )

0
IR
θP (IR − IY ) 
I(t) = 
,
θR (IY − IP ) θP (IR − IY )
IY

(A.3)

where Iα (α =P, R, Y) are the moment of inertia around the principal axes.
The vertical position of the CM is geometrically calculated to be
} 1 (
)
1 {
(x + hθR + hθP θY − xg )2 + (y − hθP + hθR θY − yg )2 + h θP 2 + θR 2 .
2l
2
(A.4)
The non-diagonal parts in Eq. (A.3) and the terms of θY in Eq. (A.4) are the
source of nonlinear transfer.
The Euler-Lagrange equation for the horizontal rotation θY is

z=

κY θY +IY θ̈Y = −(IR −IY )θP θ¨R −(IY −IP )θ¨P θR +(IP −IR )θ̇P θ˙R −mh(ẍθP +ÿθR ).
(A.5)
The Fourier spectrum θ̃Y is then given by
θ̃Y

=

)
)
(
[
(
1
2
2
θ̃
+
(I
−
I
)
ω
θ̃
(I
−
I
)
θ̃
∗
ω
P ∗ θ̃R
Y
P
R
R
Y
P
κY − IY ω 2
}]
)
{(
)
(
)
) (
(
−(IP − IR ) ω θ̃P ∗ ω θ̃R + mh ω 2 x̃ ∗ θ̃P + ω 2 ỹ ∗ θ̃R .

(A.6)
Here “∗” denotes a frequency convolution between two Fourier spectrums.1
The nonlinearly introduced horizontal rotation is determined by the vibration
of two DoFs out of x, y, θP and θR . By the definition of frequency convolution,
1

(F ∗ G)(f ) =

∫∞

−∞

F (x)G(f − x)dx

(F (f ), G(f ) : functions)
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large vibration at the resonance of each DoF is down-converted to be lowfrequency noise; e.g. x̃(1 Hz) and θ˜P (1.1 Hz) are convolved to be θ˜Y (0.1 Hz).
x, y, θP and θR are also derived from Eq. (A.1). The Euler-Lagrange
equations for them are
mg
(x + hθR − xg ) − Γx ẋ,
mẍ = −
(A.7)
l
mg
mÿ = −
(y − hθP − yg ) − Γy ẏ,
(A.8)
l
mgh
IP θ̈P =
(y − hθP − yg ) − mghθP − ΓP θ̇P ,
(A.9)
l
mgh
IR θ̈R = −
(x + hθR − xg ) − mghθR − ΓR θ̇R ,
(A.10)
l
where xg and yg are the translational seismic vibrations. Then the Fourier
spectrums for them are given by
x̃ ≃

fx 2
x̃g ,
fx 2 + i Qfxx f − f 2

(A.11)

ỹ ≃

fy 2
ỹg ,
fy 2 + i Qfyy f − f 2

(A.12)

θ̃P ≃

4π 2 fy 2 fP 2 f 2

(

g fy 2 + i Qfyy f − f 2

)(

fP 2 + i QfPP f − f 2

) ỹg ,

(A.13)

4π 2 fx 2 fR 2 f 2
)(
) x̃g ,
θ̃R ≃ − (
g fx 2 + i Qfxx f − f 2 fR 2 + i QfRR f − f 2

(A.14)

where fα and Qα are the resonant frequencies and Q values for each DoF,
respectively. The resonant frequencies are given by
1
fx ≃ fy ≃
2π

√

g
,
l+h

1
fP ≃
2π

√

mgh
1
, and fR ≃
IP
2π

√

mgh
.
IR

(A.15)

The Q values are determined by the damping coeﬃcients.

A.2

Calculation

The nonlinear noise can be calculated by using Eq. (A.6) and (A.11)–(A.14).
Here some calculation results are shown as examples. The parameters for the
calculation are listed in Table A.1, which are the similar order as Phase-III
TOBA. For the seismic vibration, assumed spectrums are show in Fig. A.2.
The red line is the measured vibration in Tokyo and the green line shows the
model spectrum. The introduced x, y, θP and θR motions in case of the model
seismic vibration is shown in Fig. A.3. To demonstrate the eﬀect from the
resonant peaks (∼1 Hz), vibration isolation around 1 Hz as the blue line is
tested.
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Table A.1: The parameters used for the calculation.
Parameter
mass
moment of inertia

Symbol
m
(Pitch) IP
(Roll)
IR
(Yaw) IY
length of wire
l
suspension point height
h
Q values
Q x , Q y , Q P , QR
resonant frequency
x
fx
y
fy
Pitch
fP
Roll
fR

10

Unit
kg
kg·m2
kg·m2
kg·m2
m
m
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

model
suppressed vibration (×0.1)
Tokyo

-5

10-6

p

seismic vibration [m/ Hz ]

10-4

Value
1.0
0.23 × 10−3
7.64 × 10−3
7.58 × 10−3
0.3
0.005
103
0.912
0.901
2.469
0.405

10-7
10-8
10-9
10-10 -2
10

10-1

Frequency [Hz]

100

101

Figure A.2: Amplitude spectral densities of seismic vibration. A model (green)
and the measured one in Tokyo (red). The blue line shows the case when the
seismic vibration is suppressed by 10 times around 1 Hz.

The calculated nonlinear vibration noise spectrums are shown in Fig. √
A.4.
−9
For the model seismic vibration, the nonlinear noise is about 10 rad/ Hz
at 0.1 Hz, which is higher than the target sensitivity of Phase-III TOBA by
more than 6 orders of magnitude. Though the parameters are diﬀerent from
Phase-III TOBA, the similar amount of noise can appear in Phase-III TOBA.
Therefore reducing this noise is essential for realization of scientific observations with Phase-III TOBA.
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x
y
roll
pitch

10-4

p

translation, rotation [m or rad/ Hz ]

10-3
10-5
10-6
10-7
10-8
10-9
10-10
10-11 -2
10

10-1

Frequency [Hz]

100

101

10-4
10-5
10-6
10-7
10-8
10-9
10-10
10-11
10-12
10-13
10-14
10-15
10-16 -3
10

model
suppressed vibration (×0.1)
TOBA (35 cm)

p

Yaw rotation [rad/ Hz ]

Figure A.3: Translations and rotations of the bar under the model seismic
vibration.

10-2

10-1
Frequency [Hz]

100

101

Figure A.4: Calculated nonlinear vibration noise spectrums for the model
seismic vibration (green) and for the suppressed vibration by 10 times around
1 Hz (blue). The grey line shows the target sensitivity of Phase-III TOBA.

A promising way to reduce the noise is suppression of vibration at the
suspension stage. When the vibration is suppressed by around 1 Hz, which
is close to the resonant frequencies, the nonlinear noise is reduced at every
frequency as shown with the blue line in Fig. A.4. Thus the total noise level
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is determined by the contribution from the resonant peaks convolved with
nearby frequencies. Suppression of vibration by 10 times results in nonlinear
noise reduction by 102 times. This is because the amount of introduced θY
is the product of two DoFs. Therefore vibration isolation by three orders of
magnitude is required to achieve the target sensitivity of Phase-III TOBA.
The requirement on the active vibration isolation system in Phase-III TOBA
(see Sec. 5.2.5) is determined mainly for this reason. Dependence on the other
parameters are discussed in the next section.

A.3

Approximation to analytical expression

To discuss the parameter dependence of the nonlinear vibration noise, an analytical expression of the nonlinear vibration spectrum is derived by applying
some approximations to Eq. (A.6). As Eq. (A.15) indicates, fx and fy has almost same value. Hence the convolution between f = fx of x, θR and f = fy
of y, θP has dominant contribution in the total nonlinear noise. Especially
(ω 2 x̃) ∗ θ̃P term has the largest contributions since θ̃P is highest as shown in
Fig. A.3.
Around fx and fy , x̃ and θ̃P are approximated to
fx 2
x̃(f ) ≃
fx 2 + i Qfxx f − f 2
θ̃P (f ) ≃

(

(

1Hz
f
(

4π 2 fy 2 f 2

g fy 2 + i Qfyy f − f 2

)

)2

x̃g (1Hz),

1Hz
f

(A.16)

)2

ỹg (1Hz).

(A.17)

Here we assume
the seismic vibration x̃g and ỹg have the same amplitude spec√
tral density Gseis (f ) with independent random phase. The Fourier spectrum
√

x̃g , ỹg are related to the spectral density
√

x̃g (f ) =

Gseis (f ) as

T √
Gseis (f )eiθx (f ) , ỹg (f ) =
8π 2

√

T √
Gseis (f )eiθy (f ) ,
8π 2

(A.18)

where θx (f ) and θy (f ) are the random phases, and T is the length of the
timeseries. The convolution (ω 2 x̃)∗θ̃P can be approximated by the contribution
from the integral around f0 ≡ (fx + fy )/2 as
(

)

ω 2 x̃ ∗ θ̃P (f )
(2π)4 (1 Hz)4 T
=
Gseis (1 Hz) ×
g
8π 2
∫ f0 +∆f
fy 2
fx 2
ei(θx (f −α)+θy (α)) dα,
fx
fy
2
2
2
2
f0 −∆f fx + i
(f − α) − (f − α) fy + i Qy α − α
Qx
(A.19)
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where ∆f is the frequency range of integral. The integral range can be extended to [0, ∞] since the integral function has small value outside [f0 −∆f, f0 +
∆f ]. Moreover, due to the randomness of the phase θx (f − α) + θy (α), the
integral has a shape of Fourier transform of Af (α)eiθ(α) , where
fx 2
fy 2
,
fx 2 + i Qfxx (f − α) − (f − α)2 fy 2 + i Qfyy α − α2

Af (α) ≡

(A.20)

θ(α) = θx (f − α) + θy (α) − αt.

(A.21)

θ(α) is also a random phase. Then (ω 2 x̃) ∗ θ̃P has a mean power of
⟨(

)

ω x̃ ∗ θ̃P (f )
2

2

(

⟩

=

(2π × 1 Hz)4 T
Gseis (1 Hz)
g
8π 2

)2 ⟨

[

F.T . Af (α)e

iθ(α)

] 2⟩

[

.
]

Here the ⟨·⟩ in the right hand term is the power of the timeseries F.T . Af (α)eiθ(α) .
Hence it is identical to an integral of the corresponding power spectrum as
⟨

[

F.T . Af (α)e

iθ(α)

∫

=
0

∞

] 2⟩

2
8π 2
Af (α)eiθ(α) dα
T

fx 4 fy 4
8π 2 ∫ ∞
=
T 0 fx 2 + i fx (f − α) − (f − α)2
Qx
πQf0 5
8π 2
≈
T (f − |fx − fy |)2

(

2

fy 2 + i Qfyy α − α2

2 dα

)

1
1
+
.
2
(f − 2f0 )
(f + 2f0 )2

(A.22)

Here Q ≡ Qx = Qy ≫ 1 and |fx − fy | ≪ f0 are assumed for simplicity.
Therefore the amplitude spectral density of (ω 2 x̃) ∗ θ̃P is obtained from Eq.
(A.22) and (A.22) as
√

√

G(ω2 x̃)∗θ̃P (f ) =

8π 2
T

⟨

(2π × 1 Hz)4
Gseis
=
g

(ω 2 x̃)

∗ θ̃P (f )

v
u
u
(1 Hz)t

2

⟩

πQf0 5
(f − |fx − fy |)2

(

)

1
1
+
.
2
(f − 2f0 )
(f + 2f0 )2
(A.23)

By multiplying mh/|κY − IY ω 2 |, this gives an approximated formula of nonlinear vibration noise (Eq. (A.6)).
Fig. A.5 compares the noise level calculated from Eq. (A.6) and the one
approximated by Eq. (A.23). The approximated formula agrees well to the
calculation below 0.2 Hz. Above 0.2 Hz, the convolutions between diﬀerent
combinations of the resonant peaks has larger contributions.
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Figure A.5: Comparison between calculation and approximation Eq. (A.23).

Dependence on pendulum parameters
Eq. (A.23) shows clear dependences on Gseis , Q and f0 . The dependence on
the seismic vibration Gseis is already discussed in the previous section. For the
pendulum parameters, smaller Q and f0 give lower noise levels. The damping
of pendulum’s translations or Pitch/Roll rotations directly aﬀects the noise
level in the torsion pendulums, while they are not the target DoFs. Note that
to implement the strong damping to the pendulum, a careful mechanical design is essential to avoid the damping of Yaw rotation, which introduce the
thermal noise in the main observation DoF. Using longer suspension wire to
decrease the resonant frequency is also eﬀective to suppress the nonlinear noise.
However, we cannot expect suﬃcient noise suppression in this way since the
length of the wire cannot be changed so much considering the realistic implementation. Thus, though the nonlinear noise can be suppressed by modifying
the pendulum parameters, reducing the vibration of the suspension stage is
more eﬀective and essential.

B

Wavefront
Sensing with Coherent
Angular Signal
Amplification

In this appendix, the principle of the new angular sensor for TOBA is explained. The proposed method is to amplify the angular signal with an optical
cavity. An optical cavity can amplify the incident electrical field when it meets
the resonant condition. Then tilt of the cavity mirror converts the mode of
resonating laser to the higher order mode. Though the converted higher order
mode does not resonate in an ordinal cavity, some modification of the cavity
enables the resonance of higher order modes, so that the angular signal is amplified. Such an idea is explained here. Detailed calculations of noise spectrum
which is plotted in Chapter 5 are also shown here.

B.1
B.1.1

Principle
Gaussian beam

Spacial modes of a laser beam can generally be expanded with HermiteGaussian (HG) modes. Derivation of the HG modes is described in standard
textbooks about lasers (see e.g. [92]). The electric field E(x, t) of a laser beam
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propagating along z-axis is expressed as
E(x, t) =

∑

Elm Ulm (x, t),

(B.1)

l,m

√

Ulm (x) =

(√ )
(√ )
1
2x
2y
H
H
×
l
m
π2l+m−1 l!m! w(z)
w(z)
w(z)
(
)
x2 + y 2
x2 + y 2
exp i(ω0 t − kz) − ik
+ i(l + m + 1)ζ(z) − 2
,
2R(z)
w (z)
(B.2)

1

where
zR =

πw02
λ√

(Rayleigh range),
(

(B.3)

)

z 2
w(z) = w0 1 +
(beam radius),
zR
(
)
( )2
zR
R(z) = z 1 +
(radius of curvature),
z
( )
z
ζ(z) = arctan
(Gouy phase).
zR

(B.4)
(B.5)
(B.6)

w0 is the beam radius at the beam waist, where the radius is minimum. λ
is the wavelength and k = 2π/λ is the wave number. Hl (x) is the Hermite
polynomials, which are
H1 (x) = 1,

H2 (x) = 2x, H2 (x) = 4x2 − 2, ...

(B.7)

Ulm is called HGlm mode. As Eq. (B.2) shows, the phase of the higher order
mode diﬀers from the fundamental mode U00 by (l + m)ζ.
According to the recursion formula of the Hermite polynomials, Ulm converts
w(z) −iζ(z)
e
U10 ,
2
w(z)
w(z) iζ(z)
e
U00 + √ e−iζ(z) U20 ,
=
2
2

xU00 =

(B.8)

xU10

(B.9)

and so on.

B.1.2

Conversion of spacial modes by reflection

When the wavefront of the laser beam and the surface profile of the mirror is
not identical, reflected beam has diﬀerent expansion coeﬃcients Elm from the
original beam. Here only HG00 mode and HG10 mode are taken into account
for simplicity. As the simplest case, reflection at the beam waist on a tilted
flat mirror as depicted in Fig. B.1 is considered. The origin of coordinate
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Er0U00+Er1U11
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Ei0U00+Ei1U11

Figure B.1: Reflection of laser beam by a tilted mirror.

L
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Ei

Et
Er
front mirror

r1 , t1

end mirror

r2 , t2

Figure B.2: An optical cavity

is set at the mirror surface, hence w(0) = w0 . When the mirror is tilted by
θ ≪ 1 around the y-axis, the reflection induces phase delay of 2kxθ. Then the
reflected beam is
Er (x, y, 0, t) = Ei (x, y, 0, t) exp (2ikxθ) ≃ Ei (x, y, 0, t) (1 + 2ikxθ) .

(B.10)

From Eq. (B.8) and (B.9), the expansion coeﬃcients of Ei and Er are converted
as
)
(
)
(
)(
1
ikw0 θ
Ei0
Er0
.
(B.11)
≃
Ei1
Er1
ikw0 θ
1
HG10 mode is generated from HG00 mode in proportional to the tilt angle θ
and the beam radius w0 .

B.1.3

Coherent angular signal amplification with an optical cavity

Overview of an optical cavity
An overview of an optical cavity is introduced. An optical cavity, or FabryPerot cavity consists of a pair of facing mirrors as Fig. B.2. Here incident
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HG00 mode beam which has an amplitude of Ei is considered. The wavefront
of the laser beam is assumed to be identical to the mirror surface. Letting r1 ,
t1 , r2 , t2 as the amplitude reflectivity and transmissivity of the front mirror
and the end mirror. L is the cavity length as shown in Fig. B.2. In the
following discussions, loss or absorption of the cavity is ignored for simplicity,
hence t2 + r2 = 1 is assumed. The reflection field Er , the intra-cavity field Ec ,
and transmission field Et can be written as
Er = −r1 Ei + t1 r2 eiϕc Ec ,
Ec = t1 Ei + r1 r2 eiϕc Ec ,
Et = t2 eiϕc /2 Ec ,
4πL
ϕc = −
+ ζc ,
λ

(B.12)
(B.13)
(B.14)
(B.15)

where ζc is the round-trip Gouy phase of the cavity. Then they can be calculated to
(

t21 r2 eiϕc
= −r1 +
1 − r1 r2 eiϕc
t1
=
Ei ,
1 − r1 r2 eiϕc
t1 t2 eiϕc /2
=
Ei .
1 − r1 r2 eiϕc

Er
Ec
Et

)

Ei ,

(B.16)
(B.17)
(B.18)
(B.19)

When the mirrors have high reflectivity, r1 ≃ 1 and r2 ≃ 1, Ec is amplified
under the condition of ϕc = 2πn (n : integer). This amplification is called
“resonance” of the cavity, which is characterized by the finesse of the cavity
defined as
√
π r1 r2
F≡
.
(B.20)
1 − r1 r2
Using F, the intra-cavity field can be approximated to
Ec ≃

t1
Ei .
1 − (1 − π/F)eiϕc

(B.21)

F determines the maximum amplification factor and the sharpness of the resonance condition.
HG10 mode in a cavity
When one of the mirrors is tilted by θ, reflection at the mirror converts the
modes as shown in Eq. (B.11). Here the behavior of HG10 mode generated
inside the cavity by a tilted mirror as Fig. B.3 is investigated. The problem
can be solved by replacing the field Ei , Ec , Er and Et with the corresponding
vectors of the mode coeﬃcients as used in Eq. (B.11). Taking into account the
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Figure B.3: An optical cavity with a tilted mirror.

Gouy phase diﬀerence between HG00 and HG10 , and the conversion between
the modes (Eq. (B.11)), the equation for the intra-cavity mode coeﬃcients is
given by
(

Ec0
Ec1

)

(

= t1

Ei0
Ei1

)

(

+ r1 r2

1
ikw0 θ
ikw0 θ
1

When the incident field contains only HG00
for Ec0 is
Ec0

)(

eiϕc
0
0 ei(ϕc +ζc )

)(

)

Ec0
.
Ec1
(B.22)
mode, i.e. Ei1 = 0, the solution

t1 (1 − r1 r2 ei(ϕc +ζc ) )
=
Ei0(B.23)
(1 − r1 r2 eiϕc )(1 − r1 r2 ei(ϕc +ζc ) ) + (r1 r2 kw0 )2 ei(2ϕc +ζc ) θ2
t1
≃
(B.24)
Ei0 ,
1 − r1 r2 eiϕc

which corresponds to Eq. (B.17), and for Ec1 is
Ec1

−it1 r1 r2 kw0 eiϕc θ
=
Ei0(B.25)
(1 − r1 r2 eiϕc )(1 − r1 r2 ei(ϕc +ζc ) ) + (r1 r2 kw0 )2 ei(2ϕc +ζc ) θ2
−it1 r1 r2 kw0 eiϕc θ
≃
(B.26)
Ei0 .
(1 − r1 r2 eiϕc )(1 − r1 r2 ei(ϕc +ζc ) )

As indicated in Eq. (B.11), HG10 mode is generated inside the cavity in proportional to θ and w0 . Ec1 contains double amplification factor (1 − r1 r2 eiϕc )−1
and (1 − r1 r2 ei(ϕc +ζc ) )−1 . The first amplification (1 − r1 r2 eiϕc )−1 is because of
the amplification in Ec0 , which is converted into Ec1 . The second amplification (1 − r1 r2 ei(ϕc +ζc ) )−1 is the eﬀect of the cavity on the HG10 mode. When
the phase satisfies ϕc + ζc = 2πn (n : integer), the HG10 modes generated by
reflection in each round-trip are coherently stacked and amplified. This is the
basic principle of the coherent amplification of angular signal.
In a normal linear cavity, however, the two resonance conditions ϕc = 2πn
and ϕc + ζc = 2πm (n, m : integer) are diﬃcult to satisfy at the same time.
This is because of the Gouy phase diﬀerence ζc between HG00 and HG10 mode.
As defined by Eq. (B.6), the Gouy phase takes a value from −π/2 to π/2.
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front mirror

0 < ζ1 < π/2

fold mirror

waist
0 < ζ2 < π/2
end mirror

0 < ζ3 < π/2

ζ1 + ζ 2 + ζ 3 = π

Figure B.4: A folded cavity configuration for angular signal amplification.

Hence the Gouy phase diﬀerence between two points along the laser beam
can take a value between 0 and π, therefore the round-trip Gouy phase delay
inside the cavity is 0 < ζc < 2π. This indicates that when ϕc = 2πn, then
ϕc + ζc ̸= 2πm. Though it is possible to set ζc very close to 0 or 2π, it needs
a kind of extreme configuration such as two flat mirrors at very close distance
or two spherical mirrors at very long distance. Thus some modifications of the
cavity configuration are required to coherently amplify the angular signal Ec1 .

B.1.4

Configurations for coherent angular signal amplification

Here two possible configurations which can amplify the HG10 mode inside the
cavity are proposed.
Folded cavity configuration
The simpler way is to fold the beam with a curved mirror as Fig. B.4 to make
another beam waist inside the cavity. The Gouy phase delays from the waists
to the mirrors, ζ1 , ζ2 and ζ3 , can take a value between 0 and π/2, hence it
is possible to set the sum of them to π by choosing a proper geometry of the
cavity. In this case the round-trip Gouy phase is ζc = 2(ζ1 + ζ2 + ζ3 ) = 2π,
then the angular signal (Eq. (B.25)) is amplified.
Coupled cavity configuration
Another possible way is to replace the second mirror of the cavity with a
cavity as shown in Fig. B.5. The additional cavity, or the auxiliary cavity,
has diﬀerent reflection phase for HG00 and HG10 modes. This is because the
reflected field Eq. (B.16) depends on the round-trip phase inside the cavity,
which diﬀers for HG00 and HG10 by ζc . The reflection phase diﬀerence ϕa is
added to the second factor of the denominator in Eq. (B.25). By adjusting ϕa
to compensate the Gouy phase delay, the resonance conditions for HG00 and
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mid mirror

front mirror

end mirror

r10 = eiϕa r00
auxiliary cavity
Figure B.5: A coupled cavity configuration for angular signal amplification.
The reflectivity for HG10 mode r10 diﬀers from that of HG00 mode r00 .

HG10 modes can be satisfied at the same time as ϕc = 2πn and ϕc + ζc + ϕa =
2πm (n, m : integer). ϕa can be changed by detuning the auxiliary cavity.

B.1.5

Measurement of HG10 mode

It can be derived that
U00 (x, y, z) + aU10 (x, y, z) = U00 (x + aw(z), y, z)

(B.27)

which means that the real part of HG10 mode displaces the center of HG00
mode. Therefore a beam position sensor such as a QPD (quadrant photo diode)
can measure the HG10 mode amplitude through the beat with the HG00 mode.
In the similar way, the imaginary part of HG10 mode tilts the wavefront of the
HG00 mode. Tilt of the wavefront, or the diﬀerence of phase delays at +x and
−x, can be measured by modulating the input laser phase and demodulating
the QPD signals.

B.2

Fundamental noise sources

In order to evaluate the performance of the sensor, quantum noise and thermal
noise are calculated here. These are known as the fundamental noise in the
laser interferometric gravitational wave detectors which use HG00 mode for
length sensing. Here the noises are calculated for HG10 mode field in out
cavity for angular sensing.

B.2.1

Quantum noise

Quantum noise originates from the fluctuation of vacuum field. Quantum
noise in angular sensing is investigated in [93]. Here the calculation is applied
for our system. Since the target is the angular fluctuation, quantum vacuum
fluctuation of HG10 mode is taken into account. In the following discussions,
the motion of the mirrors are assumed to be slow, hence the reflection of the
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mirror does not change the frequency of the field. The cavity consists of a flat
front mirror and a curved end mirror as shown in Fig. B.3. Tilt of the front
mirror is targeted to measure.
Consider an incident beam Ei which is dominated by HG00 mode. The
electrical field operator can be written as
(−)

Êi = Êi
√

(−)

Êi

=

+ (Êi )† ,
(−)

(

(B.28)

)

â10 − iâ10
ℏω0
Di u00 + 1 √ 2 u10 eiζ(z) eiω0 (t−z/c)+iζ(z) ,
4ϵ0 c
2
(B.29)

where

∫

∞

dΩ 10
â1(2) (Ω)e−Ω(t−z/c) ,
2π
−∞
10
â
(ω0 + Ω) + (â10 (ω0 − Ω))†
√
â10
(Ω)
≡
,
1
2
â10 (ω0 + Ω) − (â10 (ω0 − Ω))†
√
â10
(Ω)
≡
.
2
2i
â10
1(2) =

(B.30)
(B.31)
(B.32)

Here â10 (ω) is the annihilation operator of HG10 mode at frequency ω. â10
1 (Ω)
10
and â2 (Ω) are defined about the sideband frequency Ω, which is centered
to the laser frequency ω0 . The incident power Pi is associated to the field
amplitude Di by Pi = ℏω0 Di2 .
The reflection and amplification of the cavity can be calculated in the same
way as Eq. (B.25). When a cavity satisfies both resonance conditions for HG00
and HG10 , the intra-cavity field is
√

(

)

ℏω0
α̂110 − iα̂210
√
=
Dc u00 +
u10 eiζ(z) eiω0 (t−z/c)+iζ(z)(B.33)
,
4ϵ0 c
2
t1 F
Dc =
Di ,
(B.34)
π
√
t1 F 10
F 2 2π
α̂110 − iα̂210 =
(â1 − iâ10
w0 Dc θ.
(B.35)
2 )+i
π
π λ
Here 1 − r1 r2 ≃ π/F is used. The tilt angle θ is the sum of the target angle
to measure θs and angular fluctuation induced by the vacuum fluctuation. In
the frequency space,
Êc(−)

θ(Ω) = θs (Ω) + Nrad (Ω)χ(Ω),

(B.36)

where χ(Ω) is the mechanical response about the rotational mode, which is
given by Eq. (3.18) for a torsion pendulum. The radiation pressure torque
Nrad from the vacuum fluctuation is
∫

(

)

Nrad = 8ϵ0 dxdy x|Êc(−) |2
√
2 2πℏ t1 F
=
Dc w0 â10
1 .
λ
π

(B.37)
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For simplicity,
the reflectivity of the end mirror r2 is set to 1 below. In this case
√
t1 = 2π/F, therefore the reflection HG10 mode b̂10
1(2) in frequency domain is
given by
√
√
(
4 2
4 2ℏ
10
10
b̂1 − ib̂2 = i
Di Fw0 θs (Ω) +
Di Fw0 χ(Ω)â10
1 (Ω)
λ
λ
)
λ
1
10
− √
(â10
2 (Ω) + iâ1 (Ω)) .
4 2 Di Fw0
(B.38)
The second and the third terms become noise in measuring θs . Here the
following functions are defined :
√

θSQL (Ω) = 2ℏ|χ(Ω)|,
16Pi 2 2
K(Ω) =
F w0 χ(Ω).
πcλ

(B.39)
(B.40)

Then the noise terms are expressed as

θSQL (Ω) √
1
θn (Ω) = √
K(Ω)â10
1 (Ω) + √

K(Ω)

2


10

(â10
2 (Ω) + iâ1 (Ω)) .

(B.41)

The noise depends on which quadrature of HG10 mode to measure. When the
imaginary component b̂10
2 is measured, the noise spectrum is given by
√

θSQL
Squantum (f ) = √
2

√

1
+ |K(f )|,
|K(f )|

(B.42)

using Eq. (B.39) and (B.40). Here the vacuum is assumed to be the coherent
10
state, therefor â10
1 and â2 are independent stochastic fluctuation. Then power
10
spectral density for â1 and â10
2 are 1. The first and the second terms inside the
square-root are the shot noise and the radiation pressure noise, respectively.
In this case, θSQL gives the lower limit of the quantum noise, because the shot
noise and radiation pressure noise are in trade-oﬀ relation. This is why θSQL is
called as a standard quantum limit. Note that θSQL is not the absolute limit
of measurement. It can be overcome by choosing the readout quadrature or
modifying the vacuum field to a squeezed state [62].

B.2.2

Mirror thermal noise

The thermal fluctuation of a mirror substrate can produce a local angular fluctuation of the surface. The eﬀect of thermal fluctuation on the translational
sensing of interferometer using Gaussian laser beam (HG00 mode) was calculated by Y. Levin [60]. Here the eﬀect on the angular readout (HG10 mode) is
calculated in the same manner.
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The angular change of the mirror surface is measured via the HG10 mode
in the reflected HG00 beam. The relation between the coeﬃcient of the HG10
mode term and the angle of the surface is derived in Eq. (B.11). In general,
when the surface of the mirror has a displacement z(x, y, t) along the normal
vector, the corresponding angle θ(t) is given by
2 ∫
θ(t) =
dr u∗10 (x, y)u00 (x, y)z(x, y, t),
w0

(B.43)

where ulm (x, y) is defined as the real part of Ulm (Eq. (B.2)) on the mirror
surface. The interaction term in the Hamiltonian of the mirror is
Hint = −N (t)θ(t) = −

∫

dr P (x, y, t)z(x, y, t)

(B.44)

where N (t) is the generalized torque corresponding to the measurement target
θ, and P (x, y) is the applied pressure on the surface at (x, y), which is expressed
as
2
P (x, y, t) =
N (t)u∗10 (x, y)u00 (x, y).
(B.45)
w0
According to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, thermal fluctuation of θ
is determined by the dissipation of the system. Specifically it is described with
the real part of the admittance Ỹ (f ) ≡ iω θ̃(f )/Ñ (f ) as
Sθ (f ) =

kB T
|Re[Ỹ (f )]|,
π2f 2

(B.46)

where Sθ is the power spectral density of the fluctuation of θ.
When an oscillating torque N (t) = N0 sin(2πf t) is applied, dissipated energy Wdiss is given by
Wdiss = N (t)θ̇(t) =

N02
|Re[Ỹ (f )]|.
2

(B.47)

On the other hand, the dissipated energy is expressed with the maximum
elastic deformation energy Umax as
Wdiss = 2πf Umax ϕs ,

(B.48)

where ϕs is a loss angle of the mirror substrate, which is defined as the imaginary part of the Young’s modulus normalized by the real part. From Eq.
(B.47) and (B.48), the thermal noise spectrum can be rewritten as
Sθ (f ) =

4kB T Umax
ϕs 2 .
πf
N0

(B.49)

Below the lowest resonant frequency of the internal modes of the mirror,
which is typically a few kHz, Umax is given by the static deformation when
a static pressure P0 (x, y) = w20 N0 u∗10 (x, y)u00 (x, y) is applied on the surface.
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Assuming the mirror is suﬃciently larger than the beam size, then the Green’s
function of the mirror is given by
G(r, r ′ ) =

1 − νs2
1
,
πEs |r − r ′ |

(B.50)

where νs and Es are the Poisson’s ratio and the Young’s modulus of the mirror
substrate. Therefore Umax is
1∫
Umax =
dr P0 (x, y)z(x, y)
2
∫
∫
1
1 − νs2 P0 (x′ , y ′ )
=
dr P0 (x, y) dr ′
2
πEs |r − r ′ |
32(1 − νs2 ) 1 ∫
XX ′ −2(R2 +R′2 )
′
=
dRdR
e
.
(B.51)
π 3 Es w03
|R − R′ |
Here R = (X, Y ) ≡ r/w0 . The integral part is numerically calculated to be
∫

dRdR′

XX ′ −2(R2 +R′2 ) π 5/2
e
≃
.
|R − R′ |
64

(B.52)

Substituting Eq. (B.51) and (B.52) into (B.49), the amplitude spectral
density of the angular thermal fluctuation is given by
√

√

Sθ (f ) =

2kB T 1 − νs2 ϕs
.
π 3/2 f Es w03

(B.53)

Comparing to the translational thermal fluctuation
√

√

Sx (f ) =

4kB T 1 − νs2 ϕs
√
.
ω
πEs w0

(B.54)

which is derived in [60] or [61], Eq. (B.53) is equivalent to the diﬀerential
translational fluctuation at two points separated by a distance of 2w0 , each of
which is measured by a beam with radius of w0 /2.
√

Sθ (f ) =

√

2
Sx (f ; w0 /2).
(2w0 )2

(B.55)

The energy dissipation in the coating layer on the surface of the mirror is
taken into account based on the equivalence Eq. (B.55). Thermal noise of
coating layer for HG00 mode can be described as an additional loss angle in
Eq. (B.54) [61]. √Hence the angular thermal noise of HG10 mode is given by
Eq. (B.55) with Sx (f ) for modified loss angle. Then the total thermal noise
of the mirror about HG10 mode is
√

√

2kB T 1 − νs2 ϕmir
,
(B.56)
π 3/2 f Es w03
)
(
2dc
Ec (1 + νs )(1 − 2νs )2 Es (1 + νc )(1 − 2νc )
+
ϕc ,
≡ ϕs + √
πw0 Es (1 − νs )(1 − νc2 )
Ec (1 − νs2 )(1 − νc )
(B.57)

Sth,mir (f ) =
ϕmir
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where subscript s and c denote the substrate and the coating, respectively. dc
is the thickness of the coating layer.

B.3

Technical noise sources

Here some merits of the proposed angular sensor are explained.

B.3.1

Beam jitter noise

The displacement or the tilt of the laser beam are called beam jitter. They
can be expressed as the incident HG10 mode Ei1 in Eq. (B.22).
When both resonant conditions for HG00 and HG10 modes are satisfied, the
HG10 mode amplitude in the reflection field of the cavity is given by solving
Eq. (B.12) in the same way as Eq. (B.22).
Er1 =

t21 r1 r2
−r1 + r2
ikw0 θEi0 +
Ei1 .
2
(1 − r1 r2 )
1 − r1 r2

(B.58)

The first term is the tilt signal of the mirror generated inside the cavity, and
the second term is the incident jitter. As an order estimation, t21 ∼ π/F,
ri ≃ 1 − t21 /2 and r1 − r2 ∼ π/F give
Er1 ∼

F
ikw0 θEi0 + Ei1 ,
π

(B.59)

which indicates the beam jitter term is not amplified while the tilt signal is
amplified by F. This is because the tilt signal is generated from the intra-cavity
HG00 mode which is amplified by the cavity. Therefore coherent angular signal
amplification method can increase the signal-to-noise ratio against the beam
jitter noise.
Additionally, by setting r1 = r2 (critical-coupled cavity) for HG10 mode,
the beam jitter term vanishes at the reflection port, which enables the beam
jitter free angular sensor. Note that such an option is possible only when the
reflectivity can be set independently for HG00 mode and HG10 mode. This is
because when r1 = r2 is satisfied for HG00 mode, all of HG00 beam transmits
through the cavity, hence HG10 mode signal cannot be measured via the beat
with HG00 mode at the reflection port. The coupled-cavity configuration solves
this problem since the reflectivity of the auxiliary cavity (Fig. B.5) can be
chosen independently for HG00 and HG10 modes.

B.3.2

Frequency noise

Frequency fluctuation basically does not appear in the angular signal, since
the fluctuation is spatially uniform in the cross section of the beam. This is
an advantage over a Michelson interferometric angular readout which use two
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target

2w0

D

Figure B.6: Comparison of two angular sensing; an optical cavity (left) and a
Michelson interferometer (right).

separated laser beams. In a Michelson interferometer, the asymmetry of the
beam path length introduces the frequency fluctuation as the angular signal
noise.

B.3.3

Translational coupling noise

Although translation of the mirror along the reflection surface ideally does not
generate angular signal, a curvature of the surface introduces the coupling from
it [21]. Hence by using a flat mirror for one of the cavity mirrors, the coupling
from translations can be suppressed. Ultimately the amount of coupling is
determined by the profile of the mirror surface in the scale of the beam size.
It is possible in principle to find a locally flat point on the surface where the
translational coupling vanishes.

B.4

Comparison to a Michelson interferometer

Here the proposed new angular sensor is compared to a Michelson interferometer, which is another sensitive interferometric angular sensor. Michelson
interferometers have been used for angular sensing in the previous prototypes
of TOBA so far. Two angular sensing methods are depicted in Fig. B.6. The
new method amplifies the angular signal generated by a mirror, hence one of
the cavity mirrors is attached on the measurement target. For an angular sensing with a Michelson interferometer, two mirrors are attached on the target
separated by D, then the angular fluctuation is calculated from the diﬀerential
translation between the reflection points.
As mentioned in Sec. B.2.2, the angular sensing using HG10 mode in the
cavity is equivalent to the translational sensing at two points separated by
the beam diameter 2w0 . Though the beam diameter is usually much shorter
than the separation in the Michelson interferometer D, the amplification of
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folded cavity


2


2

15MHz

DC/RFQPD

Figure B.7: An experimental setup for a demonstration of coherent angular
signal amplification using a folded cavity.

the cavity can compensate the diﬀerence. In other words, when 2w0 F ∼ D,
both of the sensing methods can acquire the same amount of angular signal.
In terms of noise, each sensing method has merits and demerits as mentioned in the previous sections. The quantum noises are in the similar levels
for the two sensing methods since their signal levels are similar. On the other
hand, thermal noise is smaller in the Michelson interferometer according to
the larger separation of the beams : D ≫ 2w0 . The optical cavity method has
merits in some technical noise. The frequency fluctuation does not become
a noise in the optical cavity, while the Michelson interferometer is suﬀered
from it via the asymmetry of the beam. Additionally, the use of the single
beam for the cavity method can provide an easier reduction of translational
coupling, because placing two mirrors in parallel at separated points for the
Michelson interferometer is technically hard. Though it is possible to polish
the whole surface of the target to make it parallel at two reflection points,
technical diﬃculty rises as the size of the target increases.
In summary, when the mirror thermal noise is suﬃciently small, coherent
angular signal amplification with an optical cavity can provide some technical
merits compared to a Michelson interferometer.

B.5

Experimental demonstration

Here an experimental resluts on the angular signal amplification with an optical
cavity is reported. The folded cavity configuration is used for the experiment.
The setup is shown in Fig. B.7. The length change of the cavity was measured
by PDH method using the EOM (electro-optic modulator) and the RFPD
(Radio frequency photo detector). Then the cavity was locked at the resonant
point of HG00 mode. One of the cavity mirrors (a target mirror) was shaken
with PZT actuators on the mirror, to measure the angular signal by a QPD
at the reflection port. The QPD reads the DC signal and modulated RF (15
MHz) signal, which correspond to the real part and the imaginary part of HG10

B.5. Experimental demonstration
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Figure B.8: Measured angular responses vs the Gouy phase of the cavity. The
purple points are the response to the cavity mirror, and the green line is the
theoretical line for it. The blue points are the response to the beam jitter,
whose amplitude is scaled by the beam radius at the jitter injection mirror.

mode generated from the cavity, respectively. During the measurement, the
tilt angle of the mirror is monitored with the optical lever (oplev) at the same
time for calibration.
The Gouy phase of the cavity was adjusted by changing the positions of
the mirrors. The correspondence between the positions of the mirrors and
the Gouy phase was calibrated by scanning the length of the cavity. The
separations of resonant points of HG00 mode and higher order modes is the
Gouy phase. The cavity scan was performed at oﬀ-resonant points of HG10
mode, where the modes are separated enough to determine the Gouy phase.
Around the resonant point of HG10 mode, the Gouy phase of the cavity was
interpolated from the measurement at nearby points. The finesse of the cavity
was measured at the same time, which was F = 122 ± 5.
Fig. B.8 shows the measured angular response of the folded cavity in unit
of the diﬀerential power of the laser between the segments of the QPD. The
theoretical line inferred from the measured finesse, the beam profile and the
output power is also plotted in the figure. As expected from the theory, the
angular response is amplified when the Gouy phase becomes 2π. The amplification factor is also agrees with the theoretical curve within the measurement
error. The responses to the beam jitter injected by shaking the mirror before the cavity (the “jitter injection mirror” in Fig. B.7) are also plotted with
blue circles in Fig. B.8. In contrast to the cavity mirror, the response is not
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amplified as expected.
In summary, this experiment has confirmed the basic principle of the coherent angular signal amplification with a folded cavity.
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Circuit Diagram
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Figure C.1: A trans impedance circuit for the QPDs of the beam jitter monitors, the optical levers and the wave front sensors. For the trans impedances,
Rt = 150kΩ, 330kΩ and Ct = 100pF are used.
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Figure C.2: A summation and diﬀerential circuit for the QPDs. From four
signal of a QPD (Input 1-4), the horizontal diﬀerential signal (Output1), the
vertical diﬀerential signal (Output2), and the total power signal (Output3) are
calculated.
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Figure C.3: A coil driver for coil-coil actuator. A current buﬀer BUF634
supplies current for coils.
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Figure C.4: A high voltage amplifier for PZT actuators. The output voltage
range is determined by Vcc , which is set to 70 V in this thesis.
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